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The dysfunctional family unit is a staple feature of Calderón’s tragic dramas. In 

fact, the presence of problematic familial relations is often an important underlying cause 

contributing to the unfortunate outcomes in these works. The emotional and relational 

disorders evidenced by the characters in such plays lead to amoral and asocial behavior, 

especially by the husbands toward their wives. The present study seeks to demonstrate 

that in Calderón's plays dysfunctional families, as manifested by marital discord and 

disturbed interpersonal behavior, generally originate from one or more of the following 

sources: a loveless marriage, a failure to communicate, and a tendency to mistrust others. 

Regarding these three manifestations of dysfunction, circumstances beyond the control of 

a character may oblige them to marry against their will or better judgment. An inability to 

establish and maintain meaningful discussions tends to isolate individuals, forcing them 

to interpret events from a distance. And excessive apprehension about the fidelity of one's 

spouse or paramour causes obsessive and even criminal behavior. These three conditions 

all form part of recognized family psychopathology. Accordingly, this study makes use of 
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Family Systems Theory as a conceptual tool for describing the maladjusted relationships 

and conflictive interaction between spouses that appear in Calderón's tragedies. A family 

systems approach to Calderón, going beyond an intrapsychic analysis of characters' 

behaviors and motivations, reveals how each member of the dysfunctional family shares 

responsibility for the tragedies that develop.
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Chapter One: Wife-murder Tragedies

The dysfunctional family unit is a staple feature in many of Calderón's tragic 

dramas. The Calderonian dysfunctional family typically is founded on a troubled 

relationship among spouses, although generational friction between parents and children 

also is an important component. Through an examination of three particular aspects of 

marital discord, the present study seeks to demonstrate that dysfunctional families give 

rise to tragedy in certain Calderonian dramas. Furthermore, this study contends that the 

main underlying cause contributing to the unfortunate outcomes in the author's tragedies 

is the presence of a pre-existing dysfunctional relationship between the brides and their 

own fathers. This defective bond between fathers and daughters has severe consequences 

when the women enter into marriage. Specifically, their dysfunctional heritage 

precipitates the appearance of three adverse conditions evident in each of Calderón’s 

wife-murder tragedies: loveless marriages, a failure to communicate and a tendency to 

mistrust others.

Separate chapters will be devoted to analyzing each of these symptoms of the 

Calderonian dysfunctional family. In Chapter Two I will explore the issue of matrimony, 

examining the particulars of how and why characters decide to wed. In some instances 

they may appear to do so because of love, but often circumstances beyond their control 

oblige them to marry against their will or better judgment. This type of situation may 

signal the existence of a loveless marriage, or a marriage of convenience, and such unions 

often disintegrate under pressure. In Chapter Three I will study the failure to 

communicate between characters, a tendency that often exacerbates otherwise minor 
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misunderstandings. The inability to establish and maintain meaningful communication 

segregates individuals, forcing them to interpret, from an isolated distance, events that 

otherwise might have been cleared up quickly. The lack of intimate and honest dialogue 

creates a chasm between characters and often plays an important part in allowing the 

tragedy to develop. Finally, in Chapter Four, I will investigate the mistrustful nature of 

many different characters, in particular men and especially husbands, in Calderón's wife-

murder plays. Excessive apprehension regarding the fidelity of one's spouse or paramour 

causes obsessive and even criminal behavior. In many cases, characters that are overly 

suspicious give undue credence to circumstantial evidence that may seem to confirm their 

distrust. At the same time, direct denial of any wrongdoing by those accused of disloyalty 

is often discounted as an attempt to hide the supposed unfaithfulness. 

The three aspects of dysfunctional families included in this study (loveless 

marriages, miscommunication, and mistrust) all form part of recognized family 

psychopathology. As a scientific discipline family psychopathology is the study of 

families and individual family members who suffer from emotional disorders 

occasionally leading to amoral and asocial behavior. In the theater of Calderón, family 

psychopathology is evident in the myriad examples of dysfunctional families appearing 

in many of the author's dramas. Like many theatrical works of his day, Calderón's plays 

are filled with obsessive husbands and lovers, deceitful paramours, and maniacal, or 

perhaps more precisely, methodical killers. Therefore it may be useful to apply 

psychological thinking and vocabulary in the case of Calderón's drama as a way to help 

the modern reader approach the text.
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The use of psychology in literary studies is not a new phenomenon. Throughout 

the 20th-century, a whole corpus of studies has sought to apply modern psychological 

theories (especially those of Freud) to practically every imaginable type of fictional text 

in an attempt to analyze the mental and emotional processes experienced by literary 

characters. However, more recently, literary criticism has failed to keep pace with the 

most current of real-world (i.e. non-literary) therapeutic models of treatment in 

psychology. As John V. Knapp asserts: 

Psychological literary criticism has sent out generations of scholars to do 

battle with recalcitrant imaginative texts, armed most often with the 

psychological tools of an early twentieth-century intrapsychic psychology 

that no longer answers all the interesting questions posed by those 

standing on the brink of the twenty-first (Livingston 93; Storey, Review

354; Mimesis 207). While classic psychoanalysis and its variations are all 

widely used in literature departments these days for the analysis of 

character, […] most practitioners of real-world therapy have long since 

moved on to many other theoretical models (Corsini et al., 1989). (223)

Knapp recognizes that contemporary psychotherapy has continued to progress while 

psychological approaches to literary texts have tended to remain dependent upon 

Freudian analyses of individual characters. Freudian readings may be inadequate 

especially when family groupings are involved since each family member is influenced 

by the others.
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Mentioning "intrapsychic psychology" and "psychoanalysis" Knapp is referring to 

Freudian psychotherapy based on examining the individual as an isolated entity; a lone 

subject whose mind should be studied separate from the influences of other people. 

However, current psychological theories stress the interaction between people as a very 

important factor in determining one's behavior and mental state. Thus, to study a 

dysfunctional person, one must necessarily go beyond a psychoanalytic workup of the 

individual alone, and proceed to examine the individual's relationships with others. This 

type of investigation requires therapeutic methods that are specifically geared toward the 

analysis of relationships between people. Neil Frude points out that comprehending such 

relationships requires more than traditional, individual-oriented psychological 

approaches:

Relationships cannot be understood by examining people as individuals, 

no matter how extensive the analysis might be. Relationships are the links 

and contiguities that connect people; they are 'between' people rather than 

'within' one or more individuals. (31)

Thus, contemporary psychological therapists that study an individual's dysfunctional 

conduct often look carefully at a person's attachment to and relationship with others. The 

therapist's inquiry must go beyond the scope of the solitary individual. This premise is 

vital to the substance of my examination of the dysfunctional family in Calderón's wife-

murder tragedies since families too are constituted on relationships (between spouses and 

between parents and children). One of the most widely used therapeutic models in 

contemporary psychotherapy is family systems theory, a model that may be applied 
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easily to literary criticism, especially when analyzing the influences and relationships 

between family members.

Family systems theory serves as a conceptual tool for describing particular 

dysfunctions of the family as a whole, and especially the maladjusted relationships and 

conflictive interaction that occurs between spouses, and between parents and their 

children. Family systems theory sees all the individuals of a given family as sub-elements 

of one system, or organism, and deals with all family members as one interconnected 

group; this is precisely what the Freudian approach, so often applied to literary analysis, 

lacks. Using the metaphor of the family as an organism, Frude points out that a family 

may become dysfunctional in the same way a living organism may suffer from the onset 

of a disease:

Just as organisms often develop disorders or ailments due to some internal 

malfunction, so families sometimes become stressed as a result of an 

intrinsic and dysfunctional interactional pattern. Certain styles of 

interaction are likely to create a tense atmosphere within the family, or to 

impair communication, so that there is an overall reduction in the family's 

ability to function effectively. (37)

Family systems theory steers away from focusing on any one individual as the cause of 

an entire family's dysfunctionality. Instead, as Frude states, the disease to the organism is 

said to be found in the "styles of interaction" between family members. The whole family 

is responsible for its own problems. This assertion seems to support the notion that there 

are no sick people, only sick relational systems--familial or otherwise--in which 
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individuals participate. Such a declaration is an exaggeration since family systems theory 

does not discount the fact that there are real medical illnesses (dementia, diabetes, 

hyperactivity, schizophrenia, etc.) that may afflict people whose family environment is 

considered healthy and non-dysfunctional.

Family systems theory endeavors to highlight how a person's relationship with his 

or her own family may greatly affect one's personality and behavior. Still, it is necessary 

to state that the link between a person's family environment and personal conduct is not a 

sure-fire indicator of functional or dysfunctional conduct. Luciano L'Abate reports that:

The influence of the family on individual functional or dysfunctional 

behavior is still a matter of controversy and debate (Rowe, 1994). 

However, thus far no one has disputed or disproved the overall conclusion 

that functional individuals generally grow up in functional families and 

that dysfunctional individuals generally grow up in dysfunctional ones. (1)

L'Abate's book deals with the clinical and research issues related to family 

psychopathology, but contains much relevant material for any study of familial relations, 

be they real-world or fictional. His main focus is "to assess whether the family is indeed 

the major influence in the development of individual and family psychopathology" (2).

Rather than attempting to prove the importance of the family system's influence 

on individual behavior, the goal of the present investigation is to make use of family 

systems theory as a method of describing the dysfunctional families in Calderón's wife-

murder tragedies. As mentioned above, this task requires looking beyond the individual 

character that exhibits pathological symptoms and scrutinizing the entire family, and 
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especially the relationships between family members. This type of investigation may be 

an unfamiliar method for readers accustomed to more traditional Freudian inquiries. 

Referring to family systems theory, Knapp maintains that:

In adapting this "new psychology," the critic (or just plain reader) will 

have to assume that one examines a character's motivations for reasons 

other than merely intrapsychic ones alone. The critic will quickly perceive 

that simple linear causality is merely one component in a much larger set 

of loops and zig-zags, and that to understand fictional characters and their 

families, one must look for a character's behavior as a response quite often 

to a move by another, or a countermove to a response in a previous round 

of moves. (240)

According to Knapp, family systems theory perceives a level of complexity and 

interactiveness in interpersonal relationships not recognized by traditional 

psychoanalysis, allowing the critic to "…[reject] total allegiance to literary Freud, Lacan, 

and all the other familiar little orthodoxies…" that until very recently have held most 

sway in critical circles (241).

At first brush the term "dysfunctional family" may seem to be self-evident, but it 

is worthwhile to note that among psychologists there is little agreement as to exactly what 

constitutes a "dysfunctional family." This dispute becomes compounded for critics of 

literary studies when dealing with texts far removed from contemporary settings both in 

historic period and place. As a result of cultural and temporal differences, the family unit 

has changed over the centuries, although the essence of what is a "family" still may be 
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categorized. L'Abate offers a succinct definition of the basic traits of what constitutes a 

family:

The family is a specific social form of human relationship with the 

features of a cultural civilization (Lévi-Strauss, 1956; Héritier, 1996). In 

line with the organizational/relationship perspective of Stroufe and 

Fleeson (1988), we can say that the specific and universal aspect 

identifying the family is an organization of parental relationships based on 

a difference in gender (marital relationship) and a difference in generation 

(parental relationship). (19)

Some people may take issue with the assertion that for a marital relationship to exist there 

must be a difference in gender. Nevertheless, L'Abate affirms that there are two primary 

elements to any family. First there is a (marital) relationship between spouses, and also a 

(generational) relationship between parents and children. These are the two main 

features, although many modern families include a third generation (grandparents) as 

well as complications in the marital plane (such as divorce, remarriage, etc.). Whether the 

marriage in question is comprised of same-sex partners is immaterial in the present study 

for two reasons: 1) the term and definition of “spouse” maintains its meaning regardless 

of sex, and 2) the plays studied here only deal with heterosexual unions.

The meaning of the term "dysfunctional" is not wholly agreed upon either, partly 

because there is little accord about what constitutes an ideally functioning family. Frude 

declares:
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There are many different ways in which a family may be dysfunctional, 

and so the term 'the dysfunctional family' does not refer to any one family 

type. […]. Optimal families manage to achieve a balance between 

extremes, and whereas some dysfunctional families will be extreme in one 

direction, others will be extreme in the other. […]. However, all 

dysfunctional families are limited in some important respect. (48)

Thus, while the term "dysfunctional family" is a general sentiment that does not connote 

any specific malady, at least one common aspect of a dysfunctional family is a tendency 

toward extremism. In the Calderonian wife-murder tragedies such extremism often 

appears in the guise of a jealous husband bent on murdering his supposedly unfaithful 

wife. Such violence is frequently a staple feature of dysfunction, as Frude notes: 

"Conflict, violence, or the symptomatic behaviour of one or more family members may 

be the result of structural or process dysfunctions that are intrinsic to the particular family 

system" (42).

As stated earlier, in the theater of Calderón dysfunctional families are most 

evident in the author's tragic works. Still, it must be remembered that the vast majority of 

Calderón's plays are of a more light-hearted nature. Robert Ter Horst verbalizes the 

prevailing view when he states: "At all events, however one defines the genre, Calderón 

wrote extraordinarily few tragedies, particularly in view of his deeply serious cast of 

mind" (Calderón 49). The remainder of Calderón's dramatic production includes many 

different types of comedias, the most numerous of which are of the capa y espada

variety. These cloak and dagger productions are characterized by complex plots about 
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love and courtship involving frequent misunderstandings, hidden identities, and periodic 

duels and skirmishes (Antes que todo es mi dama, Cada uno para sí, La dama duende, 

Dar tiempo al tiempo, El encanto sin encanto, etc.). There are also fantastical dramas, 

where supernatural wonders occur (El castillo de Lindabridis, El jardín de Falerina, etc.); 

heroic dramas, where the main protagonist is obsessed with a single mission (En la vida 

todo es verdad, y todo mentira, La gran Cenobia, El gran príncipe de Fez, Los hijos de la 

fortuna, La vida es sueño, etc.); historical dramas, where the circumstances on stage 

closely resemble actual events from the past (La aurora en Copacabana, Darlo todo y no 

dar nada, El gran duque de Gandía, El postrer duelo de España, etc.); mythological 

dramas, where Calderón recreates well-known fictional episodes of ancient Greece and 

Rome (Apolo y Climene, Eco y Narciso, La estatua de Prometeo, Fieras afemina amor, 

Fortunas de Andrómeda y Perseo, etc.); and religious dramas, where Christianity often 

struggles to overtake paganism or Islam (Las cadenas del demonio, Los dos amantes del 

cielo, La exaltación de la Cruz, El José de las mujeres, El purgatorio de San Patricio, 

etc.). The great balance of all of these comedias end happily for the well-meaning, but 

often bumbling and mistrustful, protagonists. Usually there is a marriage, the fulfillment 

of a quest (for historical and heroic plays), or martyrdom (for religious plays). The 

mythological works tend to adhere to the classical Greek and Roman accounts of Homer, 

Ovid, and Virgil, although occasionally Calderón produces some original plot twists.

Presently there is no critical agreement concerning which or how many of 

Calderón's approximately 120 plays are in fact tragedies. Since the late 19th-century, at 

least, scholars have been reluctant to assign the term tragedy to more than just a few of 
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Calderón's works. In Calderón y su teatro (1881) Marcelino Menéndez Pelayo considered 

only six of Calderón's dramas as tragedies: the four so-called honor plays A secreto 

agravio, secreta venganza, El médico de su honra, El pintor de su deshonra, and El 

alcalde de Zalamea; and also La niña de Gómez Arias, and El mayor monstruo del 

mundo. Raymond MacCurdy, in Francisco de Rojas Zorilla and the Tragedy (1958), 

claimed Calderón's sole tragedies were the latter two plays mentioned by Menéndez 

Pelayo plus La hija del aire and the historical play Amar después de la muerte. In 

"Towards a Definition of Calderonian Tragedy" (1962), Alexander A. Parker offered a 

broader view, suggesting that La cisma de Inglaterra, No hay cosa como callar, La 

devoción de la cruz, and Las tres justicias en una were four more Calderonian works 

worthy of being termed tragedies. Finally, in Historia del teatro español (1967), Francisco 

Ruiz Ramón added to the list Los cabellos de Absalón and even La vida es sueño, while 

also mentioning that the mythological works El hijo del sol, Faeton, La estatua de 

Prometeo, and Ni amor se libra de amor are based on tragic fables.

Most critics that have published on the subject have limited their discussion about 

Calderón's tragic drama to three plays: A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, El médico de 

su honra, and El pintor de su deshonra. In fact, only Ruiz Ramón has ventured to ascribe 

more than a single digit figure to the number of tragedies written by Calderón:

Calderón escribió más de una docena de tragedias, cuya esencia, 

caracteres y estructura están por definir y plantea en otras muchas piezas 

conflictos y situaciones trágicos, luego escamoteadas o superadas a lo 

largo del drama […]. (233)
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Here Ruiz Ramón mentions "más de una docena de tragedias" by Calderón (without 

elaborating on their titles). More explicitly, Ruiz Ramón's assertion does indicate that 

much work remains to be done in establishing exactly which of Calderón's dramas may 

be classified as tragic plays.

The Calderonian wife-murder tragedies studied in this investigation include the 

“standard” three tragedies comprised of A secreto agravio, secreta venganza (1635), El 

médico de su honra (1635), and El pintor de su deshonra (1648-50), as well as one other: 

La cisma de Inglaterra (1627). The dates given for the composition of these plays are 

those suggested by Richard W. Tyler and Sergio D. Elizondo. All four of these plays 

have in common a serious tone, a tragic ending, and a dysfunctional marriage leading to  

wife-murder. However, there are at least three other wife-murder plays by Calderón not 

included in this study. Two of these are Céfalo y Pocris (1662) and Celos aun del aire 

matan (1662). These plays are typical of Calderón’s dramatic production of the 1660’s in 

that they both have their origins in Greek mythology, a fact that alienates to a degree the 

plots and characters from contemporary Spanish settings and culture. And while it is 

certain that both depict marriages gone awry, there are also fantastical elements (such as 

giants, magical powers and the appearance of Greek gods) that interrupt the otherwise 

natural (or human) interaction between spouses. This is especially true for Celos aun del 

aire matan, where the frequent deus ex machina interventions compromise the validity of 

clinical psychological interpretation regarding interpersonal and familial relationships. 

Additionally, in the case of Céfalo y Pocris, the play is really more of a burlesque 

comedy, thus precluding the play from any consideration of serious familial dysfunction. 
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Describing the farcical nature of Céfalo y Pocris Matthew D. Stroud notes that even 

though Céfalo kills his wife, "[…] Pocris's death and the reasons for her death are also 

very likely parodic" (Fatal Union 54). Finally, one other tragic play containing wife-

murder that is not included here is El mayor monstruo, los celos (o El mayor monstruo 

del mundo) (1634). In this case, the Tetrarch of Jerusalem kills his wife by accident and 

afterward jumps to his death out of remorse. Although it is true that he had considered 

killing her earlier, he did not do so and in fact was defending her at the time of the 

accident.

Thus, although Celos aun del aire matan, Céfalo y Pocris, and El mayor monstruo, 

los celos (o El mayor monstruo del mundo) are all wife-murder plays, they are excluded 

from consideration in this study. Wife-murder due to accident (in El mayor monstruo, los 

celos (o El mayor monstruo del mundo)), a farcical nature (in Céfalo y Pocris) and strong 

mythological overtones (in Celos aun del aire matan) combine to disqualify these plays. 

As evidenced above, particularly in Céfalo y Pocris, wife-murder ipso facto does not 

constitute tragedy. The lack of critical accord in identifying tragic dramas by Calderón 

stems somewhat from the distinct approaches taken in offering theories about Calderón's 

conception of tragedy. As Ruiz Ramón has stated, more critical work is needed before a 

comprehensive theory of Calderonian tragedy is established and universally accepted. 

Such an enterprise goes somewhat beyond the scope of the present investigation since I 

am concerned here only with Calderón's wife-murder tragedies. Still, some discussion on 

the topic is certainly warranted because the present study does assert that Calderón's 

wife-murder plays are in fact tragedies--a point not agreed upon by everyone. For this 
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reason, it will be useful here to offer a selective review, by way of meta-analysis with 

commentary, of some of the most important contributions to the body of criticism on this 

issue. Afterwards, I hope to demonstrate how the most salient aspects of Calderonian 

tragedy are indeed present in the four wife-murder dramas studied here, thus justifying 

their classification as tragedies.

A definition of tragedy along classical lines infuses Menéndez Pelayo's thinking 

on the subject. He says of Calderón and his tragic works:

[…] entendemos por dramas trágicos aquéllos en que el autor se ha 

propuesto excitar en el ánimo de los espectadores los efectos comunmente 

llamados trágicos, es decir, los del terror y de la compasión, por medio de 

una acción de interés serio, en que fuertes y violentas pasiones entran en 

juego o en lucha, y en que el desenlace es, por lo común, lastimero. (218)

Thus, for Menéndez Pelayo, the crux of tragedy rests in the public's feeling of terror and 

compassion while witnessing an unfortunate end to a serious conflict. The so-called 

honor plays fit this definition well, and Menéndez Pelayo's assertion of their 

classification as tragedies has been widely accepted as justifiable.

MacCurdy, however, discounts the honor plays from consideration as tragedy, 

largely because of the behavior of the male protagonists in these works:

When the individual does not create or even contribute to his own tragic 

situation, when his 'tragic act'--committed in response to external 

imperatives--results in the death of others than himself, his experience 
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may be painful, it may be lamentable, but it is not truly tragic. Honor plays 

should, I think, be judged on their merits as honor plays. (21)

MacCurdy's conception of compassion in this case is obviously focused on the wife-

murdering husbands. He disagrees with the idea that these men are deserving of the 

spectator's pity because of their terrible, methodical deeds. MacCurdy sees the men as the 

would-be tragic protagonists, and he questions their aptness for such a role. There is room 

for disagreement about MacCurdy's assertion that the wife-killing husbands do "[…] not 

create or even contribute" to their tragic situation. If a loveless marriage is one of the 

components leading to tragedy in Calderonian drama, then surely the husbands are at 

least partially guilty of causing this predicament. Moreover, what MacCurdy may neglect 

to consider is that the audience's compassion may nonetheless be evoked at the end of the 

play—only it may be geared to the fate of the innocent wives rather than the wife-

murdering husbands.

A different interpretation of what constitutes Calderonian tragedy is offered by 

Parker. Parker, in 1962, successfully contested the generally held belief that not only 

Calderón, but the whole of Spanish Golden Age drama, lacked plays that may be 

considered tragedies. In his article "Towards a Definition of Calderonian Tragedy," 

which has been very influential on those seeking to define Calderonian tragedy, Parker 

aims "to suggest that in the drama of Calderón it is possible to detect an original, 

significant and valid conception of tragedy which has hitherto been overlooked" (223). 

Even though his point is to offer a new definition of tragedy, Parker begins by accepting 
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the classical assertion that tragedy is more likely to occur in a play when the protagonist 

suffers from a volatile destiny, rather than as a result of his own misguided actions:

For it is an obvious fact of experience that the helplessness of man in face 

of the hostility of life--the hostility of a universe which he cannot control--

is more deeply tragic than a moral foolishness which he is able to control 

if he wishes. It is more tragic when a man is the victim of life than when 

he is the victim of his own unforced imprudence. (224)

For Parker, when a character causes his own downfall, due to his personal shortcomings, 

mistakes, or especially ill will, the sense of tragedy may be diminished. Parker's notion, 

similar to MacCurdy's, supports a more classical interpretation of tragedy, which calls for 

circumstances beyond the protagonist's control to be the main agent of tragedy, such as 

Oedipus' ignorance of, and separation from, his birth parents in Sophocles' Oedipus

trilogy. Yet Parker goes on to modify his interpretation, arguing that in Calderón often 

there exists a diffused, rather than individual, guilt. Parker’s notion is quite similar to the 

FST perspective, although his idea predates FST by decades. Parker argues that in many 

of Calderón's serious dramas several characters share the responsibility for causing the 

tragic denouement:  "The conception of diffused responsibility, of the impossibility of 

confining guilt or wrongdoing to any one individual, lies at the heart of the Calderonian 

sense of tragedy" (229). In all cases Parker tries to show that many characters are 

responsible, because few are wholly innocent, for the unhappy outcomes in the 

Calderonian plays that he considers to be tragedies: "This linking of dramatic causality 
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with some degree of moral guilt in all the major characters of the play constitutes the 

centre of Calderón's conception of tragedy" (233). Parker adds:

The dramatic originality that flows from this sense of human solidarity is 

to have extended the traditional conception of tragedy as a catastrophe 

resulting from a flaw in the character of the individual hero or from an 

error in his judgment. The flaw is not his alone, there is a flaw in each and 

every character; each single error trickles down and combines with all the 

others to form the river that floods the tragic stage of life. (233)

In Parker's view, no one character is totally guilty of the tragic outcome of the plays, just 

as each of the main characters, through normal societal relationships and influences, 

bears a degree of responsibility for the same. Parker affirms, for example, that such is the 

case for the characters in El médico de su honra:

The plot of El médico therefore has the structure of tragedy. Not only does 

it illustrate with a grim irony the inescapable Nemesis of an error that 

seeks and finds a retribution out of all proportion to the harm it originally 

caused, but all the characters have a collective responsibility for the 

disaster that overwhelms Mencía, a responsibility they share through 

miscalculation, imprudence or pride. (“El médico” 12)

Thus Parker's notion of shared guilt causing the tragedy begins to merge somewhat with 

his views on poetic justice in Spanish Golden Age drama. Everyone may be faulted for 

something, and nothing is as black and white as it may seem at first.
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According to Parker, there are subtleties at work in Calderón's dramas, reaching 

all the main protagonists, and this widespread responsibility for lamentable affairs leads 

to an expansion of the Aristotelian catharsis. Parker's ideas on Calderonian tragedy seem 

to dovetail to a certain degree with family systems theory. Parker claims all characters 

share the responsibility for the tragedy that unfolds. Family systems theory used in 

literary analysis urges the reader/spectator to consider the relationships and interactions 

between people as one of the most important causes of any person's behavior. Thus, both 

Parker's ideas and family systems theory, when applied to Calderonian tragedy see a 

diffused accountability shared by all involved for the tragic events that may occur. 

Naturally, the two approaches do differ in that Parker uses his notion to cover all of the 

characters in a given play, whereas family systems theory mainly refers to the characters 

that comprise a family unit.

Parker's views have been criticized as an over-reaching attempt to encapsulate the 

entirety of Calderonian drama in one simple precept: all characters are guilty of 

wrongdoing to a certain degree. Stroud has been one of the more active opponents of 

Parker's stance, asking:

Are there no innocent victims, as Parker asserts […], meaning that all 

these characters get what they deserve? And if so, for what transgressions 

are they punished? If all those who suffer are punished for some 

wrongdoing, is there no such thing as blind fate at work in the universe? 

Are these plays moral exempla of expected conduct (Gerald Brenan 1957, 

284), or are they shocking aberrations designed to awe the audiences in 
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the name of admiratio for primarily theatrical purposes […]? (Fatal Union

15-16)

Stroud advocates a more pluralistic approach to Calderonian and Golden Age drama, 

preferring to see many possible interpretations of any given text and eschewing any 

theories that claim to resolve outright all intricacies of a work. Stroud puts forth a 

convincing argument rebuffing Parker's idea that no character is wholly guilty or 

innocent in Calderonian drama.

Parker, like MacCurdy too, may be somewhat off the mark in his identification of 

the character fitting the role of the tragic protagonist in a number of Calderón's plays. 

Regarding Calderonian tragedy, Parker focuses his attention almost exclusively on the 

agents of tragedy, the characters that are most responsible for causing the tragedy to 

occur (although it is clear that Parker attributes a degree of responsibility to all involved). 

For the wife-murder plays, his theory of diffused responsibility seeks to explain why 

certain characters (the husbands), demonstrating specifically harmful actions (wife-

killing), are not wholly responsible for their misdeeds, while at the same time he 

practically ignores the fate of other characters (the wives) who suffer most. For example, 

in El pintor de su deshonra Parker refers to don Juan Roca as the tragic hero of the play, 

since through his own behavior, as well as due to contributing forces from other members 

of society, Juan is "forced" to kill his wife in order to save his honor. Parker asserts that 

the guilt of this crime, even though it is Juan who commits it, is shared by several 

characters that play a contributing role in causing it to happen. However, if Juan's wife 

Serafina actually had been guilty of the crime for which he murders her, Parker's notion 
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about Juan as a tragic hero would carry much more weight. One might pity him because 

he is betrayed. As it is, Serafina's innocence and consequent suffering point to her as the 

true tragic protagonist in this play. In the end, it comes down to a matter of perspective. 

For whom is the tragedy greater? For Juan, who feels that he is forced to commit a crime 

to save his name because of society's beliefs about honor? Or for Serafina, who knows 

for certain that she is not guilty of any crime whatsoever, yet is condemned to die by the 

man to whom she has demonstrated steadfast loyalty because she is married to him? 

Whom should the typical spectator pity more? It seems that Serafina more closely fits the 

role of the tragic protagonist since her fate is more likely to strike terror into the hearts of 

the public. Indeed, she fits well the classical understanding of what constitutes the tragic 

hero (or heroine). It is she who meets a lamentable end (death); it is she whose problems 

are caused chiefly by other characters (her husband and don Alvaro) and exacerbated by 

her own errors (deception); and it is she whose relative innocence in death most arouses 

our pity and sympathy as the hapless victim of circumstance.

In another important study, A. I. Watson's "El pintor de su deshonra and the Neo-

Aristotelian Theory of Tragedy," a comparison is made between Calderón's drama and 

contemporary theories of tragedy. Watson looks at books by three Neo-Aristotelian 

theorists (Lopez Pinciano, Francisco Cascales, and Gonzalez de Salas) to see whether 

their prescriptions for writing tragedy coincide with Calderón's honor plays. Watson 

claims that Calderón's honor plays, and El pintor de su deshonra in particular, fit the 

description of a tragedia patética: "[…] in which the dramatist is concerned less with 
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punishing his hero's wickedness or rewarding his virtue than he is with arousing the 

tragic emotions in his audience" (21). Watson reasons:

If we are to reach the correct conclusion as to whether these works are 

tragedias patéticas or not, we must first establish whether their 

protagonists meet with suffering beyond their deserts, and, if this is the 

case, whether Calderón makes us feel pity for any or all of them. If they 

are tragedias patéticas we shall not expect to see the tragic heroes 

rewarded or punished as they deserve since, if poetic justice be satisfied, 

the tragic emotions will be, ipso facto, frustrated. (22)

Watson sees the two keys to tragedy as (1) undeserved suffering and (2) an Aristotelian 

feeling of pity on behalf of the audience. This recognition, based on his reading of the 

Neo-Aristotelian works, allows Watson to make the following summation of the "basic 

recipe" for tragedy:

(a) The purest kind of tragedy depicts the fall of one person from a 

state of happiness to a state of misery.

(b) The tragic hero should be neither wholly good nor wholly bad, but 

he should be as virtuous as the plot permits.

(c) He should make some mistake which contributes to his downfall, 

but if the mistake takes the form of a moral error, it must be 

involuntary so that the spectator may sympathize with him in his 

subsequent misfortune and thus feel pity for him. (24)
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Watson declares that the honor plays A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, El médico de 

su honra, and El pintor de su deshonra all fit the above-mentioned Neo-Aristotelian 

prescriptions for tragedy, and therefore would be considered as tragedies by the public of 

Calderón's time. Not surprisingly, the three above-mentioned elements are also stated by 

Gwynne Edwards as the classical precepts of tragedy in "Calderón's La hija del aire and 

the Classical Type of Tragedy."

Throughout his article, the "tragic heroes" to which Watson refers are, as in 

MacCurdy and Parker, the wife-murdering husbands. Watson too believes that these male 

protagonists best fit the role of tragic hero, since they satisfy the criteria put forth by 

Lopez Pinciano, Francisco Cascales, and Gonzalez de Salas. Others, such as Lloyd King, 

declare that men such as Gutierre in El médico de su honra are not the tragic heroes of 

these plays (29). Watson's notion is that the husbands fall from a state of utmost 

happiness (by dint of their recent marriages to their lovely young brides) to utter despair 

(in believing themselves deceived by their wives). As with MacCurdy and Parker, 

Watson seems to overlook the truly lamentable fate of the innocent wives, killed without 

cause while trying to preserve their honor. In fact, they are the ones who (a) fall from 

happiness to despair, (b) are shown as virtuous as the plot permits, and (c) elicit the most 

sympathy and pity from the spectators. These conditions may contribute to Bruce 

Wardropper's statement that in  El medico de su honra, "[…] there is a certain irony in the 

whole situation which links the Prince and doña Mencía as the two tragic victims" 

(“Poetry and Drama” 6).  Watson speaks to this point of seeing the wives as tragic 

victims, but claims that in El pintor de su deshonra "Serafina is too good to qualify as a 
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tragic heroine […]" (33). But does not her goodness simply make her fate that much 

more lamentable? One can certainly argue the case that an increased wickedness in the 

character of Serafina, and the other wives, would diminish compassion for these 

characters on behalf of the audience.

As previously stated, most studies about Calderonian tragedy limit themselves to 

dealing with one of the three honor plays (A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, El médico 

de su honra, and El pintor de su deshonra) and Wardropper's investigation "Poetry and 

Drama in Calderón's El médico de su honra" is no different. However, Wardropper does 

bring to light an extremely important consideration not only for the honor plays, but for 

all Calderonian wife-murder tragedies: the issue of marriage. As Wardropper points out, 

marriage may be the defining prerequisite condition that separates comedy from tragedy 

in Calderón:

Dramatically speaking, there is little difference between a comedia de 

capa y espada and a drama de honor because the same devices and 

motivations are used in each. Both dramatic genres rely on concealment of 

motivation, on eavesdropping, on mistaken identity, on confusion of all 

kinds. But there is one essential difference between them, a difference 

which prizes them far apart as comedy and tragedy. The comedia de capa 

y espada presents unmarried couples; consequently love, not honor, is the 

predominant motivation; jealousy is celos de amor, slightly ridiculous 

because, even though promises may be involved, the man has no abiding 

claim on the woman--there is no law, civil or moral, to prevent the 
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breaking of the troth. A confusion resulting from courtship can be resolved 

with no worse results than the indignity or discomfiture of the lover. […]. 

The drama de honor, on the other hand, presents married couples; 

conjugal honor has largely replaced possessive love as the dominating 

motive; jealousy, celos de honor, is either admirable or base, but never 

silly. (7)

Wardropper carefully differentiates between celos de amor and celos de honor, and his 

distinction holds true for all of Calderón's wife-murder tragedies, even though he applies 

it only to three honor plays.

In attempting to elucidate his conception of "New Tragedy" supposedly employed 

by Calderón, Robert Ter Horst condenses Wardropper's notion into one simple, yet very 

appropriate, phrase: "Comedy stops at the altar" ("From Comedy" 199). In addition to 

supporting Wardropper's work, Ter Horst conjectures that Calderón and other 

playwrights of 17th-century baroque Spain were occasional practitioners of a "New 

Tragedy" that strayed from the classical type (a type exemplified, ironically, by 

Calderón's own La hija del aire according to Ter Horst). Ter Horst's main goal is to show 

"[…] how Spanish new comedy has generated the new tragedy by the persistence in 

tragedy of essential comedic modes. Above all, the progression to the altar endures" 

(182). The main problem with Ter Horst's theory of New Tragedy for Calderón is that he 

only considers the three honor plays. His notion is that these dramas do contain some 

comedic elements prior to the tragic denouement ("Calderón's great technical 

achievement in the three tragedies is to warp comedy into a vessel for tragedy" (198), and 
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that all three deal with married couples as opposed to unmarried suitors. One area of 

drama specifically eliminated by Ter Horst for consideration as tragedy are Calderón's 

mythological plays. In Calderón: The Secular Plays, he proclaims: "[…] I would deny 

any mythological play true tragic classification for a number of reasons. One is that the 

traditional matter of myth dictates a fixed conclusion" (5-6). Presumably, Ter Horst 

means that by recreating a well-known myth, the ending of such a play is likely to vary 

little from the original account. Why this should lessen tragedy, when present in such a 

play, is not entirely clear. Perhaps the thinking here is that the audience may be rather 

familiar with the original account of events and subsequently be less surprised and 

emotionally stirred by the play’s tragic outcome. This may be the case, but the same thing 

may be said for every play ever created. If viewing or reading a play a second time 

diminishes its impact on the spectator/reader, there is nothing the playwright can do to 

prevent this. Consequently, if Calderón or any other playwright chooses to alter the 

ending of a well-known myth he may do so, but if he chooses to preserve the "standard" 

ending, the play must be judged on its own merits, regardless of the expected outcome.

Another critique of Ter Horst against the consideration of Calderón's 

mythological plays as the stuff of tragedy comes about because of a perceived reduction 

of the possible tragic ending due to metamorphosis:

In addition, drawing upon Ovid, Calderón frequently lessens potential 

tragic impact through metamorphosis. Narciso is changed into a flower, 

Eco into vibrations. Instead of intensifying the tragic mood, he lessens it. 

(6)
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What the above claim fails to account for, in the case of Eco y Narciso, are the feelings 

and goals of Eco and Narciso themselves. Unlike, for example, in martyr plays, the 

protagonists in mythological dramas do not typically choose death over life. If they are 

killed it is against their will and ultimate happiness, and their subsequent transformations 

(such as Eco's into reflected sound, and Narciso's into a plant) yield them no tangible 

benefit. What the gods do with these character's beings post mortem cannot salvage their 

frustrated earthly lives. In fact, transformations such as those of Eco and Narciso may 

serve as a poignant reminder to others of the impossibility of the relationship between the 

would-be lovers. Thus, the mythological transmutation, contrary to lessening the tragedy, 

may heighten it, signaling the existence of a cautionary example to others. As a counter-

example, martyr plays often depict death, but under circumstances where the 

protagonist's expressed Christian goal is the attainment of paradise. In such instances 

death followed by ascendance into heaven is a sign of the character's ultimate success 

over the evil forces fighting against his or her faith, and thus death brings not tragedy, but 

victory.

Ruiz Ramón makes a distinction between two types of tragedy for Calderón: 

"Suele establecerse, entre otras, una distinción entre tragedia antigua y tragedia cristiana: 

la primera sería tragedia de destino; la segunda tragedia de la libertad" (232). Thus, Ruiz 

Ramón is able to make the uncommon assertion that even La vida es sueño is a tragedy, 

since this play (like La hija del aire) demonstrates "la dialéctica de la libertad y el 

destino" (232). Ruiz Ramón classifies tragic plays into the two above-mentioned 

categories based on whether the tragic protagonist of each work is able (tragedia 
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cristiana), or unable (tragedia antigua), to overcome destiny by means of free will. By 

saying that La vida es sueño is a tragedy, Ruiz Ramón perhaps is referring to a tragedia 

morata as described by Watson in his study on the 17th-century Neo-Aristotelians. 

Watson explains: "[…] in a so-called tragedia morata (it is, of course, not really a 

tragedy at all) we see either a virtuous protagonist rewarded or a wicked one punished" 

(21). In La vida es sueño, Segismundo eventually attains the throne of Poland in complete 

triumph by regulating his conduct under the principles embodied by the maxim obrar 

bien. Therefore, La vida es sueño is clearly a case where rewards are achieved by "a 

virtuous protagonist." As Watson has noted, a tragedia morata is not typically received 

as a tragedy, but as a triumph:

Most serious Golden Age plays fall into this morato category, but I would 

suggest that we should always be on the alert for the occasional tragedia 

patética […]. If the protagonist of a play suffers greater misfortune than 

he rightly deserves, then the tragic emotions are likely to be stirred and we 

may find that we are dealing with a tragedia patética. (21)

Watson speaks of what may be the most important aspect of any tragedy: "tragic 

emotions are likely to be stirred." The tragic emotions are typically accepted as pity, fear, 

compassion and/or horror. None of these is present in the character of Segismundo at the 

end of La vida es sueño and therefore Ruiz Ramón's characterization of this play as tragic 

falls outside the parameters of nearly all modern definitions of tragedy.

As demonstrated above, each critic's determination of which plays of Calderón 

count as tragedies seems to fluctuate according to their own understanding of the tragic in 
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drama. The only fact agreed upon by everyone seems to be that Calderón's tragedies 

comprise a relatively small percentage of his total number of works. Few critics have 

ventured to provide an all-encompassing definition of Calderonian tragedy.  Still, a 

general conception, if not an outright definition, may be gleaned even from the most 

diverse ideas and commentaries. Based on the studies of the critics above, there are really 

only two key aspects of any Calderonian play that may signal the existence of tragedy: 1) 

the play's outcome and 2) the public's reaction to the same; obviously the latter is 

dependent upon the former.

In a Calderonian tragedy, we should expect the play's outcome to elicit a 

sympathetic response from the public. The reader/spectator should pity the lamentable 

fate of the character(s) whose personal struggle constitutes a major focus of the play. For 

this to occur, the protagonist must suffer undeservedly at the end of the play. The tragic 

character, in order to be worthy of pity, cannot be evil in nature (such as the Comendador 

in Lope's Fuenteovejuna or don Juan in Tirso's El burlador de Sevilla). This is not to say 

that a tragic character needs to be a paragon of virtue, but he or she must undergo 

hardship extending well beyond the just punishment for any wrongdoing the character 

may have committed. Theorists seeking purity in form might prefer to compare each play 

with Aristotle's Poetics, or at least call for a tragedy to be absent of any comedic 

elements, and for the tragic hero to exhibit a defect in character (a "tragic flaw") of some 

kind. But the essence of Calderonian tragedy is not bound up in such prescriptive details. 

And although unjust suffering is the primary theme of tragedy for Calderón, there must 

always be room for exceptions. Martyr plays are not tragedies, even though there is no 
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question that the characters of such dramas suffer undeservedly. These works typically 

end with some sort of indication that the protagonist ascends to heaven. How can the 

reader/spectator pity the martyr who chooses to die for his or her God, and is 

subsequently rewarded with eternal blessedness for his or her faith? In fact, everlasting 

life in heaven is the greatest reward possible for a martyr, and such an achievement 

ultimately must be viewed as a supreme victory. Thus, suffering per se is not necessarily 

indicative of tragedy. The outcome of the play must show a character's undeserved 

suffering, to be sure, but without any abatement or redemption. Moreover, for tragedy to 

exist, the character who suffers undeservedly must be a main protagonist of the play. A 

minor character who is killed without meriting so harsh a penalty, such as the courtier 

thrown from the palace in Act II of La vida es sueño, hardly justifies classifying the play 

as a whole as a tragedy. The character's own fate may be tragic, but the reader/spectator 

barely knows anything about him, and certainly cannot commiserate significantly with 

his lamentable end. Therefore, no pity and fear are felt, and no Aristotelian catharsis is 

possible.

Concerning the wife-murder tragedies, a few words must be said also about the 

identification of the so-called tragic hero in these plays. A number of critics have 

pinpointed the husbands as the tragic figures, but it seems more logical to cast the wives 

in this role for a number of reasons. Most importantly, one must consider that the wives 

in these plays are killed in spite of their relative innocence. Thus, their fate is dismal, it 

inspires pity in the audience, and there is no redemption from death for them. By contrast, 

the husbands' situation, although not enviable or by any means approaching a "happy 
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ending," comes about after a series of choices and decisions culminating in the murder of 

their wives. The husbands' fate is not truly tragic, since they are empowered to do as they 

see fit. Granted, a strict adherence to the "honor code" of the Golden Age stage in Spain 

may mean that these husbands feel they have no choice but to kill their spouses. Still, 

they choose to act and they actively fight the ill they perceive (cuckoldry). Their actions 

(in killing their wives) are in some way analogous to a hero battling evil. The hero (the 

husband) fights a menace (a threat to his honor) which he goes on to vanquish (by killing 

his wife and hiding the truth). In sum, the hero conquers the evil. Perhaps the hero is 

wounded, and perhaps he has suffered, but he is victorious in his quest. He succeeds. 

Furthermore, in none of Calderón's wife-murder plays does the husband realize post 

mortem that he has killed his wife even though she was in fact innocent. Such a 

realization coupled with anguish about his rash actions never comes, unlike the tragic 

protagonist of Sophocles' Oedipus Rex. Oedipus finally realizes he killed his own father, 

married his own mother, and fathered daughters who because of the incest are also his 

sisters. This revelation horrifies the king and leads to great remorse and self-loathing. 

Such an anagnoresis never occurs for the male protagonists of Calderón's wife-murder 

tragedies. Their original discovery, that their wives are supposedly guilty of marital 

treachery, is simply not true. Calderón's male protagonists never realize this error, and 

thus they have no chance to experience the self-abhorrence felt by Oedipus.

A broader definition of Calderón tragedy, as outlined above, would allow quite a 

number of other plays beyond the wife-murder dramas also to be considered as tragedies, 

including: La devocion de la cruz (1633), Amar después de la muerte (1633), Los 
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cabellos de Absalón (1633-36), Los tres mayores prodigios (1636), Las tres justicias en 

una (1636-37), La hija del aire (1637), La niña de Gómez Arias (1637-39), No hay cosa 

como callar (1638-39), El alcalde de Zalamea (1640-44), Apolo y Climene (1661), Eco y 

Narciso (1661), El hijo del sol, Faeton (1661), and La estatua de Prometeo (1669). These 

thirteen dramas are not dealt with in the present investigation because their plots do not 

depict dysfunctional family units leading to the  murder of a wife at the hands of her 

husband. However, a more global investigation into Calderonian tragedy ought to include 

an examination of these plays since all contain many tragic elements. None of the above-

mentioned plays finish with the "happy ending" of a desired and equitable marriage

typically associated with many Spanish Golden Age comedias.

In Calderonian drama, family relationships take on added importance in the 

tragedies as opposed to most of the comedias. It is true that the great majority of Spanish 

Golden Age plays concentrate on the trials and tribulations of dating, courtship, and 

amorous conquests. However, the role of the family unit is especially significant in 

Calderón's wife-murder tragedies because they all deal with the troubles and insecurities 

of couples that are already married. Family systems theory is a useful theoretical model 

that analyzes the family as one interconnected organism, focusing on the interaction 

between members and considering the entire group as one entity. More traditional 

psychological approaches treat each person in an isolated fashion, such as in 

psychoanalysis, without considering the impact relationships may have on the behavior of 

individual family members.
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Calderonian wife-murder tragedies typically portray dysfunctional families 

exhibiting three specific problems: loveless marriages, a failure to communicate and a 

tendency to mistrust others. First, arranged, loveless, or otherwise improper marriages 

condemn participants to an unhappy existence and often lead to tragic outcomes. 

Daughters may be forced into wedlock by their fathers, suitors may settle for their second 

choice of spouse, or older gentlemen may simply marry out of desperation in their 

advanced years. Many comedias deal with this issue, and it is equally evident in the 

tragedies as well. The plight of a daughter pressured to marry against her will or better 

judgment occurs in the case of El médico de su honra. Loveless marriages of different 

varieties are depicted in La cisma de Inglaterra and A secreto agravio, secreta venganza. 

And the unbalanced pairing of an elderly man marrying a wife too young for him is 

demonstrated in El pintor de su deshonra. A bad marriage, regardless of the reasons for 

its initial creation, rarely produces positive results of any kind. Sometimes these 

unfavorable unions are formed out of parental insistence, while occasionally they come 

about due to an amorous indiscretion. There is almost always one additional factor 

present in all the bad marriages: there are no mothers. Neither bride nor groom ever 

seems to be able to count on the wise counsel of their mothers. The absent mother figure 

is an intriguing facet of these tragedies and is directly related to the dysfunctional nature 

of the Calderonian tragic family. A second recurring problem in these plays is that 

spouses suffer from a failure to communicate with each other. A common occurrence in 

Calderón's tragedies is that vital pieces of information are either missing or never related 

to the people who are in dire need of finding out the truth about a situation. In most 
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instances honest dialogue with their loved ones could quiet their fears, but no such 

communication takes place. This element of tragedy is most apparent in A secreto 

agravio, secreta venganza, El médico de su honra, and El pintor de su deshonra, but it 

also plays an important role in La cisma de Inglaterra. Finally, a third characteristic 

evident in the wife-murder tragedies is the overly suspicious temperament of the 

husbands. Husbands often give more credence to appearances than to reason; they are 

fooled by their eyes into believing terrible things about their brides. There is an 

exaggerated concern about outside opinion and social appearances that far outweighs 

internal familial harmony. The question of one's honor is seen not as a personal issue, but 

as a topic of discussion for the public domain. Mistrusting spouses, almost always quick 

to judge based solely on circumstantial evidence, appear in all four wife-murder tragedies 

studied here. 

Family systems theory can help elucidate the common elements of Calderonian 

tragedies that other criticism has not been able to agree upon while also compensating for 

the deficiencies of Freudian psychological approaches. In the chapters that follow, using 

FST, I will explore the three above-mentioned aspects of the dysfunctional family that 

lead to the final catastrophe in Calderón's wife-murder tragedies. Indeed, Calderonian 

tragedy is inextricably linked to the dysfunctional family. The three underlying symptoms 

of dysfunction (loveless marriages, miscommunication, and mistrust) lead to tragic 

outcomes for the play's protagonists. The four wife-murder tragedies that exhibit these 

ills may be contrasted with Calderonian comedias that end happily for the main 

characters in order to show successful coping strategies in families that are not 
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dysfunctional. In Calderón's non-tragic comedias tragedy is averted through intimacy in 

the form of love, honest dialogue, and trust. In the tragedies, there is a stark absence of 

these qualities.
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Chapter Two: Loveless Marriages

In this chapter, I will analyze the marital relationships of the protagonists in each 

of Calderón’s four wife-murder tragedies: La cisma de Inglaterra, A secreto agravio, 

secreta venganza, El médico de su honra and El pintor de su deshonra. Particular 

attention will be devoted to the period immediately prior to the wedding of the pair. In 

each case, using FST methodology, I will attempt to show how generational familial 

dysfunction seriously and negatively influences each person’s decision to marry. This is 

true particularly for the brides because of their prior dysfunctional relationship with their 

fathers.1 Consequently, this chapter has three main goals: 1) to show that the marriages in 

these plays are loveless because the newlyweds themselves are products of dysfunctional 

familial systems; 2) to show that marriage without love may itself be termed 

dysfunctional according to both the standards of FST and Spanish Golden Age society; 

and 3) to highlight the detrimental role played by defective parenting in causing the 

dysfunctional behavior of the newlyweds, especially the brides. The problem is not 

merely that their marriages were arranged, but that the newlyweds in Calderón’s wife-

murder tragedies have inherited their systemic dysfunctions from their families and are 

therefore ill-equipped to lead healthy, happy lives. 

Concerning love and marriage in these plays Bruce Wardropper notes that “in 

each case, the husband is less than in love with his bride. He cherishes his honour first 

and his wife second” (“Wife-Murder” 394). Briefly, in La cisma de Inglaterra there are 

two marriages by King Enrique VIII, first to Catalina and later to Ana Bolena. The first is 
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an arranged wedding for political reasons and the second is based on both carnal lust (in 

the case of Enrique) and a lust for power (in the case of Ana). In A secreto agravio, 

secreta venganza Lope de Almeida marries Leonor by proxy. To make matters worse, at 

the time she is still in love with another man who did not die at sea as she first believed. 

In El médico de su honra the father of the bride arranged the nuptials for his daughter 

without fully considering her desires. Finally, in El pintor de su deshonra the wife 

Serafina marries a man too old for her, but more importantly she feels no real affection 

for him just as he has no true passion for her. He marries simply because he has 

determined that he must do so if he is to pass along his inheritance. In each case, the 

marriages depicted are not born from a genuine love between spouses but originate out of 

political and parental maneuvering, lust, economics and even desperation.

Moreover, not only do the marriages begin without love, throughout the duration 

of the plays love is either lacking to an important degree or never present at all. Melveena 

McKendrick highlights this point, noting that in Calderón’s tragic drama:

If there is one ingredient consistently and tragically absent from the world 

of confusion, selfishness and non-communication in which his characters 

act out their parts, it is not reason but emotion; not the emotion of anger 

and passion--there is plenty of that--but the emotion of compassionate 

love. (145)

Strother argues that there is a hint of love at least between Serafina and don Juan Roca in 

El pintor de su deshonra: “While perhaps never blossoming into amorous passion, their 

relationship is seen as one of mutual respect, kindness, and friendship” (75). Despite such 
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initial romantic feelings, which are not common in any case, exhibited by some couples 

at the beginning of their relationships, practically speaking love fails to appear altogether 

in Calderón’s tragedies.

One of the goals of this chapter is to show that marriage for love is a ‘healthy’ 

reason to wed, whereas marriage without love is ‘unhealthy’ (i.e. dysfunctional). This, 

apparently modern, assertion is open to debate and numerous critics have maintained that 

love per se was not the most important factor when considering marriage in 17th-century 

Spain. McKendrick argues that love was not a strong reason to marry in Golden Age 

Spain because “restrictive social conventions” impeded marriages predicated on love 

(95). Concerning the comedia, José María Díez Borque remarks that the father, as head of 

household, is the person most likely to select a husband for his daughter: “Pero el cabeza 

de familia era, en la realidad, prácticamente todopoderoso en lo referente al matrimonio 

de su hija” (90). Mariló Vigil agrees, stating that in 16th- and 17th-century Spain young 

women had little choice but to follow their parents wishes: “La doncella era la 

adolescente que se preparaba para el destino que le eligieran sus padres” (18). Ann E. 

Wiltrout notes that females had fewer choices than their male counterparts when it came 

time to choose a spouse: “the strictures of a society that imposed rigid conformity upon 

women frequently made their choices much more difficult than men’s” (103). And 

Catherine Connor adds that once she does wed, a woman likely “ends up subjugated by 

marriage in the repressive patriarchal society of seventeenth-century Spain” (24).

In addition to modern literary critics, another group of authors decried the pitfalls 

of marriage in Golden Age society: Spanish Catholic moralists. The 16th-century writings 
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of Antonio de Guevara, Juan Luis Vives, Vicente Mexía and Luis de León, together with 

their successors of the 17th-century—such as Francisco Escrivá, Francisco Luque Fajardo, 

Alonso de Andrade and Pedro Galindo—all speak at great length about the proper 

Christian behavior of doncellas (young, unmarried women). Of particular interest to these 

writers is the topic of mate selection and matrimony, which is quite understandable 

considering the cultural climate of Counter-reformation Spain.2

After the Council of Trent (1545-1563), new regulations redefined social 

institutions such as the family—specifically concerning the sacrament of marriage. 

Wedlock was to be regarded as an official contract, sanctioned by the church and 

witnessed by the clergy. Prior to the Council of Trent, a couple could become engaged 

with the promise to marry (desposario por palabra de futuro) or actually marry on the 

spot (desposario por palabra de presente) without involving the Catholic Church and 

without a single witness:3

Hasta la real cédula de 1564, que ponía en vigor las prescripciones 

tridentinas para todos los reinos de España, el matrimonio era un acto sólo 

a medias clerical, para cuya validez no se necesitaba la presencia del 

párroco ni de los testigos. (Domínguez Ortiz 153)

The Council of Trent eliminated these so-called matrimonios clandestinos, but this does 

not mean of course that the change came swiftly or easily for many people.4 Of course as 

a literary device the matrimonios clandestinos continued to survive in numerous Golden 

Age works, including Don Quixote where Dorotea and Fernando ‘wed’ in this fashion. 

The need to firmly establish marriage under the auspices of the Catholic Church stems in 
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part from the desire to limit or eradicate the practice of premarital sexual relations—

something the Catholic moralists denounced with a singular, critical voice. As Asunción 

Rallo Gruss points out, the moralists all agreed with the new law:

Unánimemente se condenan también los matrimonios clandestinos como 

movidos por la pasión incontrolada que tras la satisfación sexual 

desaparece, evaporándose entonces los posibles lazos perpetuos del 

matrimonio. (43)

 Another target for their derision was the notion that a doncella should, or even could, 

select the man of her choice for husband.

Spanish Golden Age moralists all insisted that marriages should be arranged by 

the parents rather than by the bride and groom. Bernard Murstein explains the reason for 

this:

The traditional view of marriage was that it represented a duty, and that 

one’s choice should be made on rational grounds. Since parents were more 

experienced in the ways of the world, it followed that it was they who 

should choose marriage partners for their children. (179)

In 1613 Escrivá chastized young couples that dared to marry against their parents’ 

wishes:

¿Qué paz, qué amor, qué contento se pueden prometer éstos desta manera 

casados? La mujer que tiene honra y vergüenza, no ha de hablar ni pensar 

en casarse, si no es cuando, y con quien sus padres fuere bien visto. (in 

Vigil 80)5
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In 1642, Andrade bolstered the admonishment by claiming that such behavior would be 

punished by God:

 Dios castiga de ordinario a los que se casan por su voluntad contra la de 

sus padres […] por mano de sus propios maridos, saliéndoles aviesos, y 

mal acondicionados, desagredecidos, jugadores y desbaratados. (Andrade 

212)

And Vives, more than one hundred years earlier in 1528, affirmed that parents should not 

allow their daughters to dictate whom they will marry, claiming that such doncellas “no 

merecen tener por maridos a los que ellas mismas avisaron que saben y osan hacer por los 

enamorados” (197). Vives and his contemporary moralist writers seem to caution against 

marrying for love because if a girl is in love her judgment may be clouded about other 

matters important to a successful matrimony, such as a man’s standing, character or 

future prospects. Thus, Vives’ argument might appear to be a radical inversion of logic, 

whereby the claim could be made that if a girl loves a particular man, her parents should 

ensure that she not marry him. However, the position held by Vives and the other 

Catholic moralists of the 16th- and 17th-century does not really discount love in marriage, 

rather the idea is that other factors must also be considered. In selecting a husband the 

primary consideration, for the moralists, was a man’s character; secondary to this were 

factors such as his family’s reputation and his socio-economic status.6 Love by itself, as 

Vives affirms, is no reason to get married:
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Por tanto, no cumple hacerse los casamientos por vía de amores, ni con tan 

frágiles nudos atar tan gran carga, ni con tan vil materia encender aquella 

santa caridad que ha de haber entre los casados. (198)

For Vives, and other moralists like him, love was considered to be a “frágil nudo”, a 

foundation too weak on which to base a marriage. The general feeling was that the 

parents of a doncella should pick a husband for their daughter out of fear that, if allowed 

to choose by herself, a young girl would consider only love in selecting a mate. In sum, 

based solely on the aforementioned evidence, one might surmise that in 16th- and 17th-

century Spain love played no role in courtship and marriage, but this is an erroneous 

conclusion.

Ironically, the most salient proof that numerous Golden Age marriages commonly 

were based on love comes from the Catholic moralists themselves who denounced such 

unions. The very existence of their prescriptive treatises indicates that many women and 

their families were not practicing what the moralists were preaching. Otherwise it is 

difficult to imagine that they would go on writing for two centuries about the hazards and 

sins of improper courting behavior if it were not a widespread phenomenon that, in their 

view, needed correcting. Additionally, although it is certainly a fact that Calderón’s wife-

murder tragedies depict loveless marriages, the overwhelming majority of comedias show 

couples that meet, court, fall in love, and marry by the end of the play. Such plays with 

‘happy endings’ are the more lighthearted capa y espada variety while the dramas de 

honor tend toward the more serious or tragic. Finally, as mentioned above, the criticism 

from the Catholic writers really focuses on marrying for love without considering other 
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factors. And while it is true that they all rail against the notion of love without

matrimony, they unanimously affirm that love is indeed vital for achieving a successful 

marriage. 

On the topic of love in marriage in 1528 Vives declares that there must be a 

unique love between husband and wife, as well as obedience and respect: 

Y porque yo no quiero que el marido sea amado como amigo o como 

hermano, sino que el amor de él y de la mujer sea único y soberano en la 

tierra, quiero que haya mezclado en él muy gran obediencia y acatamiento. 

(225)

Vives later remarks that it is crucial that a wife love her husband: 

Por tanto digo que la principal cosa que se requiere para la concordia es 

que la mujer ame al marido. Esto es el quicio, esto es el cimiento sobre 

que está fundada la quietud, la tranquilidad, la paz y todo el sosiego de 

casa. (250)

According to Vives, if there is to be harmony in a marrige, love is “la principal cosa que 

se requiere.” In 1529 Guevara declares that true love exists only between a well-married 

couple: “Resolviendo lo que tengo dicho, digo y afirmo que entre el marido y muger que 

son bien casados entre ellos están los verdaderos amores” (Relox 354). In 1566 Mexía 

states that a wife’s obedience to her husband should result from love: “La sujeción de la 

muger al marido se ha de produzir por amor, porque le quiere mucho, y se huelga de 

hacer lo que deve” (folio 16). More than a century later, in 1681, Galindo remarks that 

the average woman of his day hopes to find a “hombre de bien, y que la querrá, y 
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estimará mucho, y vivirán […] con mucha conformidad, paz (y) amor” (Excelencias fol 

8). The writers’ insistence on love as a prerequisite for a happy marriage is undeniable 

and therefore it may be said that love, even in Golden Age Spain, was recognized as a 

primary and necessary characteristic of a healthy, successful (i.e. functional) union 

between spouses.

Reprising now the matter of spouse selection for doncellas, as discussed above 

the Catholic moralists of 16th- and 17th-century Spain argue in favor of parental control. 

Still, as before, their continual condemnation of marriages not arranged by the parents is 

a clear indication that such marriages existed and were prevalent throughout society, as 

Vigil asserts: “casos de matrimonios no concertados por las familias debieron darse, 

puesto que los moralistas los condenan con cierta regularidad” (80). This paradigm was 

indeed a reflection of contemporary Spanish society and a European trend in general, as 

Murstein states: “The period from 1500 to 1615 was marked by significant advances in 

the freedom of choice of marital partners” (200).

The right of a child to refuse an unwanted marriage arranged by his or her parents 

is solidified in legislation in the Iberian Peninsula as far back as the 13th-century in Las 

siete partidas. This fact is demonstrated in the very title of the Tenth Law of Título I from 

La cuarta partida: “Que los padres non pueden desposar sus fijas, non estando ellas 

delante, o non lo otorgando” (410). The law itself goes on to confirm specifically that no 

marriage is valid without the consent of those who are being wed.7 Three centuries later, 

Vives affirms that forcing a child to marry will not result in a loving matrimony: “el amor 

no se saca por fuerza, sino que se gana con buenas, y como se suele decir: <<amor con 
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amor se paga>> (198). Guevara also stresses that children should not be coerced into 

marriage by their parents: “Bien es que el padre aconseje a su hijo que se case con quien 

él quiere, más guárdese no le haga fuerza, si él no quiere, porque todo casamiento forzoso 

engendra desamor entre los mozos” (Epístolas vol. I, 368). Finally, a century later in 

1679, a French aristocrat known as Madame D’Aulnoy made note of the rights of women 

in Spain regarding the selection of their husbands:

Hay otra costumbre bastante singular: es que cuando una muchacha quiere 

casarse y es mayor de edad, si ha hecho ya su elección, aunque su madre y 

su padre se opongan a ella, no tiene más que hablar al cura de su parroquia 

y declararle su deseo. (in José García Mercadal, vol II, 1104)

The surprise of the French traveler D’Aulnoy at the ability of a Spanish woman 

independently to marry of her own accord points to an important conclusion. The reason 

the Catholic moralists prescribed such restrictive treatment for doncellas may be related 

to the latter’s legal rights in contracting marriage on their own. This conclusion directly 

contradicts the assertions of critics such as Díez Borque, who affirms that “el matrimonio 

forzado […] era lo habitual” in Golden Age Spain (115). José Antonio Maravall claims 

the opposite for the comedia : “Son muchos los ejemplos de significación coincidente—

que no se puede obligar a amar ni imponer el casamiento a nadie” (52). Apparently at 

odds, the views expressed by Díez Borque and Maravall might be simply two aspects of 

the same phenomenon in the comedia: forcibly arranged marriages produce potentially 

disastrous results. In society, the moralists warn parents to cloister their daughters 

precisely because if they are out and about town, they may fall in love and marry without 
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considering parental guidance or waiting for approval. Young ladies in the comedia

enjoyed the same priviledge, as Ruth El Saffar points out: “momentary freedom, during 

the period when she is in the process of being exchanged between her father and her 

husband-to-be, allows her a period of deviation from expected norms of female behavior” 

(106). And clearly the girls of the Spanish Golden Age had the option to exercise some 

freedom in this regard. Parents legally could not prevent this, and so the pre-emptive 

measure is to monitor closely a daughter’s every relationship and if possible not to let the 

girl out of the house in the first place.8

Stated simply, the main contention put forth in the present chapter thus far is that 

marriages based on love were not at all uncommon in the Spanish Golden Age. Maravall 

makes a sharp distinction between love in the comedia and in society at large—

suggesting that Spanish Golden Age plays served as an escapist fantasy for a repressed 

public. Maravall’s thesis is that the comedia was designed and disseminated by the ruling 

elite as a propagandistic enterprise created to tease the general public away from thoughts 

of modifying the established order:

El teatro español, sobre todo después de la revolución lopesca, aparece 

como manifestación de una gran campaña de propaganda social, destinada 

a difundir y fortalecer una sociedad determinada, en su complejo de 

intereses y valores y en la imagen de los hombres y del mundo que de ella 

deriva. (13)

In other words, Spanish Golden Age theater is a tool propagated by, and serving the 

interests of, “la sociedad monárquico-señorial” (60). According to Maravall, the specific 
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goal of this scheme is to undermine and counteract new liberal ideas and attitudes related 

to concepts such as nobility, honor, and of course, love. Concerning the last of these, 

Maravall identifies the beginning of the 17th-century as a watershed moment when 

average Spanish citizens began to view love as a solemn right of all people, regardless of 

one’s station in life:

Es alrededor de 1600 cuando el pensamiento social lleva a cabo una honda 

transformación en la concepción del amor […] y se produce una 

considerable ampliación en el sentido de lo que podemos llamar, de un 

lado, derecho al amor—el amor es propio sentimiento de todos y no sólo 

de señores. (49)

The idea here is that every person has the right to love and be loved (derecho al amor). 

Added to this there is the similar phrase, derechos del amor, which means that “el amor 

no se contiene en las vallas que separan los estamentos, sino que puede relacionar 

personas de clases diferentes” (49). Taken together, the meaning is that it is acceptable 

for anybody to love anyone else. The notion of the comedia primarily as an instrument of 

authoritarian propaganda appears hard to accept, but Maravall’s recognition of the 

general populace’s wish for the possibility of love without restrictions underscores the 

ideal of marriage for love. The freedom to choose one’s spouse, from any sector of the 

population, may be part of a tendency that had been in the making since the Renaissance. 

Maravall notes that by the 17th-century, “en virtud del amplio desarrollo de su vida 

durante casi dos siglos anteriores” the common citizenry of Spain “se salía de los cuadros 
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tradicionales del orden social, o por lo menos, parecía amenazar seriamente con ello” 

(18). 

Another explanation as to why marriages based on love were common in this time 

period relates to what I call the “psychological inheritence” of amor cortés, by which I 

mean that certain attractive facets of courtly love remained present in the hearts and 

minds of Golden Age lovers, especially women. Originally a medieval construct, amor 

cortés pre-dates the Counter-reformation by centuries, although some critics maintain 

that its influence on Spanish society remains strong well into the 17th-century.9 Vigil 

argues that amor cortés was indeed an ideal to which most women of 16th- and 17th-

century Spain ascribed:

El estereotipo femenino que ejerció una profunda fascinación sobre ellas 

fue el de la dama del amor cortés, el de la poesía de los trovadores y las 

novelas de caballerías. Este era el personaje que las españolas de los siglos 

XVI y XVII aspiraban a encarnar en sus ensoñaciones románticas. Tal 

sueño afectó tanto a las solteras como a las casadas, a las aristócratas y a 

las criadas. La cultura del amor cortés fue patrimonio de todas las clases 

sociales y de personas de muy diversos niveles educativos, incluidos 

analfabetos y analfabetas. (62)

Vigil’s notion that a “cultura de amor cortés” persisted into the 17th-century is what I have 

referred to as a “psychological inheritance.” It is also true that the appearance of courtly 

love abounds in much of the literature of Medieval, Renaissance and Golden Age Spain. 

From the earliest novels of chivalry (such as El caballero de Zifar and Amadís de Gaula), 
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through the pastoral creations of the Renaissance (such as Garcilaso de la Vega’s Égloga 

I and Jorge de Montemayor’s La Diana), up to and including the thousands of light-

hearted comedias of the 17th-century, courtly love often is presented as the romantic ideal. 

What is clearly different between the standard paradigm of medieval courtly love and the 

17th-century psychological inheritance of the same is that the latter version has done away 

with abject suffering as the suitor’s goal, and instead replaced it with the hope of physical 

consummation—a difference so striking as to render use of the term amor cortés

inappropriate when referring to the comedia. This is where the term “psychological 

inheritance” comes into play, since there are indeed certain facets of amor cortés visible 

in the comedia, such as the manner in which male suitors court their ladies, as Thomas 

Austin O’Connor asserts:

El funcionamiento progresivo del código de amor […] depende 

forzosamente de la participación activa del hombre. Éste debe servir 

fielmente a su dama, regalándola constantemente, con el objetivo de 

obligarla primero y luego procurar su agredecimiento, que son los pasos 

necesarios— pruebas o garantías de su sinceridad y amor—que 

conducirán al amor mutuo y correspondido. (12)

Thus, even in the comedia, it is the male lover who suffers for the affection of his lady 

while trying to serve her every wish, just as it was for the Knight Zifar. McKendrick 

notes, too, that certain romantic protagonists in Golden Age plays “speak the language of 

courtly love (appropriate to the situation if not to their station)” (91).10 Finally, Otis Green 
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affirms that in Golden Age Spain “the mental and emotional background of playwright 

and audience retained much of the medieval courtly tradition” (236).

It is probably safe to conclude that such exagerated behavior as witnessed in the 

chilvaric romances rarely if ever was repeated seriously in real life. Certainly amor cortés

and its derivations existed in literary form, but the question arises as to whether or not 

society in general tried to mimic its rituals. One important aspect of amor cortés that 

must have seemed particularly attractive in the 17th-century was the notion of love 

without parental constraints. The idea that a young lady could entertain a secret, chaste, 

devout, loving suitor of her own choosing without parental interference certainly must 

have captured the imagination of more than a few isolated doncellas—especially if one 

considers the popularity of the literature. As Vigil maintains, there is reason to believe 

that the ideals of amor cortés held great sway over societal behavior, both public and 

private: “La cultura cortés configuró las pautas bajo las que se desarrolló el galanteo en la 

sociedad de los siglos XVI y XVII. E influyó en las aspiraciones, los deseos y los 

modelos de comportamientos femeninos” (68). As mentioned above, perhaps the most 

dangerous facet of amor cortés, from the perspective of controlling parents, was the 

liberty given to young men and women to choose their own spouses. This is exactly the 

type of situation that the Catholic moralists of Counter-reformation Spain were critizing 

in their prescriptive books on women, courtship, and marriage.

The preceeding discussion serves to demonstrate how both in the comedia and in 

Spanish Golden Age society love was a primary objective relative to matrimony. 

According to Counter-reformation moralists, the guiding principle is not ‘when you think 
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you are in love you should marry,’ but rather ‘when you marry, you should be in love.’ 

Additionally, it has been argued that young women should and indeed did have a voice in 

selecting their husband. Of course other considerations weighed heavily too in the 

decision of when and whom to marry, but without love the rest have diminished 

importance. The evidence shows that a loving relationship between spouses was a highly 

desireable goal in order to establish and preserve a happy, successful and healthy 

marriage. Conversely, since love is generally absent in Calderón’s wife-murder 

tragedies—especially between the married couples—these relationships may be termed 

unhealthy and dysfunctional even according to the standards of contemporary society. 

Turning now to textual analysis of each of the four plays, first I will examine the real 

reasons—never for love—that the couples decide to marry. Concurrently, using a FST 

approach, I will offer a diagnosis of the particular dysfunctions evident in each case 

based on each person’s motivation for getting married. 

The earliest of the four texts, La cisma de Inglaterra (1627), is an adaptation of 

the real life marital career of Henry VIII (1491-1547), king of England from 1509-1547. 

Although historically Henry eventually married six times, the drama focuses on his 

relationships with only the first two of his wives: Catalina de Aragón (1485-1536) and 

Anne Boleyn (1507-1536). Most historical accounts describe Catalina, the youngest 

daughter of Spain’s Catholic Monarchs Fernando II and Isabel I, as a devout practitioner 

of her religious faith.11 By contrast, Anne Boleyn is often characterized as a beguiling and 

ambitious woman, apparently Catholic, but secretly a follower of Martin Luther.12

Francisco Ruíz Ramón argues that “Calderón manipula muy libremente la Historia, en 
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función de la intensidad dramática de su tragedia” (La cisma 119). Likewise, Charles 

Oriel complains that the play “represents perhaps the most radical re-writing of history as 

it actually occurred” (218-219). Regardless of this, Calderón’s play may be considered 

solely based on the information it presents, and one should not expect to find a literal 

rendering of the historic truth as it existed in 16th-century England. A. A. Parker notes that 

“ciertamente en tiempos de Calderón la libertad del dramaturgo para moldear el material 

histórico añadiendo, quitando o alterando […] era lugar común en la teoría literaria” 

(“Henry VIII” 343). At least concerning his initial marital relationships, La cisma de 

Inglaterra very closely mirrors the real life version of events as they are known about 

Henry VIII. And because of this king’s penchant for ending old marriages and beginning 

new ones, there are two marital subsystems to consider—one for each of Enrique’s 

wives, Catalina and Ana Bolena.

When the drama begins, Enrique is already married to doña Catalina—his first 

wife. Theirs was an arranged marriage, in accordance with royal practice, but an 

interesting fact in this case is that Catalina herself had been married previously. In the 

play, and in real life, Catalina was first married to Prince Arthur, eldest son of Henry VII 

and older brother to Henry VIII. The play indicates nothing about the reasons for 

Catalina’s marrying Arturo, but it may be assumed that the marriage was also arranged 

for political and economic purposes. Angel Rodríguez Sánchez argues that this was 

indeed the case, as it was for virtually all royal weddings historically speaking:
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El contrato matrimonial es una forma de alianza económica. Los 

desposorios entre nobles, a la par que señalan una práctica endogámica, 

indican una preocupación por acrecentar y conservar la riqueza. (198)

One thing known for certain based on the play is that Arturo “no consumó el 

matrimonio” before he died and so although Catalina became a widow, she remained a 

virgin.

These are the circumstances surrounding the end of Catalina’s first marriage:

porque doña Catalina,

hija la más santa y bella

de los Católicos Reyes,

nuevos soles de la tierra,

casó con mi hermano Arturo,

el cual por su edad tan tierna,

o por su poca salud,

o por causas más secretas,

no consumó el matrimonio,

quedando entonces la Reina,

muerto el Príncipe de Walia,

a un tiempo viuda y doncella. (33-44)

Here we learn that Arturo wed young and died soon after, and Enrique offers three 

possible notions as to why the marriage was never consummated: 1) because of Arturo’s 
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young age (“por su edad tan tierna”), 2) because of his feeble health (“por su poca 

salud”), or 3) because of some hidden reason (“por causas más secretas”) beyond public 

knowledge. This “secret cause” could be anything from impotence to homosexuality, but 

there is no evidence in the play to support any speculation on the matter. What remains 

clear is that there is no mention of love related to Catalina’s marriage to Arturo and no 

mention of heartbreak at his untimely death. It seems their conjugal union, however brief, 

was loveless as well.

Upon the death of his brother, Enrique takes Arturo’s role both as heir to the 

English throne and as husband to Catalina, as he himself explains in the play:

Los ingleses y españoles,

viendo las paces deshechas,

los deseos malogrados

y las esperanzas muertas,

para conservar la paz

de los dos reinos conciertan,

con parecer de hombres doctos,

que yo me case con ella. (45-52)

As Enrique asserts, his marriage to Catalina is the fruit of political maneuvering in the 

interest of peace between Spain and England (“para conservar la paz”). This does not 

mean that love between Enrique and Catalina is impossible, but it certainly indicates that 

the marriage does not originate out of love. Another interesting point regarding the 

marriage between Enrique and Catalina is the role of Pope Julio Segundo, whose 
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dispensation was petitioned in order for the wedding to occur in the first place. Enrique 

recounts this fact to Volseo:

y, atento a la utilidad,

Julio Segundo dispensa,

que todo es posible a quien

es Vice-Dios en su Iglesia. (53-56)

[…]

(pues dicen así que fue

legítima, santa y cuerda

la dispensación del Papa,

pues todos vienen en ella). (69-72)

Papal dispensation was sought to allow and legitimize the marriage since Catalina had 

already been married to Arturo. This was certainly the case, both in the play and in real 

life, yet the reasons why papal dispensation was needed are not entirely clear. They may 

relate to a misinterpretation of Biblical passages dealing directly with the issue of 

remarriage to a brother’s wife: “Do not have sexual relations with your brother's wife, 

that would dishonor your brother” (Leviticus 18 v.16). But since Catalina was a childless 

widow, Mosaic Law actually would have required Enrique to marry her, rather than 

forbid such a union.13

As mentioned above, through the centuries it has been the prerogative of royalty 

to marry for political advantage and economic security rather than out of mutual

attraction. Nevertheless, on a personal level for the spouses involved, an arranged 
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marriage of this sort may be characterized as unhealthy, at least from a psychological 

perspective. Such a union may have been expected and even considered typical, but just 

because a particular action or behavior is expected or typical does not mean it is healthy.14

Consequently, a FST approach would characterize Catalina’s marriage to Enrique (as 

well as her earlier marriage to Arturo for that matter) as dysfunctional, and an extreme 

example of a phenomenon known as systemism. Systemism, as Jerome Bump defines it, 

is “the tendency of individuals in a family to sacrifice their identities and act 

compulsively as parts of a family unit rather than as individuals” (64). In this instance 

Catalina and Enrique sacrifice themselves and their wishes—whatever they may be—in 

favor of the desires of their respective families (and indeed nations). Their decision to 

wed is not truly their own, but is based on the counsel of learned men at court (“con 

parecer de hombres doctos”). Thus, they each allow their family systems to determine 

whom they will wed, negating their own free will. 

One would expect to see evidence of pathological consequences for anybody 

functioning under systemism, but particularly when personal choice has been coopted to 

the point of controlling a decision as important as picking one’s spouse. We must 

remember too that Enrique and Catalina, in spite of their political union, really were not 

destined for each other since Catalina’s original match was Arturo, not Enrique. As a 

result, Enrique shows clear signs of disengagement from Catalina (‘disengagement’ is a 

systems theory designation for a lack of intimacy among family members [Neil Frude 

49]). Seemingly, whenever Catalina enters a room where her husband is, or tries to speak 

to him, Enrique resists her efforts at communication, often ‘responding’ to her with 
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silence. The king shows little or no interest in his wife and he always appears to be 

annoyed at her presence until finally he deposes her as queen in Act II:

Y tú Catalina, vete,

en hado tan riguroso,

donde llores tu fortuna

y des a la envidia asombros.

(1875-1878)

Throughout the entire play Enrique and Catalina share only three scenes together and the 

one instance (above) when Enrique does address Catalina directly, he banishes her from 

the palace. It is also true, as Gregory Peter Andrachuk remarks, that Enrique “is a man 

who struggles with his appetites and his conscience” and later he regrets his treatment of 

Catalina (233). For her part, Catalina consistently shows a genuine interest in the well-

being of Enrique, so she is not suffering from disengagement like her spouse. 

In the case of Enrique’s next marriage, this time to Ana Bolena, the King has 

much stronger feelings for his second bride than he ever did for Catalina. However, just 

as with his first wife, Enrique’s second spouse had a significant relationship with another 

man prior to her involvement with the King. For Ana, this was an apparent love affair

with Carlos, the French ambassador to England. Ana and Carlos first met when Ana’s 

father, Tomás, visited France in his role as English ambassador and took Ana with him to 

the French court. Carlos truly seems to admire Ana, and he describes her in the most 

favorable terms:

en su gallarda hija Ana Bolena,
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en aquella deidad hermosa y pura,

de los hombres bellísima sirena,

pues aduerme a su encanto los sentidos,

ciega los ojos y abre los oídos. (344-348)

Carlos’ attraction to Ana may be based primarily on her appearance (“deidad hermosa” 

and “bellísima sirena”), and he goes on to describe the secret encounters the two had in 

París. This whole scene is described as a romantic tryst between lovers as Carlos gives a 

poetic account of how much they shared and loved one another during this idyllic time 

together. Carlos lamented her departure when her father’s embassy in France finished and 

she returned to England. He was left in France pining for her: “mira si estoy con causa 

enamorado” (444). Carlos’ description of his love for Ana and their initial romance 

occupies more than 100 lines of the play—a significant sum—which is a testament to the 

passionate feelings Carlos has for Ana. Conspicuously absent from this scene is Ana 

herself. Since the scene is a monologue by Carlos we hear only his thoughts and 

sentiments and as yet we know nothing of Ana’s possible feelings for him. He seems 

most definitely in love with her, but we do not know if she feels the same way. When the 

two of them meet again at court in England it is Ana who wonders whether Carlos is 

willing to marry her. In their dialogue she asks if he will love her faithfully as a husband 

(“de esposo”), and he replies that he will (“digo mil veces que sí”) (826-827). Even if we 

cannot know with exactness what Ana feels for Carlos, it seems Calderón has 

purposefully demonstrated that she and Carlos shared a significant relationship before 

Ana met Enrique.
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For his part, Enrique has noticed Ana at the English court and is immediately 

taken by her appearance. He initially saw her image in a dream at the opening of the play, 

and he first meets her at the end of Act I, where he declares:

Entre luces, entre sombras

causas gusto y das horror;

entre piedad y rigor

me enamoras y me espantas;

y, al fin, entre dichas tantas

te tengo miedo y amor. (863-68)

The key phrases here are “me enamoras” and “te tengo miedo y amor” since they 

underscore Enrique’s amorous feelings for Ana at this stage. About Henry’s initial dream 

Andrachuk notes that “in the first seven lines of the play the whole story is foretold, and 

the tragedy of Henry’s fatal flaw revealed, for his religious fervor is no match for the 

strength of his physical passion” (226). Presumably, the reason Enrique is somewhat 

afraid of Ana (“te tengo miedo”) relates to her appearance in his dream, in which she 

emerged as a shadow eclipsing his light. Teresa Scott Soufas asserts that dreams such as 

Enrique’s about Ana may indicate, particularly to Spanish Golden Age audiences, that the 

monarch suffers from acute melancholy: “terrifying hallucinations, thoughts of death, and 

irrational obsessions were categorized as typical symptoms of the melancholic state” 

(“Beyond Justice” 59). In Act II Enrique says “…aquel sueño introdujo / miedo al 

cuerpo, horror al alma” (919-920). The mention of fear may also foreshadow Enrique’s 

later jealousy of Ana and Carlos.
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When they first share the stage, Enrique is still married to Catalina, and Ana still 

maintains her relationship with Carlos, but right away, at their initital meeting, the king 

declares he loves her. In Act II they are alone together for the first time when Enrique 

compliments her on her beauty: “¡Ay, Ana hermosa y bella!” (1415). And later the king 

claims to Cardenal Volseo, his advisor:

¡Ay de mí, que me abraso!

¡Ay Cielos, que me quemo!

No es de amor este extremo;

mover no puedo el paso.

Algún demonio ha sido

espíritu que en mí se ha revestido. (1617-22)

The above passage indicates that Enrique’s desire for Ana is not born of love (“No es de 

amor este extremo”). Also of interest here is the reference to a devil (“Algún demonio ha 

sido”) as the cause of Enrique’s passion, almost as if the king were possessed. This may 

be Calderón’s foreshadowing of future tragic events. Enrique tells Volseo “Confieso / 

que estoy loco, sin seso” (1636-37) and later repeats the sentiment: “confieso que estoy 

loco y estoy ciego” (1723). The notion that Enrique is blind or crazy, or that he has lost 

his mind (“que estoy loco, sin seso”), especially when associated with something 

demonic, leads to the perception that he is not in love at all, but mesmerized by Ana’s 

physical beauty.

Enrique’s feelings for Ana, far from indicating a genuine love, signal an 

unhealthy obsession, termed enmeshment in FST. Enmeshment, as Bump describes, is 
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“the loss of boundaries between subsystems and between individuals” and is similar to 

codependence in a family system suffering from chemical addiction (70). Similarly, Gary 

Storhoff refers to enmeshment as a desire to possess and control completely (300). The 

idea is that Enrique’s passion for Ana has eroded his own sense of being, since he views 

himself now only in terms of his ability to attract another person, Ana. Matthew D. 

Stroud has perceived this tendency in Enrique, claiming that Ana “appeals to the lack in 

him; he must possess her in order to feel complete” (“Lessons” 255). As might be 

expected Enrique does not recognize his enmeshment and instead thinks he is in love: 

“que estoy de Ana Bolena enamorado” (1628). However, Enrique is not acting rationally. 

Rather he seems out of control since Ana’s presence has haunted him even in his dreams. 

To possess her he is willing to destroy the carefully arranged political alliance between 

Spain and England (and break with the Roman Catholic Church for that matter, giving 

rise to the title of the drama) by seeking to annul his marriage to Catalina. He is, as he 

says, blind and crazy for Ana (“confieso que estoy loco y estoy ciego” (1723)).

Conversely, Ana has no romantic feelings whatsoever for Enrique. Her only 

interest seems to be her social status and it is for this reason alone that she admires the 

King. Stroud claims that Ana exists in “a mad egoistic frenzy aimed at vanquishing all 

her rivals and gaining total control over others” (“Lessons” 254). She cannot bear to be 

subordinate to anyone, and she complains to her father that kneeling before Catalina is a 

great burden to her pride:

[…] Llegar a verme

a los pies de una mujer,
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¿qué gloria , qué triunfo es éste?

¡Yo la rodilla en la tierra!

¡Yo besar con rostro alegre

la mano a la Reina, aunque

de cuatro Imperios lo fuese!

Llevárasme a un monte antes;

que más estimara verme

reina de fieras y brutos

a mis plantas obedientes,

que adorando Majestades. (724-735)

Ana claims she would be happier in the wild (“Llevárasme a un monte antes”) as a queen 

of beasts and brutes than be subordinate at court. This desire for social status and 

recognition, not love, is what drives Ana toward Enrique. Thus, Ana suffers from an 

exorbitant sense of entitlement in which her “personal life’s meaning is derived from 

[her] socially recognized achievement” (Storhoff 305). Ana views her potential marriage 

to Enrique as a means to achieve a completely different goal: power. It is significant too 

that Ana’s declarations here occur in a conversation with her own father, who has 

brought her to court and aided her in climbing the social ladder. Ana is dissatisfied with 

her father’s help and she will remain so until she is queen. There is little information in 

the play concerning Ana’s upbringing, but based on her dysfunctional sense of 

entitlement one would expect that her father has always been acquiescent of her demands. 

Indeed, Ana’s manner of speech with her father and her exaggerated claims of suffering 
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point to a chronic pattern of conflict and a family system with poorly defined parental 

barriers. Within the play, there is little evidence that Tomás coddles his daughter, 

although on two occasions he reminds her that he is responsible for her presence at court 

and she must now work by herself to improve her station: “yo he hecho lo que he podido, 

/ haz tú ahora lo que debes” and “que yo hice lo que pude / tú verás lo que conviene” 

(713-714 and 753-754). By helping his daughter, at least partially, to fulfill her ambition 

Tomás Boleno distinguishes himself from the other fathers of Calderón’s wife-murder 

tragedies. A more common behavior by the fathers in these plays is to disregard the 

daughter’s wishes entirely, such as in A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, where Leonor 

feels she must marry Lope because her father has arranged the marriage. 

As the play begins don Lope de Almeida, a nobleman of high regard for his 

services to king Sebastián of Portugal (another real-life king), is asking the monarch for 

his blessing to marry: “Otra vez, gran señor, os he pedido / Esta licencia, y otra habéis 

tenido / Por bien mi casamiento” (1-3). The reference to another time in the past (“otra 

vez”) appears to indicate that Lope has asked for the king’s permission to marry before, 

or perhaps he has merely repeated a request to take leave from the king’s presence to see 

to his marriage. In any event Lope is indeed about to receive his wife, but he has 

committed to this marriage sight unseen, which is to say he has married his wife by 

proxy. Angel Valbuena Briones asserts that such marriages were not unusual in the 

Spanish Golden Age:

Casarse por poder era usual en la época. Los casados por este 

procedimiento, aunque no hubieran consumado el matrimonio de hecho, 
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eran juzgados por la sociedad como si hubieran cumplido con todos los 

requisitos. El rompimiento de un lazo de esta clase no hubiera sido 

permitido en modo alguno, a no ser por causas de enorme gravedad. (15, 

note 317-318)

Yet Lope claims to love the wife he has never met: “Hoy saldré a recibir mi amada 

esposa” (14). Lope seems genuinely happy and his satisfaction is evident as he talks with 

his servant Manrique. Conversely, Manrique counsels his master that running off to 

marry at this point may not be the wisest choice: "¿Y no miras que es un error, / digno de 

que al mundo asombre, / que vaya a casarse un hombre / con tanta prisa, señor?" (39-42). 

At this moment in the play it is far too early to assess Manrique’s warning as justified or 

not, but his protest does underscore potential trouble for Lope’s impending matrimony—

a union Anne J. Cruz describes as a “precarious marriage” (155). Additionally, Teresa 

Scott Soufas sees Lope as a person “of naturally choleric temperament—a characteristic 

suggested by his preference for the life of a soldier” (Melancholy 89). A chance 

encounter between Lope and his long-lost friend Juan de Silva offers the groom the 

opportunity to explain his betrothal:

Yo me he casado en Castilla,

por poder, con la más bella

mujer… (Mas para ser propia

es lo menos la belleza.)

Con la más noble, más rica,

más virtuosa y más cuerda
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que pudo en el pensamiento

hacer dibujos la idea. 

Doña Leonor de Mendoza

es su nombre, y hoy con ella

don Bernardino mi tío

llegará a Aldea Gallega. (317-328)

Clearly Lope is pleased at his luck as he describes his bride in the most favorable terms 

(“la más bella mujer”, “la más noble, más rica, más virtuosa y más cuerda”). Cruz 

maintains that “the servant’s sceptical comments point to a possible lack of sincerity on 

Don Lope’s part” (159). Indeed, according to Lope, Leonor is depicted as the ideal mate, 

and this supposed perfection embodied by his wife could only serve to heighten his 

desengaño if he should suspect illicit behavior on her part in the future, which of course 

he will—a condition Jeremy M. W. Robbins refers to as “honour panic” (17). Regardless 

of Lope’s opinion of his spouse here, the fact remains that he has married by proxy and 

personally he does not know her well, if at all. Taking this into account, it may be said 

that Lope is very pleased to be married to Leonor, but he could hardly possess a strong 

love for her. 

Similar to Enrique in La cisma de Inglaterra, a systemic perspective would 

classify Lope here as showing signs of mate enmeshment, expressed through his use of 

hyperbole in describing Leonor’s perfection. Bump comments on this tendency to 

interpret addiction as love: “When two people without much self-esteem do get involved 

the result at first is usually the addiction to a person, or mate enmeshment, glorified as 
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true romance” (67). Lope seems to fit this definition well as he extolls the fantastic 

qualities of a woman he scarcely knows. This is also a manifestation of the extremism

mentioned by Frude (48) since Lope is gushing over his bride without any tangible 

experience of her true character. A more healthy and balanced attitude would show Lope 

full of pride and pleasure, but certainly more moderate in his appraisal of his wife. As it 

is, Lope may be seeking self-validation by virtue of his claim that he has married the 

perfect woman. 

Leonor herself does not share Lope’s joy for their marriage; in fact she is crying 

as she travels with Lope’s uncle to meet her new husband. While Bernardino is present, 

Leonor attempts to stifle her sadness, albeit unsuccessfully, since he sees her tears and 

she must give an explanation for them: “… mi tierno llanto / no es ingratitud…” (400-

401). Later, when she is alone with her servant Sirena, Leonor cannot help but burst forth 

in cries of melancholy. Leonor’s pitiful lament clearly demonstrates that she is not

pleased to be married to Lope:

Pues salga mi pena, ¡ay Dios!,

de mi vida y de mi pecho.

Salga en lágrimas deshecho

el dolor que me provoca,

el fuego que al alma toca,

remitiendo sus enojos

en lágrimas a los ojos,

y en suspiros a la boca.
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Y sin paz y sin sosiego

todo lo abrasen veloces,

pues son de fuego mis voces

y mis lágrimas de fuego.

Leonor’s affliction is grave, affecting her body and soul (“mi vida”, “mi pecho”, “el 

alma”), and leaving her in tears and without hope (“sin paz”, “sin sosiego”).

The cause of Leonor’s grief is the death of her dear Luis (“don Luis muerto y 

muerta yo” (484)), a man whom she loved who not long ago succumbed to an accident at 

sea. Luis’ death is a recent event in Leonor’s life and she has had little time to recover 

from the shock and loss:

Mira tú lo que sentí

cuando su muerte escuché,

pues forzada me casé

sólo por vengarme en mí! (499-502)

This brief passage highlights two important facts about Leonor prior to marrying Lope: 1) 

she loved, and actually still loves, another man and 2) she says she is being forced now to 

marry (“forzada me casé”). At this point it is not clear who or what is obliging Leonor to 

get married to Lope, but the fact that she feels she is being forced into matrimony is 

significant whether or not it is technically true. Later she remarks that in fact she did 

marry by proxy: "desposéme por poder" (727).
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By all accounts, Leonor’s actions (marrying Lope) completely belie her inner 

feelings (her love for Luis), and such a dichotomy signals a rupture in what John V. 

Knapp refers to as the solid self:

In functional families, each member develops a solid self, able to act, 

think, and feel so that the inside and outside of the self are usually 

congruent. In dysfunctional families, fear and anxiety usually force 

members to create a pseudo-self, so that one’s inner feelings and outer 

behavior are often not congruent. (226)

Leonor’s inner and outer selves most certainly are at odds and thus she typifies a 

common situation in a dysfunctional marriage: “a woman marrying someone she does not 

love, […], because she does not know what else to do with her life” (Bump 66).  Wiltrout 

describes Leonor’s predicament as a conflict “between male authority, representing 

society’s dictates, and the free exercise of [her] own instincts and will” (104). This is 

another case of systemism since Leonor, lost without Luis, agrees to a marriage in which 

she has no interest in order to placate her family’s wishes: “En efecto, persuasiones / de 

muchos pudieron ser / bastantes a que en Toledo / me casare por poder” (626-629). In 

other words, Leonor tacitly accedes to other people’s suggestions (“persuasiones / de 

muchos”) for the sake of familial harmony, but since this action does not represent her 

true feelings—which remain hidden to all but her servant Sirena—FST would affirm that 

Leonor has created a pseudo-self to placate others. 

Another bride forced to wed because of her father’s intervention is Mencía in El 

medico de su honra. The marriage between Mencía and Gutierre ocurrs prior to the
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opening scene of the play, and before the details of this union are presented we learn that 

Mencía had a secret relationship of some importance with the Infante don Enrique. As the 

play begins an accidental fall from a horse while traveling places Enrique at Gutierre and 

Mencía’s country home where the unfortunate prince learns that Mencía has married 

Gutierre. This news comes as a shocking surprise to Enrique, and Mencía—although not 

at liberty to explain fully her actions—intimates that she did not marry Gutierre by her 

own choice: “cuanto a la dama, quizá / fuerza, y no mudanza fue” (421-422). Initially, 

she hints that she was forced to marry (“fuerza”), and later she elaborates on this topic 

while speaking to her servant Jacinta:

Nací en Sevilla, y en ella

me vio Enrique, festejó

mis desdenes, celebró

mi nombre, ¡felice estrella!

Fuese, y mi padre atropella

la libertad que hubo en mí.

La mano a Gutierre di,

volvió Enrique, y en rigor,

tuve amor, y tengo honor:

esto es cuanto sé de mí. (565-574)

This concise summary of Mencía’s past elucidates the reason why she married Gutierre: 

her father chose him over her own wishes (“mi padre atropella / la libertad que hubo en 

mí”). Wiltrout remarks that women like Mencía “have relinquished their will to external 
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authority” and as a result they will suffer the consequences (104). We cannot know with 

any certainty what relationship existed between Mencía and her father, but it may be 

asserted that regarding the decision of her matrimony, Mencía had little or no choice in 

the matter. 

Mencía’s troubled relationship with her own father, as evidenced by his 

willingness to force her to marry against her wishes, is a clear symptom of dysfunction 

within that family system. In fact, generational conflict of such importance often 

indicates a major dysfunction in the parental subsystem—that is to say, between 

Mencía’s father and mother. This is usually true because dysfunction affects a family 

system like a cancer affects a body, so if it is presesnt in one generation it is likely to be 

present in the next (or previous) one as well:

[Dysfunction] is compounded and passed on to the next generation 

because, as family systems theory emphasizes, the marital interaction is 

the axis around which all the family relationships revolve. Hence 

dysfunction in the marriage inevitably produces dysfunction in parenting. 

(Bump 69)

The “dysfunction in parenting” of Mencía’s parents is a conclusion based on Mencía’s 

predicament and her father’s part in creating it, but it must be noted that there is no 

mention of Mencía’s mother in any capacity, dysfunctional or otherwise. However, the 

topic of the “absent mother” in all of the plays will be dealt with in the next chapter on 

miscommunication. More to the point in this specific case is the matter of Mencía’s 

relationship to her father. 
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Under FST, by selecting his daughter’s mate against her wishes, Mencía’s father 

clearly is engaging in parental enmeshment, an affliction also known as emotional incest. 

Storhoff describes parental enmeshment as “the suffocating bond parents occasionally 

create with their children [in which they may] seek to fuse with their offspring to satisfy 

their own emotional cravings” (291). Consequently, emotional fusion is another way to 

express the same idea: Mencía and her father have an emotionally fused relationship 

where he tries to completely control her life—at least regarding her marriage. Logically 

then, parental enmeshment refers to a parent’s overinvolvement in a child’s emotional 

life. The term was coined by Salvador Minuchin to indicate a type of overintense 

relationship that erodes important psychological boundaries between subsystems. As a 

result, parental enmeshment impedes individuality and emotional stability when a child 

reaches adulthood (51-66).

Ideally, Mencía’s father would respect her choice of spouse and he could detach 

himself emotionally from the situation, especially if he did not agree with her selection. 

By forcing his order upon an unwilling daughter, Mencía’s father opposes her 

differentiation (also called self-actualization). As John Bradshaw notes, the quest for 

differentiation is tantamount to “separating from our family systems designations and 

from our parents’ beliefs and opinions about us” (221). It is a goal of primary importance 

for individuality, but in a dysfunctional family system it is often difficult to achieve: “No 

one in a dysfunctional family has a right to any autonomy and separateness. This lack of 

differentiation means that no one has the right to be different” (222). C. Margaret Hall 

agrees: “The process necessary for differentiating self or for strengthening self is thought 
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of as being extremely difficult, with a narrow range of possibilities for actually changing 

self” (25). By selecting her husband, Mencía’s father quashes her notion of personal 

identity and impedes her differentiation. Richard J. Pym has recognized this situation in 

Calderón’s wife-murder plays, stating that “no small part of the sense of tragedy they 

convey derives from the sense of deprivation or limitation of individual identity and 

wholeness of being to which the protagonists are subject” (282). Finally Murray Bowen 

affirms that resistence from within the family system is a typical reaction to combat 

unwelcomed attempts at differentiation: “each small step toward the differentiation of 

self is opposed by emotional forces for ‘togetherness,’ which keeps the emotional system 

in check” (494). 

In sum, striving to create a personal identity separate from one’s family of origin 

is a natural process. Mencía’s father wants to maintain control of his daughter, so her 

differentiation is viewed as a threat to the family. Naturally, this FST perspective 

originates from the 20th century, but as Hall implies, families throughout history always 

have shared a special bond irrespective of the societies in which they function:

 The emotional relatedness of human beings is conceptualised (…) as a 

universal primitive characteristic which can be found in all societies. 

Although the general level of anxiety prevailing in society (…) is 

perceived as having a decisive influence on family and individual 

behaviour, much human reactivity and responsiveness is thought to be 

innate or automatic social behaviour. (25)
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Therefore, as argued earlier in this chapter, the behavior of Mencía’s father may not be 

uncommon based on the standards of his larger society. Still, such a fact does not allow 

for dismissal of his tyranny toward his daughter or the psychological effect of his actions 

on her life, especially considering Hall’s assertion that her responses may be “innate or 

automatic.” To put it another way, regardless of time, place or culture, nobody likes to be 

told what to think or what to do; particularly—it may be assumed—when dealing with an 

issue as important as marriage. This premise holds true throughout human history.

Finally, it should be mentioned that Mencía’s arranged nuptials may present a 

somewhat different situation than the systemism and pseudo-self afflictions described for 

Leonor in A secreto agravio, secreta venganza. Leonor tacitly agreed to her arranged 

marriage to Lope out of hopelessness and because of “persuasiones / de muchos” (626-

627) in spite of her feelings. Mencía’s suffering comes from her father’s inconsiderate 

intervention and her claim that she was forced against her will to marry Gutierre. Still, A. 

Robert Lauer believes that Mencía’s personality is imbalanced and that she is “deeply 

perturbed by the uncompromising conflict between an inner world of repressed passion 

and an outer world with its particular social code” (35). This characterization bolsters the 

contention that Mencía has created a pseudo-self to manage her situation. However, this 

is not really the case because Mencía openly declares that her wishes were not satisfied 

by her present marriage. She does not pretend that all is well. Consequently, from a FST 

perspective, Mencía does not show signs of systemism or the creation of a pseudo-self. 

Further complicating the marriage between Mencía and Gutierre in this case are 

the previous relationships that both spouses maintained prior to marriage. Mencía and 
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Enrique shared an interest of course, but Gutierre too was involved with another woman. 

This circumstance sets apart El médico de su honra as the only play studied here where 

both husband and wife enter into matrimony after a history of significant romantic 

involvement with another person. Concerning Gutierre, he hastened to leave his first 

fianceé, Leonor, after he began to suspect her infidelity. Critical opinion of Gutierre’s 

character, at the time he marries Mencía, leans heavily toward intrapsychic diagnosis and 

is quite unfavorable. Daniel Rodgers was among the first of many to call Gutierre a 

“psychopath” (276). Wiltrout says that he has “a schizoid personality” (108). And Pym 

asserts that Gutierre has a “distorted—indeed paranoid—imagination” (285). Thus, 

Gutierre’s reasons for marrying Mencía directly relate to his mistrustful nature. This 

important symptom of Gutierre’s dysfunction will be covered in Chapter Four.

The marriage presented in El pintor de su deshonra is one of a disparate couple: 

don Juan Roca, rich and advanced in years, and Serafina, young and pretty. This 

circumstance, while true, is not ipso facto a reason why the two of them face obstacles in 

their relationship. Their marriage is burdened less by the age difference between Juan and 

Serafina than it is by other important problems. Wardropper has recoginzed this 

tendency, repeated in all the wife-murder plays: “In each case the protagonist has married 

in circumstances calculated to make his marriage difficult to sustain” (“Wife-murder” 

394). For instance, as in each of the other three plays included in this investigation, again 

there is the concern of a former paramour disturbing the new relationship between the 

bride and groom. Here it is Alvaro, who suddenly reappears after a supposedly deadly 

shipwreck and feels devastated that Serafina has married another man during his untimely 
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and ill-fated absence. Additionally for Juan and Serafina, as with the other couples 

studied, love is not a factor whatsoever in their decision to get married to each other.

The play begins in Gaeta, Italy, where Juan is talking to his longtime friend don 

Luis after returning from Naples.15 Here Juan begins to recount his historical aversion to 

marriage:

Ya os dije, señor

don Luis, cuando por aquí

pasé, que aunque siempre fui

poco inclinado al amor,

de mis duedos persuadido,

de mis amigos forzado,

traté de tomar estado;

siendo así que divertido

en varias curiosidades,

dejé pasar la primera

edad de mi primavera. (17-27)

These eleven short lines reveal an astounding amount of pertinent, negative information 

regarding Juan’s lovelife prior to his marriage to Serafina. First he admits he has never 

been inclined toward marriage (“siempre fui / poco inclinado al amor”) and that his 

relatives (“mis deudos”) and his friends were the people who persuaded and urged him to 

seek a spouse. When he did try to find a bride, he allowed his other interests to take 

precedence (“divertido / en varias curiosidades”) to the point where his youth had passed 
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him by (“dejé pasar la primera / edad de mi primavera”) and thus he had lived as a 

bachelor his entire life.16 None of this information is news to Luis, who was well aware of 

Juan’s disinclination to marriage, stating that Juan’s temperament presented challenges to 

the idea of matrimony:

Ya sé las dificultades

que hubo en vuestra condición

para esa plática, y que

siempre que en ella os hablé,

hallé vuestra inclinación

muy contraria, habiendo sido

de vuestro divertimiento

lo postrero el casamiento; (28-35)

More than a simple lack of interest, Luis asserts that his friend always was opposed to the 

notion of marriage: “hallé vuestra inclinación / muy contraria” which is a strong 

sentiment that does not bode well for the newlyweds Juan and Serafina.

In spite of his natural antipathy toward matrimony, Juan surprisngly announces 

that he has taken a wife, and he explains to Luis his reasons for doing so:

ya rendido a la atención

de mis deudos, o a que fuera

lástima que se perdiera,

faltándome sucesión,

un mayorazgo que creo
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que es ilustre y principal

y no de poco caudal,

correspondí a su deseo;

y dando (lo que no había

hecho en mi menor edad)

lugar a la voluntad

que hasta entonces no tenía,

tomar estado traté,

dando a mi prima la mano. (57-70)

So in defiance of himself Juan has gotten married. He explains that he did it for his 

relatives (“rendido a la atención / de mis deudos”), for his lineage (“faltándome 

sucesión”) and for purposes of inheritance (“un mayorazgo que creo / que es ilustre y 

principal”). It is significant also that he speaks of satisfying his family’s wishes (“su 

deseo”) rather than his own. Completely absent from his list of reasons for marrying 

Serafina is love, although Juan does recognize that she is highly desirable for her beauty 

(“es su hermosura divina” (84)).

Clearly Juan is a good example of systemism, similar to other characters from the 

previous plays, such as Enrique, Catalina and Leonor. Juan’s motivation for marrying 

Serafina directly relates to his attempt to please his family. He decides to take a wife for 

the benefit of his duedos and potential heirs. He agrees to his friends’ and relatives’ 

recommendation on this subject rather than being true to himself and respecting his 

natural disinclination toward marriage. In this way, Juan is also guilty of creating a 
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pseudo-self, as does Leonor in A secreto agravio secreta venganza. Juan’s solid-self is 

averse to the idea of matrimony, but his pseudo-self acquiesces in his family’s 

suggestions about taking a bride. Moreover, the fact that Juan caves in to his family’s 

wishes may be an indication of low self-esteem. Bump states that “therapists are 

discovering that a primary cause of dysfunction in the spouse subsystem is mate selection 

based on low self-esteem” (66). In matters of love and marriage, Juan lacks confidence 

and experience, and his judgment is impaired. For this reason he seeks the help of his 

family and depends on their advice, finally marrying his own cousin, which effectively 

gives his family two marriages instead of just one. Although marriage to a cousin may 

not have been uncommon, it does suggest that Juan was not so fine a catch as to have 

many females looking for his hand. It also harkens back to the idea of Juan having low 

self-esteem in that perhaps he knows only a small number of women and most or all of 

those are family members. Also, by marrying within the family, Juan assures a safe 

inheritance for his wealth. Lastly, Juan does not seem to show obvious signs of 

enmeshment as do both Enrique (in La cisma de Inglaterra) and Lope (in A secreto 

agravio, secreta venganza). Frederick A. De Armas believes the opposite, affirming that 

Juan suffers from a “melancholic imbalance” and in his wife he “creates an ideal that is 

far removed from reality” (866). However, although Juan does seem pleased at his good 

fortune, he does not mimic Lope’s overly zealous evaluation of his bride’s charms and 

qualities. This may be due in part to his historical reluctance toward marriage in general.

For Serafina, her marriage to her cousin Juan is the result of her father’s 

intervention: 
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en este medio mi padre

trataba mi casamiento

con don Juan Roca, mi primo; (471-473)

[…]

Mi padre, pues, deseaba,

ejecutar los conciertos

tratados… (503-505)

In circumstances similar to those involving Leonor and Mencía as seen previously, 

Serafina’s father alone is responsible for arranging her marriage to Juan (“mi padre / 

trataba mi casamiento”). And although it seems Pedro did not know that his daughter was 

in love with another man (Alvaro), this fact may be more of a condemnation than a 

defense. In other words, Pedro was scarcely aware of his daughter’s wishes and clearly he 

never knew about the magnitude of Serafina and Alvaro’s relationship. In her first 

appearance in the play in Act I Serafina confides to Porcia, her close friend and Alvaro’s 

sister, that she and Alvaro had met in secret as he courted her over time. Serafina reveals 

that one night Alvaro proposed marriage: “palabra me dio de esposo” (453). She adds 

that from that moment on their mutual love bloomed: “creció amor correspondido” (467). 

Pedro’s complete ignorance of his daughter’s prior engagement highlights his 

authoritarian approach to parenting.

Believing that Alvaro died at sea, Serafina in her despondency failed to protest 

her father’s arrangement of her wedding. Consequently, her acceptance of the situation 

again signals systemism—she tacitly goes along with her father’s plans for her wedding. 
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As seen above in the case of Leonor, Serafina accedes primarily because she sees no 

viable alternative for her life after losing Alvaro. Serafina too follows the examples of 

Leonor and Juan in the creation of a pseudo-self in an attempt to manage her emotions. 

De Armas also perceives this duplicity in Serafina: “she is able to hide from [Juan] that 

she has loved another man” (866). Serafina’s solid-self is her role as Alvaro’s fiancee, or 

even as his agrieved widow. Her pseudo-self role is that of an obedient daughter and 

wife, preferencing duty over feeling and following her father’s determination for her life.

Concerning Pedro, Serafina’s father, it may be argued that he too—like Mencía’s 

father in El médico de su honra—is guilty of parental enmeshment (or emotional incest). 

Certainly an argument may be made for such a claim, however it seems that Pedro’s case 

is less obvious than that of Mencía’s father. The words used by Mencía to describe her 

wedding are explicit and damning (“mi padre atropella / la libertad que hubo en mí”). 

Meanwhile, Serafina’s situation seems more like Leonor’s in A secreto agravio secreta 

venganza. Both women gave their implied consent to marry at a moment when they 

erroneously believed they had lost their true loves forever. 

As discussed throughout this chapter, marriage in 16th-and 17th-century Spain was 

a highly desirable goal—certainly in society and perhaps even more so in the comedia—

as Darci Strother asserts: “marriage was seen to be the normative state, both on stage and 

off” (19). Moreover, both the comedia and society at large viewed marital love as a 

fundamental aim, necessary for creating a successful union between spouses. Guevara 

represents the moralist perspective on this matter by stressing the importance of love, 

even prior to marriage: “Para que los casamientos sean perpetuos, sean amorosos y sean 
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sabrosos, primero entre él y ella se han de añudar los corazones que no se tomen las 

manos” (Epístolas vol. I, 368). Concerning the possibilities for a doncella to select her 

own spouse, Strother points out that the issue may have been hotly contested: 

Actual marriages in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were carried 

out following a variety of changing values, beliefs, customs and edicts 

which influenced the process of betrothal. Debate raged as to whether 

parents should control the selection of their children’s marriage partners, 

or whether young people should be free to choose spouses for themselves. 

(23)

The prevailing critical view is that “no era normal que las jóvenes eligieran a sus 

maridos” (Vigil 66). However, the legal right of a daughter to marry on her own, even 

against the wishes of her parents, seems to contradict the idea that young women had no 

say in choosing their husbands. Additionally, the continual treatment of this topic by 

contemporary moralists—over the course of two centuries—leads to the conclusion that 

typically women did have a strong voice in deciding their marital future. Even the 

moralist writers recognized the obvious truth that women should not be forced to marry 

against their will, as Vigil notes: “suelen decir que no se las puede obligar a casarse con 

quien no quieren” (82). Consequently, a father who completely ignores his daughter’s 

wishes with regard to marriage may be the exceptional case, rather than the standard. 

The four plays included in this investigation all depict marriages arranged wholly 

or in part by the parents of the bride without much, if any, consideration given to her 

feelings. As a result these weddings may be characterized as falling outside the ideal of 
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both the comedia and contemporary society. More important still is the fact that the 

nuptial pairings are loveless—a circumstance that promises to produce, with no fear of 

anachronism in terminology, a dysfunctional marital relationship. The preceding section 

of this chapter demonstrates that at the moment the plays commence, the marriages are 

already dysfunctional because there is no love between spouses. Using an analysis based 

on FST, specific dysfunctions are evident in each couple. In La cisma de Inglaterra both 

Catalina and Enrique are extreme examples of systemism because of their complicity in 

the matter of their marriage. Additionally, Enrique’s pattern of avoidance toward Catalina

and his obsession for Ana indicate definite signs of disengagement and enmeshment 

respectively. And Ana has an exaggerated sense of entitlement based on her strong 

inclinations for obtaining royal power and standing. In A secreto agravio, secreta 

venganza Lope suffers from mate enmeshment and extremism as evidenced by his 

zealous admiration and hyperbolical descriptions of a wife whom he barely knows. 

Systemism in Leonor makes her feel that she must obey her father’s arrangement of her 

marriage. And relatedly, she has created a pseudo-self to project a complacent outward 

appearance irreconcilably opposed to her true feelings. In El médico de su honra

Mencía’s father is guilty of emotional incest by virtue of his overt trampling of her free 

will in selecting a husband. This emotional fusion between father and daughter impedes 

Mencía’s differentiation within her family system. Finally, in El pintor de su deshonra

both Juan and Serafina suffer from systemism since they are complying with their 

families’ wishes for their marriage, but individually neither one of them would have 
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married the other if left to their own devices. Like Leonor, both Serafina and Juan also 

make use of a pseudo-self to mask their uneasiness about their marriage.

All of the aforementioned dysfunctions arise from problematic familial 

relationships and in particular from generational strains between the brides and their 

fathers. Thus, the nature of these dysfunctions is definitely systemic, which is to say that 

the causes may be traced back to the family of origin of each spouse. Luciano L'Abate 

explains how an unhealthy parental subsystem is likely to reappear and manifest itself in 

the second generation:

There are families who can and families who cannot ‘manage’ difficulties 

and generational strains as a couple. Some parents turn against their 

children just because they have themselves experienced situations of 

exploitation. (24)

The conclusion here is that the newlyweds in Calderón’s wife-murder tragedies have 

inherited their dysfunctions from their families. The problem is not merely that their 

marriages were arranged. The intransigent issue is that they begin their marriages as 

products of dysfunctional familial systems. All the characters are, in effect, damaged 

goods. Moreover, the couples do not love each other and most would prefer not to be 

married. L'Abate’s distinction between healthy and unhealthy families points to the 

method of healing that is needed for these dysfunctional marriages to overcome their 

problems: they must “manage difficulties and generational strains as a couple.” However, 

the road to recovery is not an easy one, and it requires a concerted effort from both 

husband and wife: “…the new couple may or may not be in a position to ‘work out’ and 
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‘manage’ the shortcomings of one or both partners. Doing this entails a specific type of 

interpersonal competence…” (24). In other words, the couples need to think and act 

together for their own benefit and they must rely on each other to overcome hardships. In 

the following chapters we will see how the couples studied in this investigation fail to do 

just that and instead their pathology continues and even increases in the form of 

miscommunication and mistrust.
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Notes-Chapter Two

1 José María Díez Borque shows that the father-daughter conflict was a staple feature also of the theater of 
Lope de Vega (86-96).

2 See Antonio de Guevara (1480-1545): Epístolas familiars and Obras completas, II: Relox de príncipes; 
Juan Luis Vives (1492-1540): Instrucción de la mujer cristiana; fray Vicente Mexía (?-1570): Saludable 
instrucción del estado de matrimonio; fray Luis de León (1527-1591): La perfecta casada; Francisco 
Escrivá (1530-1617): Discursos de los estados, de las obligaciones particulares del estado, y oficio, según 
las cuales ha de ser cada uno particularmente juzgado; Francisco Luque Fajardo (?-1621): Fiel desengaño 
contra la ociosidad y los juegos; Alonso de Andrade (1590-1672): Libro de la guía de la virtud and Pedro 
Galindo (?-1683): Excelencias de la castidad y virginidad.

3 Both phrases appear together in Las siete partidas, where a clear distinction is drawn between the two: 
“Desposandose dos omes con vna muger, el vno primeramente por palabras de futuro, e despues el otro por 
palabras de presente; vale el desposorio que es fecho por palabras de presente, e non el otro” (La cuarta 
partida, Título I, Ley IX). Cited from Los códigos españoles: concordados y anotados (409). It should be 
noted also that desposar is not the equivalent of casar. Ley VI sets the age at which boys and girls may 
desposarse as 7 years old. But for casamiento girls must be at least 12 years old and boys at least 14.

4 Domínguez Ortiz notes that the church: “tardó mucho […] en convencer a los fieles, sobre todo en las 
zonas rurales, de que los desposados debían completar su promesa con las palabras de presente y las 
velaciones, que es donde recibían la bendición nupcial” (153).

5 Francisco Escrivá. Discursos de los estados, de las obligaciones particulares del estado, y oficio, según las 
cuales ha de ser cada uno particularmente juzgado. Valencia: 1613.

6 Vigil notes that when the parents of a young man were looking for a bride for their son, economic factors 
might have been the most important concern: “La dote era la clave de la cuestión y de ella era de lo que 
realmente dependía casarse o no casarse” (83).

7 “Prometiendo, o jurando vn ome a otro, que rescibira vna de sus fijas por muger, por tales palabras como 
estas, non se fazen las desposajas, porque ninguna de las fijas non estan delante, nin sienten en el 
señaladamente como en marido, nin el en ella. E esto es, porque bien assi como el matrimonio non se puede 
fazer por vno solo, otrosi nin las desposajas. Ca el matrimonio a menester, que sean presentes aquellos que 
lo quieren fazer, e que consienta el vno en el otro” (410).

8 D’Aulnoy remarks: “Esa razón es en parte motivada por el cuidado que ponen en no dejar hablar a nadie 
con sus hijas y el tenerlas tan encerradas, que es difícil que puedan tomar medidas para llevar adelante unas 
relaciones amorosas” (in García Mercadal, vol. II, 1104).

9 See Roger Boase, The Origin and Meaning of Courtly Love, for a recapitulation of the many possible 
origins of courtly love.

10 Here McKendrick is referring specifically to Elvira and Sancho in Lope’s El mejor alcalde, el rey.

11 See, for example, Catalina de Aragón: Reina de Inglaterra by Almudena de Arteaga (Madrid: La Esfera 
de los Libros, 2002) or Catalina de Aragón, mujer legítima de Enrique VIII by José Luis Olaizola 
(Barcelona: Planeta, 1993).

12 For Anne Boleyn, see Anne Boleyn by E. W. Ives (Oxford: B. Blackwell, 1988) and “Ana Bolena” by A. 
Robert Lauer in El escritor y la escena VI (1998).
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13 See also Lev. 20 v.21 and Mat. 14 vs.3-4.

14 Consider, for instance, the conduct of an alcoholic or a compulsive gambler. Regarding dysfunctional 
royal marriages arranged for reasons other than love there is the 20th-century example of England’s Prince 
Charles and Lady Diana Spencer.

15 Gaeta is an important seaport located about halfway between Rome and Naples on the western coast of 
Italy.

16 There is no specific evidence indicating Juan’s age, but his best friend Luis is listed in the Cast of 
characters as a viejo. Based on their long acquaintance and lifelong friendship, it maybe assumed that Juan 
is close in age to Luis—much older than his bride Serafina.
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Chapter Three: Miscommunication

Another endemic symptom of familial dysfunction evident in each of Calderón’s 

wife-murder tragedies is miscommunication. In this chapter I will highlight the many 

examples of miscommunication that appear in each of the four texts. At the same time, 

using FST terminology, I will examine further the main characters’ dysfunctional 

behaviors that prevent them from communicating effectively. This process will serve to 

help explain why the married couples in Calderón’s wife-murder texts are incapable of 

avoiding tragedy at play’s end. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, the protagonists 

in each of the four works have entered into loveless marriages. But a loveless marriage 

per se does not mean necessarily that there exists a flawed system of communication 

between spouses. In fact, it is certainly possible to dislike one’s husband or wife and be 

perfectly open and honest about communicating that sentiment. In the four plays 

comprising this study all of the married couples, regardless of their feelings toward their 

spouses, are markedly deficient or deceitful in communicating with one another. For the 

purposes of this study the term “miscommunication” refers to a wide range of failed 

communicative expressions; these may be written or oral, expressed or implied, permitted 

or silenced. At times the miscommunication is the fault of only one of the spouses, but 

usually both are to blame.

FST recognizes defective communication within a family system as a primary 

symptom of dysfunction: “Problems often arise or have a more damaging impact because 
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family members fail to communicate well with one another” (Neil Frude 371). As Frude 

notes, the opposite is also true:

Family problems are often solved when each member is able to contribute 

information and opinion. Open expression of feelings reduces emotional 

tension and encourages family members to use each other as confidants 

and 'therapists'. Finally, honest communication promotes healthy 

relationships and strengthens a family, making it more resilient and more 

adaptable to change. (371)

The path to “honest communication” is difficult to follow for the Calderonian 

dysfunctional family principally because the marriages themselves lack sincerity. There 

is no reduction of “emotional tension” because the husbands and wives in these plays do 

not “use each other as confidants.” This is no surprise since prior to their marriages there 

was no “open expression of feelings” between the couples and this pattern simply 

continues for the spouses after the wedding. Moreover, as we have seen, the 

miscommunication between spouses is the echo of a pre-existing pattern of 

miscommunication between the brides and their fathers.

According to Charles Oriel, “La cisma de Inglaterra concerns itself with the 

process and limits of communication: the ways in which communicative acts succeed or 

fail, and how they attain or are given “authority” (139). Indeed there are numerous 

examples of failed communication, especially between spouses and particularly between 

Enrique and his first wife, Catalina. Perhaps the main obstacle impeding honest dialogue 

between Catalina and Enrique, as mentioned in the last chapter, is the King’s habit of 
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physically isolating himself from his wife, which is a symptom of his disengagement. 

Enrique exhibits this behavior from the beginning of Act I, when he tells Cardinal Volseo 

that he wishes to be alone to write letters to the Pope and Luther. To complete this task he 

commands: “No entre nadie a verme hoy / sino tú…” (209-210). Thus only Volseo 

retains access to the King; and Catalina, along with everybody else, is forbidden from 

entering the king’s room.1 Enrique sees Catalina as a nuisance to him and he has given 

standing orders to keep her separated from his presence. When she tries to visit Enrique, 

Volseo prevents it, telling her: “tu Majestad no entre agora, / porque mandó que no 

entrase / persona que le estorbase” (649-651). As Oriel notes, “Volseo habitually restricts 

the direct access of others to (the king), thereby “absenting” him from his full and 

effective functioning as a monarch” (141). Under such circumstances no communication 

may take place between Enrique and the queen, but Catalina’s effort was made in good 

faith. The fault for the miscommunication in this case lies solely with Enrique and not 

with Catalina.

In the few instances where Catalina does manage to gain an audience with her 

husband, he barely speaks to her. Frude points out that such a reduction in verbal 

interaction between spouses does not bode well for the future of their relationship:

[…] a marked decline in the intensity, frequency or openness of a couple's 

communication is indeed a sign that their relationship is in trouble. Close 

communication is necessary for the maintenance of intimacy, and a 

deterioration in the quality of exchanges is both a sign of breakdown and a 

reason why a relationship may degenerate. (371)
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During the entire first act of the play, Enrique and Catalina share the stage only once, in 

the final scene, where the king pronounces exactly eleven words to his wife and daughter 

in one sentence. And this lone sentence is an insult to wife and daughter, telling them that 

they are right to feel jealous of his attentions to Ana: “Al mío, no, que bien tenéis / celos 

y envidia las dos” (901-902). Thus, from Act I, Enrique and Catalina already suffer from 

“relationship breakdown.” In Act III the king and queen never appear on stage at the 

same time, and therefore they do not engage in any conversation whatsoever. In Act II 

they have just two scenes together, but again Enrique is very meager in his speech toward 

his wife. Both of their scenes together in the second act occur at court. First Catalina 

seeks Enrique’s company in an attempt to ease his melancholy, and she inquires as to his 

health:

¡Vos sin salud, señor mío,

y yo viva! ¡Vos con causa

de tristeza y yo no muero!

Poco siente quien os ama.

¿Cómo os halláis?” (1039-1043)

Catalina’s direct question to her husband elicits no response at all from Enrique. And 

although Catalina only asked one question of her husband, in an aside the king mutters 

“qué prolija” (1043), underscoring his weary attitude toward his wife. Faced with silence, 

Catalina tries again, asking: “Estáis mejor?” (1044). This time Enrique is compelled to 

offer a curt reply: “¡Falta de gusto y salud / es aquésta!” (1045-1046). The verbal 

exchange between spouses in this scene comprises 58 lines of dialogue (from 1039-1096) 
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but it is a one-sided conversation. The king utters only three sentences to his wife while 

Catalina speaks ten times as much as her husband.2

Included within Enrique’s three sentences is a blatant lie to his wife. When the 

king speaks privately with Volseo about wanting to see Ana dance, Catalina asks “¿Qué 

es lo que habla / tu Majestad con Volseo?” and Enrique replies “Negocios son de 

importancia” (1074-1076). Given the topic of his conversation with Volseo it is not 

surprising that Enrique lies to his wife here. He also lies to her (and everyone else) in the 

last scene of the second act, when he announces the dissolution of his marriage.3 As 

Gregory Peter Andrachuk notes, this pronouncement comes after Enrique again privately 

confers with Volseo: “It is Wolsey who urges Henry to repudiate Katherine when he 

confesses his love for Anne Boleyn” (228). This is the final scene shared by Enrique and 

Catalina in the play. Both characters have a long speech, but there is no real dialogue 

between them. In fact, for most of his speech Enrique talks about himself and usually 

refers to Catalina in the third person. His discourse is actually directed at his royal court 

and this fact is demonstrated by his initial words: “Vasallos, deudos y amigos” (1809). 

Ironically, when finally he addresses Catalina directly, his does so only to exile his wife 

and end his marriage:

Y tú Catalina, vete,

en hado tan riguroso,

donde llores tu fortuna

y des a la envidia asombros.

Carlos Quinto es tu sobrino:
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vete a España, o con piadoso

celo vive en un convento,

que es a tus costumbres propio.

Que yo triste y condolido

de un acto tan lastimoso,

no puedo verte, porque

tus fortunas siento y lloro. (1875-1886)

These twelve lines comprise the great majority of Enrique’s words to his wife throughout 

the entire play. Included in the king’s statement above is the false claim that Enrique is 

sorrowful for losing his wife (“Que yo triste y condolido”). This bold lie is repeated two 

other times in his speech to the court and neither spouse believes it to be true. In the play, 

the marriage between Enrique and Catalina ends much the same way as in real life when 

the king, under the pretense of good Catholicism, calls together his court to announce that 

his union with Catalina is null and void. Enrique lies several times and 1862-1867) when 

he praises in public the woman he despises in private:

Catalina, nuevo ejemplo

de virtud (que más dichoso

que por Rey de dos Imperios

me tengo por ser su esposo) (1843-1846)

Esto es ser César cristiano,

pues a una mujer que adoro
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más que a mí, pues a una santa

de mis Estados depongo. (1861-1864)

Thus Enrique deposes Catalina as queen and expels her from the land while claiming that 

he feels blessed (“dichoso”) for being her husband and saying he adores her (“a una 

mujer que adoro”). Throughout the entire play, Enrique speaks no more than 88 words to 

Catalina and he lies four times. 

Catalina suffers from miscommunication with her husband through no real fault 

of her own. In general, Catalina speaks openly and honestly to Enrique when she has the 

chance, but her words fall on deaf ears. Because of Enrique’s pattern of avoidance, when 

Catalina sings for Enrique early in Act II she takes the opportunity to try to communicate 

with her husband by revealing her feelings through the song. The theme of the song is 

that two lovers are in hell, and one is happy to see the other suffer, while the other is 

happy only to see that the first is happy: “En un infierno los dos, / gloria habemus de 

tener; / vos en verme padecer / y yo en ver que lo veis vos” (1111-1114). The song is fit 

only for a martyr, which is precisely the role Catalina is playing in her marriage to 

Enrique. Late in Act III the king refers to Catalina as a “mártir generosa” (2797). The 

climax of her poetic tune are the following two verses: “si sé que me aborrecéis, / vos 

también sabéis que os quiero” (1148-49). Enrique’s laconic response to Catalina’s 

singing, “buenos versos” (1155), does not illuminate whether or not he understands his 

wife’s message and he leaves the room without saying a word to anyone. Thus, it appears 

the queen fails to communicate with her husband, although she tries her best to reach 

him. 
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Catalina’s more direct attempts at verbal contact with Enrique usually fare no 

better than her song. In most instances she is met with silence. For example, after hearing 

Enrique’s decree that effectively ends their marriage and sends her into exile, Catalina 

responds with a long speech of her own. Unlike Enrique’s legalistic discourse for the 

benefit of his royal subjects, the queen makes an impassioned plea to her husband:

Escucha, señor, si puedo

hablar; que el aire, medroso

de tus preceptos, parece

que se niega a mis sollozos;

y yo, por obedecerte,

leyes a mi lengua pongo,

con mis lágrimas me anego,

con mis suspiros me ahogo.

Mi Enrique, mi Rey, mi dueño

mi señor, mi dulce esposo 

[…]. (1891-1900)

The entire length of Catalina’s speech (from 1891-2000) is directed specifically at 

Enrique. Her fisrt words here, “Escucha, señor, si puedo / hablar…” effectively sum up 

Enrqiue and Catalina’s communication problems throughout the play: The king does not 

listen and the queen is not allowed to speak. Precious little communication can occur 

under such conditions. Catalina fills her supplication with words of love for her husband, 

such as “Mi Enrique, mi Rey, mi dueño / mi señor, mi dulce esposo” (1899-1900). 
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Indeed, upon hearing the news of her dethroning, Catalina reacts not as a deposed queen, 

but as a jilted wife. Although she is clearly both, she laments most the fact that she has 

lost favor with Enrique: “siento verme sin tu gracia, / siento verte con enojos,” (1911-

1912). However, Catalina refuses to accept the end of her marriage, rejecting Enrique’s 

suggestion that she go to Spain with Carlos V or that she seclude herself in a convent:

porque si yo estoy casada

en vano otro estado tomo;

y, así, en Palacio he de estar

a vuestros umbrales propios,

y sabrán, muriendo en ellos,

que os estimo y reconozco

por mi dueño, por mi bien,

por mi Rey y por mi esposo. (1985-1992)

Catalina remains firm in her assertion that Enrique is her rightful husband: “que os estimo 

y reconozco / por mi dueño, por mi bien, / por mi Rey y por mi esposo.” Enrique’s 

response—without words—is simply to turn his back toward his, now former, wife and 

he walks away even as Catalina continues speaking. Matthew D. Stroud points out that 

Enrique’s action, beyond impeding communication, also has other significance: “When 

he turns his back on Catherine, it is a manifest symbol of his capricious turning away 

from honor and duty” (“Lessons” 255). From a FST perspective, C. Margaret Hall 

informs us that an “individual’s behavior in a family context is a fairly accurate indicator 

of how the same person will ultimately act in any other social setting” (23). This means 
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that Enrique’s lack of compassion toward his wife is a good predictor of how he may 

behave towards others, and Ana will be the next victim of the king’s harsh treatment and 

rash judgment. At the close of this lamentable scene, faced again with Enrique’s silence, 

Catalina seeks help from others present, asking them to speak to the king on her behalf: 

“habladle en mí, y de mi parte” (2048). Volseo, Tomás Boleno and Ana all refuse her 

request, and thus augment her isolation and effectively terminate Catalina’s ability to 

communicate with Enrique. The pair will never speak again. Volseo and Tomás Boleno 

both offer excuses for their refusal, but Ana mimics Enrique by leaving Catalina without 

saying a word. Only Margarita Polo accompanies the deposed queen and, significantly, 

she affirms that she has heard Catalina’s words: “Yo, que tus desdichas oigo, / quedo a 

llorarlas contigo” (2059-2060). Thus, Catalina’s continual efforts to maintain a line of 

communication with her husband at court come to a pitiful end. 

The physical isolation previously sought by Enrique as a tactic to limit contact 

with Catalina is reversed with the deposed queen’s exile. Now it is Catalina who is 

completely cut off from the palace—a forced disengagement that prevents all means of 

verbal communication. Recognizing her isolation, Catalina makes use of the only method 

left to her for contacting Enrique: she sends a letter to the king (whom she continues to 

refer to as “mi esposo”). When she receives a written response from the king she is 

overjoyed: “¿Qué el ver merecí en mi mano / carta del Rey mi señor? / ¿Hay dicha, hay 

gloria mayor?” (2526-2538). The content of the king’s correspondence is never revealed, 

but whatever he wrote it was surely another set of lies.4 Catalina’s final words in the play 

when she receives Enrique’s reply to her letter “…aqueste gusto temo / que me ha de 
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costar la vida” (2544-2545) foreshadow a deadly truth about Ana’s poisonous 

contribution to the envelope. It is ironic as well that Catalina’s happiest moment in the 

play immediately precedes and, certainly in a tangible way, causes her death. 

Enrique’s disengagement with Catalina is not repeated with his second wife, and 

he speaks much more openly to Ana than he ever did with Catalina. The king meets Ana 

for the first time in the final scene of Act I, where he cannot contain his enthusiasm at 

meeting her:

¿Quién eres? ¿Cómo te nombras,

mujer, que deidad pareces

y con beldad me enterneces,

si con agüeros me asombras? (859-862)

The significance of the above exchange resides in the fact that Enrique converses freely 

with Ana, asking her questions and responding to her comments.5 This pattern of 

interaction between Enrique and Ana is visible again in the second act when the two 

exchange pleasantries after Ana completes her dance (1165-1176) and in particular when 

they are alone together for the first time later on (1409-1604).

Enrique’s desire to communicate openly with Ana is well exemplified too by his 

willingness to share with her the private letter he received from Catalina after she was 

exiled. Oriel refers to this act as an “undermining of written communication” by the king 

(201). In the three other plays in this study letters between former lovers most likely 

would be—and in some cases are—hidden and kept secret, but Enrique presents it to Ana 

for her inspection:
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Esta carta recibí

de Catalina, y sin verla

quise, Ana hermosa, traerla

para entregártela a ti.

Abrela tú, que es razón

que mi amor y obediencia

te pidan esta licencia. (2222-2228)

By admitting to Ana that he received a letter from Catalina Enrique demonstrates a desire 

for intimacy with his second wife. However, Ana’s suggestion to Enrique that he write a 

response to Catalina is merely a method to terminate such correspondence in the future, 

since she plans to poison Enrique’s letter in the hope of killing its recipient (2259-2261). 

For his part, Enrique’s only goal in responding to Catalina’s letter is to please Ana, and 

he claims that his missive will be pure “engaño” (2257). Thus, the only time in the play 

that Enrique intentionally communicates with Catalina, he will cause her death, albeit 

indirectly.

Enrique abruptly severs the lines of communication with his second wife and 

orders her arrest after he overhears Ana and Carlos talking about their (former) secret 

relationship. Enrique, like the other husbands of the wife-murder tragedies, does not 

openly confront his spouse about what he has overheard. Prior to her capture, Ana always 

had access to the king’s ear. Seized by Enrique’s soldiers, she still trusts that her words 

will hold sway with the monarch: “Si él me escucha, / él lo dirá” (2709-2710). However, 

the open and honest dialogue between the two has disappeared, and when Ana asks to 
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know the reasons why she has been arrested, Enrique’s only response is as concise as it is 

vague:

Tú las sabes,

y mi voz no las repite

hasta que ofensa y castigo

con tu muerte se publiquen. (2717-2720)

Ana’s arrest, sentence and execution are carried out so swiftly that she does not have time 

to contest, or truly even hear, the charges against her. Perhaps for this reason Ana does 

not proclaim her innocence like Calderón’s other wife-murder wives. In any case, the 

miscommunication throughout La cisma de Inglaterra arises from a single source, 

Enrique, mainly due to his disengagement and a tendency toward silence.

By contrast, the miscommunication between spouses in A secreto agravio, secreta 

venganza is due mainly to deceitfulness by Lope and Leonor. Both characters lie to each 

other to hide their real thoughts and feelings, so it is not surprising that they end up 

deceived. Anne J. Cruz comments on this aspect of the work, noting “one of the major 

themes examined in this play is the breakdown of human relationships due to the 

characters’ misconceptions” (154-155). Through their mistruths, Lope and Leonor 

achieve a workable homeostasis for their family system. Homeostasis is a FST term to 

designate the status quo, or a workable balance, of a system. When conflict or external 

pressures threaten the apparent peace and tranquility of their home, they simply lie to one 

another to preserve harmony.6 Both spouses are repeatedly duplicitous throughout the 

play. In fact, Leonor’s first words in the play are a lie, intended to convince Lope’s uncle 
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Bernardino that her tears stem from joy rather than sadness for her wedding. When 

Bernardino, who is accompanying Leonor on the road to Portugal, asks her about her 

tears, she states: “Viendo tan cercano el bien, / gusto ha sido; que también / hay lágrimas 

de alegría” (404-406). Leonor proclaims that she is crying out of happiness, but in reality 

she is despondent at having lost Luis, the man she loves.7

Leonor’s first words to her new husband are also false, since everything she says 

to Lope is actually intended for Luis, who is a witness to the encounter. Luis, who was 

presumed killed in battle in Flanders, unexpectedly arrives on the scene disguised as a 

jewel merchant. He and Leonor have only a moment to talk before Lope appears. The 

following lines are the only words Leonor says to Lope in the entire first act of the play:

Yo me firmé rendida antes que os viese,

y vivo y muerto sólo en vos estaba,

porque sola una sombra vuestra amaba;

pero bastó que sombra vuestra fuese.

¡Dichosa yo mil veces, si pudiese

amaros como el alma imaginaba!

Que la deuda común así pagaba

la vida, cuando humilde me rindiese.

Disculpa tengo cuando, temeroso

y cobarde mi amor, llego a miraros,

si no pago un amor tan generoso.

De vos, y no de mí, podéis quejaros,
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pues, aunque yo os estime como a esposo,

es imposible, como sois, amaros. (I, 757-770)

Every word of the sonnet is only for Luis’ benefit, not Lope’s. By relying on this type of 

coded speech Leonor succeeds in communicating with Luis but at the same time she is 

being false with her husband. Such dishonesty from their first moments together 

underscores the fact that their marriage is a sham. One may assume that if Luis were not 

present in this scene, Leonor’s words to Lope would be quite different. In sum, her sonnet 

is a plea to Luis, an explanation, but to Lope it is an outright lie. Lope offers no reply 

whatsoever to his new wife’s speech and instead turns to greet his uncle Bernardino. 

Perhaps Lope is confused by Leonor’s words, which highlights her inability to 

communicate effectively with her husband, although Lope never discovers her deceit in 

this instance.

A more serious lie by Leonor that Lope does uncover occurs in Act II, when Luis 

secretly meets Leonor at her house. As Juan and Lope return home and sense that a 

stranger is present, Leonor helps to hide Luis and she tells Lope not to search a certain 

room, grabbing his hand to stop him: “No entréis, señor, aquí; yo soy testigo / que 

aseguraros este cuarto puedo” (II, 734-735). Lope commands his wife to release him 

(“Suelta, digo” (II, 737)) and enters the protected room anyway. There he finds Luis, who 

invents an improbable story, overheard by Leonor, explaining his presence. After helping 

Luis leave the house in secret, Lope has a chance to question his wife about her false 

claim that nobody else was in the room. Although he refrains from pointing out her lie, 

Leonor believes her husband may mean her harm. As he approaches her she becomes 
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worried, exclaiming: “Señor, ¿pues qué intentas? / ¿Ya no supiste la causa / con que él 

entró? Ya supiste / que yo no he sido culpada” (II, 882-885). Lope’s reply may be a lie 

also: “¿Tal pudiera imaginar / quien te estima y quien te ama?” (II, 886-887). Lope 

claims he never imagined that Leonor was guilty of any wrongdoing, but soon her 

erroneous testimony will weigh more heavily on Lope, eventually leading him to 

condemn her as an adulterer.

Lope also is guilty of lying on several other occasions. The first time is in the 

scene just described above. He tells his friend Juan that there was no stranger in his home 

as Juan suspected. Lope’s response to the situation for the moment, as he reminds 

himself, is simply: “sufre, disimula y calla” (II, 821). Moreover, Lope calls on both 

Leonor and Sirena to keep this scandal quiet, requesting that the news not leave their 

house. The only thing he knows for sure is that there was a man in his house and that his 

wife lied to him about there being anybody in her room. At the end of Act II, Lope 

repeats his strategy for dealing with this situation: “el que de vengarse trata, / hasta mejor 

occasion, / sufre, disimula y calla” (II, 919-921).

Lope again lies in Act III after he has killed Luis and before killing Leonor. He 

invents a tale about how Luis died by accident and pretends to worry about Leonor’s 

health when she faints: “mi bien, mi esposa, no turbes / tu hermosura! ¡Ay cielo mío!” 

(III, 747-748). In reality, both spouses use duplicitous compliments throughout the play, 

but Lope’s flattery here is meant only to conceal his murderous intentions for Leonor. In 

the play’s last scene, as Lope takes the dead Leonor out of his burning house, he lies in 

front of the king explaining his supposed grief for his wife: 
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ésta, señor, fue mi esposa,

noble, altiva, honrada, honesta,

que en los labios de la fama

deja esta alabanza eternal.

Ésta es mi esposa, a quien yo

quise con tanta terneza

de amor, porque sienta más

el no verla y el perderla

con una tan gran desdicha, (III, 938-946)

Lope’s description of Leonor’s qualities (“…honrada, honesta”) is as ironic as his 

hyperbolic profession of love for his dead wife, whom he claims he adored “…con tanta 

terneza / de amor.” Having killed both Luis and Leonor, Lope effectively terminates all 

further communication in the play. As Melveena McKendrick states, the ending is 

“primarily constituted by the brutal eloquence of silence and the final enclosure of death” 

(“Anticipating” 217).

The spouses of A secreto agravio, secreta venganza are capable of open, honest 

communication, but never with each other. Leonor tends to communicate well with either 

her servant Sirena or her former love Luis. After her initial lie in Act I, the moment 

Bernardino steps out of earshot, Leonor confides her true feelings to Sirena. Valbuena 

Briones notes that “doña Leonor, en cuanto se ve a solas con su criada, a la que hace 

copartícipe de sus cuitas, se queja, y pronuncia los acentos pasionales más agudos” (18, 

note 420). Sirena listens to her mistress, but she also warns her to be silent: “Qué dices, 
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señora? Advierte / en tu peligro y tu honor” (I, 439-440). On this occasion Leonor cannot 

keep quiet, and she is surprised that Sirena advises her not to speak: “¿Tú que calle me 

aconsejas?” (I, 445). It was Leonor’s previous silence when her father arranged her 

marriage to Lope that exacerbated her predicament when she lost Luis. Throughout the 

play Sirena remains loyal to Leonor, and the two women are always able to talk openly to 

each other.

Leonor’s other confidant is Luis. Having survived the war, Luis seeks out Leonor 

and does not accept his fate as an unlucky lover. He does not acquiesce in the situation 

but seeks to control his destiny in the hopes of regaining Leonor. In the first act, when the 

former lovers find themselves alone for a moment, they quickly speak to each other 

directly and deliberately. Luis demands to know why Leonor has abandoned him and 

married Lope. Leonor replies that she thought Luis had died. Their private conversation, 

cut short by the return of the others, ends when Leonor indicates to Luis that the next 

words she will speak to her husband Lope are really meant for Luis. Thus, when others 

are present, they use double-meanings to continue their conversation. In this way Leonor 

is able to tell Luis, while supposedly discussing jewels, that he has arrived too late to 

reclaim her:

Y yo, en ver su hermoso alarde,

contento hubiera tenido,

si antes hubierais venido;

pero habéis venido tarde.

¿Qué se dijera de mí
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si cuando casada estoy,

si cuando esperando estoy

a mi noble esposo. aquí

pusiera, no mi tristeza,

sino mi imaginación

en ver ese corazón,

ese amor y esa firmeza? (I, 677-688)

Leonor, now married (“casada estoy”)—although she has yet to meet her husband—is 

telling Luis that he has returned too late (“habéis venido tarde”). She reaffirms this fact at 

the end of her response to Luis’ offer: “No culpéis la condición / que en mí tan esquiva 

hallasteis; / culpaos a vos, que llegasteis / sin tiempo y sin ocasión” (I, 697-700). Their 

dialogue here is an honest one because they reveal their true thoughts and feelings to one 

another, interpreting the hidden meaning of each other’s comments as they appear to 

discuss precious stones. Their conversation is a clever way, through double meanings, to 

try to clear the air between them, although due to the extreme nature of their quagmire it 

is a hopeless endeavor.8 Nevertheless, Leonor risks her life by trying to maintain an open 

line of communication with Luis throughout the play. She uses Sirena as a go-between 

messenger, warning her servant not to be seen talking in the open street: “Mas no hables 

en ella, ve / a buscarle a la posada” (II, 56-57). Leonor also receives and sends written 

correspondence to Luis. These amorous letters, always a danger in matters of infidelity, 

serve to profess love and arrange secret rendezvous’ so that Leonor and Luis may 

continue their conversations in person.9  Receiving Luis’ letter, Leonor is both greatly 
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concerned and desperately interested: “que estoy muerta por leerle” (II, 479). Leonor 

certainly recognizes the danger of having a letter in her house from Luis. Any such note 

would be definitive evidence of infidelity if it were discovered. Still, Luis’ letter to 

Leonor is another instance of direct and honest communication. 

Lope is forthright only in his conversations with his friend Juan, although as 

demonstrated above he is also capable of lying to Juan at times. In Act I the two men 

converse at length for more than 300 lines (I, 57-376). They express themselves honestly 

and without reservation, and this shows clearly that Lope is capable of empathetic 

discourse. The two men are old friends and they repeatedly pledge their allegiance to 

each other. In Act III they even speak about Juan’s suspicions regarding Lope’s impinged 

honor. Jeremy M. W. Robbins correctly indicates that Juan “wrestles with the dilemma of 

whether, and indeed how, he should reveal his suspicions about Leonor’s infidelity to 

Lope” (16). Juan decides he cannot remain silent while his friend’s reputation suffers: 

“Yo a don Lope le dire / clara y descubiertamente” (III, 41-42). And although Juan 

pretends that he is asking Lope’s advice for the benefit of some other friend’s honor, both 

men understand that Lope himself is the subject of the discussion. In the end, Lope 

counsels his friend to keep silent about what he suspects (III, 111-140). Lope never once 

speaks so frankly with Leonor, but his final advice to Juan, to keep silent, has been 

Lope’s modus operandi for some time. For example, in Act II, Leonor greets her husband 

by offering more false compliments: “¡Esposo mío! /¿Vos tanto tiempo sin verme? / 

Quejoso vive el amor / de los instantes que pierde” (II, 81-84). Such flowery language 
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continues to confound Lope, and in this instance he responds by criticizing Leonor’s 

words:

¡Qué castellana que estáis!

cesen las lisonjas, cesen

las repetidas finezas.

Mirad que los portugueses

al sentimiento dejamos

la razón, porque el que quiere,

todo lo que dice quita

de valor a lo que siente.

Si en vos es ciego el amor,

En mí es mudo. (II, 85-94)

Lope, still a newlywed, is already tired of Leonor’s way of talking. He attributes their 

differing oratory styles to a matter of national origin (Spanish versus Portuguese) and 

leaves no doubt that he prefers to leave things unsaid rather than openly expressed (“…el 

amor, / En mí es mudo”). Thus, Lope’s preferred manner of (non)-expression concerning

the subject of love is to rely on silence.

In El médico de su honra too the prinicipal difficulty affecting open 

communication between characters is silence. Daniel Rodgers champions this notion, 

claiming that the play “is intensified by silence—by actual silences, by expressions of the 

urgent need for silence, and by imagery connected with silence, suppression and related 

ideas” (274). This is especially true for Mencía, but silence impacts nearly everyone in 
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the play, limiting what people say and hear. An atmosphere of silence permeates all three 

acts, beginning barely 30 lines into Act I when don Diego is worried someone may 

overhear don Arias’ remarks about King Pedro: “Calla, y repara / en que, si oyen las 

paredes / los troncos, don Arias, ven” (32-34). It matters little that the two men are alone 

with an unconscious Enrique in the middle of the woods; it is dangerous to speak aloud 

one’s thoughts. A few moments later, it is Mencía who is telling Arias to be quiet when 

he asks her why she lives in the country house they have come upon: “Silencio, / que 

importa mucho, don Arias, / …Va mi honor en ello” (106-108). When Mencía is left 

alone in the house she is able to speak freely, denouncing the silence that dominates her 

existence:

Ya se fueron, y ya he quedado

sola. ¡O quién pudiera, ah, cielos,

con licencia de su honor

hacer aquí sentimientos!

¡O quién pudiera dar voces,

y romper con el silencio 

cárceles de nieve, donde

está aprisionado el fuego (121-128)

Mencía wants to express her feelings (“hacer … sentimientos”), scream (“dar voces”) and 

destroy the icy prision of repressive quietude. She is referring to her previous courtship 

with Enrique, a relationship that cannot be mentioned out loud now that she is married to 

Gutierre, even if she must suffer: “¡Viva callando, pues callando muero!” (154). 
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Nevertheless, FST shows how even through silence, Mencía (and others) can transmit a 

message to others:

Families are communication systems, and family communication is 

continual because even silence (what people do not say, or what they 

avoid saying) often has significance. Thus it is impossible for members 

not to communicate. The verbal content of a communication is 

accompanied by non-verbal behaviour that often has a special implication 

for the relationship between the informant and the recipient of the 

message. (Frude 41)

Thus, by avoiding a subject, changing a topic of conversation, or refraining from 

speaking, a person can still send a message. A healthier path is to openly discuss one’s 

troubles within the family system to seek resolution.

In Act II Mencía progresses from silence to dishonesty as she finds herself lying 

to Gutierre to protect Enrique, who has snuck into their home. The false compliments and 

amorous sentiments are the most duplicitous aspect of her conversation with Gutierre. 

Mencía tells Gutierre that if he had been wounded in prison she herself would have died 

in empathetic shock: “pues si el golpe allá te hiriera, / muriera yo desde aquí” (1219-

1220). And although she is blameless for Enrique’s bold entry, Mencía devises a plan to 

trick her husband so that Enrique may escape without being recognized. Mencía tells 

Gutierre that she has just seen a man in her room and she suggests that thieves entered the 

home knowing Gutierre was jailed (1335-1336). This is a direct lie to facilitate Enrique’s 

safe exit, but it is also a way for Mencía to "engañar con la verdad" (1354) since in fact 
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Enrique was hiding in her room. A. Robert Lauer argues that Mencía’s behavior here 

rightly condemns her in the end:

When all is said and done, we can say of Mencía that she is guilty, in 

cultural terms, of impudicity and indiscretion. She is guilty because she 

remains silent with Gutierre and lacks restraint with Enrique (the opposite 

should have been the case). (34)

Moreover, it seems clear that at no time did Mencía ever tell her husband that Enrique 

used to be her suitor. Thus, in practically all her conversations with Gutierre she is lying 

or covering up the truth about this circumstance.

Throughout the play Mencía never speaks openly with her husband about her past 

even though she has numerous opportunities to come clean and give up Enrique. Darci 

Strother has noted this, remarking that there is “a breakdown of the process of family 

communication” in the play (76). Moreover, through Enrique’s daring and her own 

carelessness, Gutierre discovers that she has been lying to him all along. Mencía, in Act 

III, suspects that Gutierre has found out she has been deceiving him, but she still chooses 

not to address the problem and talk honestly with her husband. This failure to 

communicate eventually costs Mencía her life when Gutierre catches her writing a letter 

to Enrique. Awakening from her faint, Mencía is locked in her room, completely isolated, 

and unable to communicate with anybody. Mencía’s final pleas to talk and explain herself 

come far too late to save her from Gutierre’s murderous plans; and in any case there is no 

longer anyone around to hear her (2480-2485). Technically innocent of adultery, silence 

surrounds Mencía in her final hours.
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Gutierre’s communication problems with his wife are a function of his own fears 

and anger. Initially he is afraid to speak openly with Mencía (and others) and later, after 

deciding on her guilt and punishment, his rage makes him incapable of honest 

conversation. His fears are founded on circumstantial evidence but Gutierre never 

publicly admits his suspicions, choosing instead either to withhold or give false 

information. Gutierre’s pattern of conflict avoidance is initiated when he leaves his first 

fiancée Leonor, without telling her what he suspected. It also means Leonor, and later 

Mencía, cannot defend themselves since they never hear an accusation of wrongdoing 

from Gutierre. For example, after finding Enrique’s dagger while searching the house for 

an intruder, Gutierre claims it is his own. And at court, noticing that Enrique’s sword 

matches the dagger, Gutierre remains silent. Only when he is alone does Gutierre dare to 

speak freely: “Ya estoy solo, ya bien puedo / hablar” (1585-1586). 

In general Gutierre seems to be a poor communicator. He has trouble giving and 

receiving information from others throughout the play. For instance both Leonor and 

Mencía keep information from him and he neglects to press them further to find out the 

truth. When he tries to be persuasive, he uses such hyperbole that the listener questions 

his sincerity. This is what happens when Gutierre, liberated from jail, professes his 

loyalty to Enrique in a long speech in Act II. He tells Enrique: “y pienso que me 

honraréis / tanto, que de mí creeréis / lo que de mí estáis seguro” (1552-1554). But 

Enrique mistrusts Gutierre’s words, commenting to himself: “De sus quejas y suspiros / 

grandes sospechas prevengo” (1575-1576). Enrique does not a say a word to Gutierre in 

response to the speech, leaving the room with his friends instead. Gutierre erroneously 
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believes his words hit their mark: “Nada Enrique respondió; / sin duda se convenció / de 

mi razón.” (1580-1582). Using linguistic discourse analysis, Amy R. Williamsen has 

concluded that Gutierre’s verbal shortfalls in the play are due to his reliance on formulaic 

expressions instead of hearfelt sentiments (27-37). Williamsen notes that Mencía too is 

guilty of this when she speaks with Gutierre.

Once Gutierre has determined to kill Mencía he begins using lies and false flattery 

to disguise his intentions. Talking to King Pedro, Gutierre claims he is a loving husband: 

“y amor que siempre he tenido / como esposo enamorado” (2071-2072). After her 

murder, he continues the charade, calling her: “Mencía, mi amada esposa, / tan hermosa 

como casta, / virtuosa como bella” (2826-2828). The lone exception to Gutierre’s pattern 

of miscommunication is his chilling note to Mencía indicating that he will kill her in two 

hours:

‘El amor te adora, el honor te aborrece;

y así el uno te mata, y el otro te avisa:

dos horas tienes de vida; cristiana eres,

salva el alma, que la vida es imposible.’

(2496-2500)

Gutierre is able to write what he cannot speak and he gives Mencía two hours of life to 

prepare her soul for death. The most interesting thing about Gutierre’s ghastly letter is 

that he finally speaks openly to Mencía, only to foretell her death—the ultimate end of 

communication.
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Regarding the topic of communication in El médico de su honra, it would be 

remiss not to mention at least briefly King Pedro, whom Cruickshank describes as “el 

personaje más enigmático de toda la obra” (40). Consistently known either as Pedro el 

Justiciero or Pedro el Cruel, the salient point here is the frequent access to the king’s ear 

given to people of all standings. In Act I, three soldiers, an old man and Leonor all speak 

openly to the king, seeking his aid. In Act III, even the bloodletter Ludovico and the 

gracioso Coquín gain an audience with Pedro to share information. He is quick to grant 

most requests, withholding judgment only about Leonor’s case until he can hear 

Gutierre’s side of the story:

Oigamos la otra parte

disculpas suyas; que es bien

guardar el segundo oído

para quien llega después;

y fiad, Leonor, de mí (685-689).

Pedro allows Leonor to speak freely and he hears her story, but he reserves one ear 

(“guardar el segundo oído”) to listen to Gutierre’s defense. Later, when Gutierre is less 

than forthcoming about his reasons for breaking off his engagement to Leonor, Pedro 

insists on knowing the full truth: “Pues yo lo quiero saber” (896). He does this to provoke 

a reaction in Leonor, as the king says in an aside:

Que dijese le apuré

el suceso en alta voz,

porque pueda responder
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Leonor… (904-907)

Because of the king’s insistence on details Gutierre complies, and Leonor emerges from 

her hiding spot to speak for herself. Thus, for the first time since their break-up, Leonor 

and Gutierre speak to each other honestly about their problems. Pedro’s modus operandi

of insisting on hearing direct and complete testimony avoids the pitfalls described by 

Frude for a dysfunctional communicative system:

If there is very little sharing of information, some members will remain 

ignorant of certain facts that would be of benefit to them. A failure to 

disseminate knowledge may also obstruct the process of finding a solution 

to problems that might be resolved by the pooling and integration of 

information. Within the family system certain issues may be strenuously 

avoided in all interaction, and the effects of secrets may be to undermine 

the trust between members and to inhibit communication. (50)

In effect Pedro takes on the role of facilitator, prompting the estranged lovers to maintain 

at long last an open dialogue. In a play where silence is omnipresent and, as Richard J. 

Pym has said, generally “words are called back nervously to the speaker’s lips, hang 

ambiguously on the dangerous air, are withheld, misinterpreted, (and) fail to get 

through,” the fact that the king is able to communicate so effectively is even more 

astonishing (285). By the end of the play Leonor and Gutierre will marry and that union 

would not have been possible without Pedro’s intervention in facilitating communication 

in Act I. As a counterpoint to the above, King Pedro’s selective use of the information he 

gathers certainly prevents him from being characterized as a model communicator. Most 
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notably, by the end of the play, he is aware of, and chooses to keep quiet about, 

Gutierre’s murder of Mencía, as Soufas has noted: “his method of handling the situation 

… does not accomplish an exhoneration of the innocent Mencía but rather perpetuates the 

cycle of melancholy jealousy and destruction in Gutierre’s household” (“Beyond Justice” 

63). El Saffar goes even further, characterizing Pedro as “a weak king, a king whose own 

center of consciousness is not well established” (116).

Of the four plays included in this study, the spouses in El pintor de su deshonra

generally exhibit the least amount of miscommunication, albeit for a somewhat banal 

reason: Juan and Serafina hardly share the stage. Reduced contact means less chance of 

conversation leading to miscommunication. Serafina and Juan have just four speaking 

scenes together in the entire play: from Act I, lines 649-663; and from Act II, lines 1081-

1241, lines 1419-1482 and lines 1832-1837. In two of these scenes the spouses limit their 

talk to brief exchanges of mere courtesy; in another they have a conversation about 

painting; and in another Serafina misleads and lies to Juan in order to provide her former 

love Alvaro time to escape their house. Thus, although she only lies once to her husband, 

this action puts Serafina into the same group with Ana, Leonor and Mencía from the 

other three plays. In each case the women lie and cover up their previous, legitimate 

relationships. Serafina’s ability to fool Juan leads Frederick A. De Armas to remark that 

“Serafina’s character is more complex than Juan Roca imagines, for she is able to hide 

from him that she has loved another man” (865-866). As we have seen, none of the 

women are ultimately successful in maintaining that important secret.
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The dearth of conversation between Serafina and Juan may impede 

misunderstandings, but it is also a sign of a lack of intimacy among spouses. It also 

accomplishes little to reduce future conflict and advance the marital relationship. As 

Sonya L. Rhodes indicates: “The direct expression of anger, frustration, and 

disappointment promotes growth among family members and strengthens the family 

members’ capacities to differentiate and mature” (30). By contrast, Serafina has 

numerous long and animated exchanges with both her former fiancée Álvaro and also 

with his sister Porcia. Porcia is Serafina’s good friend and confidant and this is 

established early in Act I: “¿Estamos ya solas?” and “¿No nos oye nadie?” Serafina asks 

Porcia, adding “Pues oye mis penas” (lines 357-358, 360). Serafina trusts Porcia enough 

to share her innermost feelings, something she never does with her husband Juan. 

Strother disagrees, claiming that by Act II, husband and wife are “able to communicate 

their feelings and opinions,” while Serafina “treats her husband with respect and 

tenderness” showing a “growing fondness” for Juan (72). This opinion is difficult to 

reconcile with Serafina’s amorous cries for Álvaro. In fact it is Álvaro, even more than 

Porcia, who participates in Serafina’s most intimate conversations.

The estranged couple meets and speaks several times in every act of the play. The 

emotional intimacy they share is apparent from the length, topic and manner of their 

discussions. When Álvaro first returns from his shipwreck and finds Serafina in Act I, he 

refers to her as “mi bien, mi dueño, mi esposa” (591). Since he and Serafina had agreed 

to marry before he left on his trip, it is not unreasonable that Álvaro should call her his 

wife. They decided to keep their relationship a secret until Alvaro returned from his trip 
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to Spain, something Serafina regrets now: “hasta la vuelta ajustamos / callar. ¿Cuándo, 

cuándo, ¡cielos!, / le estuvo mal al amor / el valerse del silencio?” (487-490). Serafina is 

forced to reveal the shocking news: “viuda de ti me he casado” (603). Serafina 

consistently repeats this message throughout the rest of the play, and although she and 

Álvaro have numerous honest conversations about the subject, he refuses to accept 

Serafina’s resolve to remain loyal to Juan. Serafina communicates the information clearly 

many times; Álvaro simply fails to believe her.

It goes beyond the scope of this study to investigate why there are so few mother 

characters in the comedia, but their absence in Calderón’s wife-murder tragedies is 

certainly important to the thesis of the present chapter. The ‘absent mother’ is a 

commonplace in the Spanish Golden Age comedia and it holds true for Calderón’s wife-

murder tragedies as well: none of the four plays included in this study portray or even 

describe the mothers of the men and women who get married in these works. Not having 

a mother to confide in severely limits the communicative support structure for the 

newlyweds, especially the brides. A natural presumption in most instances, occasionally 

stated explicitly as in the case of Calderón’s La vida es sueño, is that the mother has died 

an untimely death. Regarding the wife-murder tragedies studied here, it would be 

especially noteworthy if there were any evidence of foul play in the deaths of the brides’ 

mothers (perpetrated by the fathers). There is no such indication in any of the works. In 

fact, the only instance where information is known about a bride’s mother is in La cisma 

de Inglaterra and then it is only because we know that Catalina’s mother was the Catholic 

Queen Isabel of Castile. José María Díez Borque argues that when any mothers do appear 
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in the comedia they are presented as “un tipo de madre totalmente alejada de las 

concepciones del español del siglo XVII y de la realidad … se usa para provocar 

tensiones primarias con los elementos argumentales y provocar una risa grosera” (97). 

Vern Williamson notes three reasons for the startling lack of mothers in Spanish Golden 

Age plays: 

1) Hubo gran falta de madres en la vida real, porque siendo su estado 

natural una preñez continua, junto con el estado del tratamiento médico en 

aquella epoca, se murieron demasiado jovenes; 2) Había una falta de 

actrices que quiseran hacer papeles de madres (y eso no es sugerir que 

todas prefirieran hacer el rol de ‘dama’); 3) La mayoría de los textos que 

tenemos fueron escritos por hombres.

Regardless of the reason for their absence, FST would not necessarily characterize as 

dysfunctional a family without a mother, but such families are potentially more likely to 

be dysfunctional since the parental dyad is ruptured. Scott Johnson views the total lack of 

a mother in a family system as “an obvious anomaly” regardless of the cause:

Her omission, however, if outside explanation, still is haunting, and holds 

consequences for our understanding of the work. It is difficult not to ask, 

for example, if her absence is in some way connected with the crisis 

depicted in the group. We would expect any family missing a member to 

show signs of strain. (118)

Victor George and Paul Wilding note too that “the absence of a mother…is likely…to 

make the family less able to meet the emotional needs of its members” and logically any 
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children in the family need to rely solely upon the father for education and support (181). 

Steven Ozment, commenting on this situation in Reformation Europe in general, remarks:

Parenting was … too high a responsibility to be left to one parent. Mother 

and father shared it to an unusually high degree, the maternal role being 

greater in the infant and early childhood years, the father’s role increasing 

in importance after age six or seven, when the maturing child could 

respond to regular discipline. (132)

There is no information indicating when the mothers in the wife-murder plays ceased to 

be a part of their respective families, but since not even their absence is mentioned, it is 

reasonable to assume they have been gone for some time.

What is beyond doubt is that when the marriages were arranged, the brides’ 

mothers were not around to oppose (or condone) the match. Thus, the brides have no 

wifely role models nor do they receive any mother-daughter advice on how to deal with 

men. Rhodes speaks to this point: “The marital pair in the two-parent family sets the tone 

for affective expression and that a fundamental reciprocity within the family depends on 

the viability of the marital bond” (29-30). Clearly then a mother’s absence at a crucial 

time in the daughter’s life, marriage, leads to a reduced support system for the bride. The 

wife-murder brides learn nothing from their mothers about ‘affective expression’ and 

marital bonding. They also learn nothing about how to communicate with their 

husbands—a defect that increases their spouses’ already elevated sense of mistrust. 

Lacking motherly role models and experience, and bullied by their fathers into unwanted 
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marriages, the ineffective communication skills of the wife-murder brides lead them 

down a tragic path.

As demonstrated above, all the married couples in the four plays in this study 

exhibit numerous communication problems. Generally speaking, the husbands and wives 

are isolated both physically and emotionally and they are very limited in their speech to 

each other. Also, they tend to lie and conceal important information, revealing the truth 

only to a few trusted confidants but never to their spouses. This notion holds true for 

most so-called honor plays, as Mark I. Millington and Alison S. Sinclair pont out: “In 

literature containing men of honour … there is a distinct inability to accomodate 

unwelcome information or experience” (7). The same may be said of the relationship 

between the brides and their fathers. Little if any honest communication takes place and 

this points to a generational dysfunction regarding communication in the bride’s family 

of origin. The fathers of the women are singled out as the source of the dysfunction 

primarily because there are no mothers apparent in any of these plays. 
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Notes-Chapter Three

1 Tomás Boleno and Carlos cannot get in to see Enrique either. It is ironic that Enrique has isolated himself 
to write letters. In other words, he has severed his communication with everyone at court except Volseo so 
that he may try to communicate through missives with people outside the palace. 

2 Catalina speaks 200 words (in 20 sentences) versus a mere 19 words (in 3 sentences) for Enrique.

3 With the end of this marriage Enrique has made a definitive break with the systemism described in the 
previous chapter. Here he has voided his family’s plan for his marriage and imposed his own wishes. It is 
difficult to say with certainty which thing is more harmful to everyone involved: the marriage itself or the 
way it ends.

4 When he considers writing a response to Catalina, Enrique tells Ana that his letter “…ha de ser / …un 
engaño” (2256-2257).

5 In this scene alone the king speaks 133 words to Ana—far more than his total number of words to 
Catalina throughout the entire play.

6 Homœostasis is “The maintenance of a dynamically stable state within a system by means of internal 
regulatory processes that tend to counteract any disturbance of the stability by external forces or 
influences” (Oxford English Dictionary 338).

7 Bernardino knows she is lying, but he does not confront Leonor about this: “…está triste…” he remarks to 
himself later (584).

8 The phrase Leonor speaks to Luis: “…habéis venido tarde” (680), succinctly summarizes the unfortunate 
turn of events. Leonor is now legally married to Lope.

9 Letters play a deadly role also for Catalina in La cisma de Inglaterra and Mencía in El medico de su honra.
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Chapter Four: Mistrust

The present chapter investigates the issue of mistrust. In Calderón’s wife-murder 

tragedies, the mistrustful nature of the newlywed husbands eventually leads them to kill 

their supposedly unfaithful wives.1 Bruce Wardropper characterizes these murders as part 

of a behavioral cycle “of fear, suspicion, and enslavement to a barbaric code” by the 

husbands (“The Wife-Murder Plays” 387). The “barbaric code” is the so-called “honor 

code” in which a husband, when suspecting a wife’s infidelity, tries to redeem his name 

through the mortal shedding of blood—either his wife’s, her lover’s, or both. Although 

the husbands in Calderón’s wife-murder plays do seem to follow this code of conduct, 

Peter N. Dunn argues that the "values and violence" in these plays "may point, in a 

negative way, to the Christian values which lie outside the play, and to which Calderón 

subscribed" (80). So for Dunn, Calderón’s depiction of the honor code is a way to 

denounce it as un-Christian. C. A. Jones differs somewhat from this view, holding that 

Calderón’s plays indicate that there is some virtue in fighting for the reputation one’s 

honor, but also that as a man-made construct, honor “was imperfect, and if handled 

without care and skill, was liable to explode with disastrous results to all who were near” 

(209). From a FST perspective, a behavioral cycle cannot be limited to a single 

character’s action, but must form part of a larger development. Thus, FST amplifies the 

scope of the cycle mentioned by Wardropper to consider the family unit as a whole. As a 

result, the violence that is traditionally viewed as symptomatic of adhering to the “honor 
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code” may be seen instead as a natural consequence of a particular familial dysfunction. 

Recalling Neil Frude’s words on the topic of violence within the family system:

Conflict, violence, or the symptomatic behaviour of one or more family 

members may be the result of structural or process dysfunctions that are 

intrinsic to the particular family system. (42)

Consequently, applied to the married couples in Calderón’s wife-murder tragedies, a 

modified behavioral cycle might read as follows:  The couples do not love each other and 

they are unfamiliar with each other as spouses. This circumstance leads to a lack of 

intimacy between husband and wife and miscommunication ensues, signaling a systemic 

disengagement among family members. With faulty communication comes a lack of 

information which leads to feelings of mistrust. Mistrust eventually turns into jealousy 

and suspicion, finally culminating in murderous revenge. Throughout this chapter I will 

investigate each married character, as well as their former suitors, to determine when and 

how indications of mistrust manifest themselves, and to seek the correlation between 

these manifestations and the dysfunctional nature of the married characters as a couple, 

rather than as individuals.

In La cisma de Inglaterra again there are two marriages to be examined, and 

therefore three characters of primary concern when considering the issue of mistrust: 

Catalina, Enrique, and Ana. We must look at Enrique’s behavior with each of his wives, 

as well as Ana’s comportment toward both Enrique and Carlos—her fiancé at the time 

she met the king. Starting with the spouses from the first marriage, in the beginning it 

seems that Catalina really shows little evidence of mistrust. Calderón has depicted her 
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figure with a certain regal dignity, and when other characters speak of her they do so 

always in glowing terms: Carlos says “¡Qué belleza!” and Tomás remarks “¡Qué virtud!” 

(645); also Pasquín declares “¡Oh, qué raro entendimiento!” (646). And referring to 

queen Catalina, even Ana is counseled by her father that she must “de sus virtudes 

aprende” (752). Absent from these accolades are any words of praise from Enrique for 

his wife. His behavior towards her is one of detachment or disengagement, and he is 

often not to be found in the same room with Catalina.  As a result, Catalina frequently 

seeks him out, as she does shortly after her first appearance on stage in Act I when she 

seems overly concerned about Enrique’s whereabouts:

Nunca está ocioso el amor

y más el que desconfía.

Dígolo, porque este día

no he visto al Rey mi señor.

Entrar en su cuarto intento

a saber de su salud. (638-644)

Here Catalina shows her first sign of possible mistrust as she declares that love, 

especially a jealous love (“el que desconfía”), is ever watchful (“Nunca está ocioso”). 

Since she has not seen her husband all day (“… este día / no he visto al Rey mi señor”) 

she determines to visit him, but she is frustrated in her attempt by Volseo’s haughty 

intervention prohibiting her from entering the room where Enrique has isolated himself. 

McKendrick notes that women such as Catalina “are separated by marriage from their 

subjective selves, alienated even from their own emotions” (152).2 The idea is that 
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Catalina is losing herself in her marriage to Enrique, a process known as mate 

enmeshment in FST. I would argue here that Catalina’s attempts to find Enrique do not 

rise to the level of unhealthy spousal enmeshment, since he is in fact avoiding her 

presence. Still it is possible to characterize her behavior as potentially detrimental.

A second example of Catalina’s mistrust comes when Enrique actually meets Ana 

for the first time. This moment is also only the second time Catalina appears on stage. 

Observing how her husband looks at this other woman and scanning the reaction on his 

face to Ana’s presence, Catalina remarks: “¡Qué elevado / el Rey de verla ha quedado!” 

(844-845).3 A third example comes in the same scene as Enrique extols Ana’s virtue and 

beauty. The Infanta María and Catalina both are surprised by Enrique’s attentions to 

Ana.4 The Infanta remarks: “…Envidiosa / de sus brazos estuviera, / si en la Majestad 

cupiera / envidia” (893-896). And Catalina declares: “…Y en mis desvelos / pienso que 

tuviera celos, / si amor hasta aquí supiera” (896-898). Ana reacts, playing the innocent: 

“Mirad, señora, por Dios / que agravio a mi amor hacéis” (899-900). And finally Enrique 

confirms: 

Al mío, no, que bien tenéis

celos y envidia las dos.

Y más si os miran a vos,

Ana, tan divina y bella. (901-904)

The meaning of Catalina’s words above again requires clarification. Desvelos is vigilance 

or watchfulness, so Catalina is saying she would be jealous if she suspected any love 

between her husband and Ana. This sentiment seems to underscore an emotional 
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paradox: Catalina’s claim that she does not feel jealous leads one to suspect the exact 

opposite. Furthermore, the queen affirms that there is no love between Enrique and Ana 

since they have just now met, but at the same time Catalina’s words seem to confirm that 

there are strong feelings between Ana and the king. Both Ana and Enrique understand the 

queen’s subtle accusation (veiled in terms of denial: “si amor hasta aquí supiera”) and for 

that reason Ana disputes it (“agravio a mi amor hacéis”). However, Enrique seems to 

agree with Catalina’s statement, openly telling the queen and their daughter María that 

they are right to feel envious and jealous (“… bien tenéis / celos y envidia las dos”).

So in Act I Catalina has appeared on stage only twice and made three remarks of 

mistrust. It must be pointed out, however, that Enrique’s behavior certainly seems to 

justify Catalina’s mistrust since he is often absent. Moreover, when he does arrive on 

scene, he is seen to be openly flirting with Ana in front of the whole court. Consequently, 

the mistrust demonstrated by Catalina is not only understandable, but may be considered 

quite moderate under the circumstances. Calderón has presented the characters in this 

manner to highlight Catalina’s piety and Enrique’s philandering. For example, in Act II 

Catalina tries to cheer up Enrique by bringing in other women to dance and sing for 

him—including Ana. As the ladies enter court, Enrique comments on each, often 

stressing their beauty (1010-1020). Still, as far as Enrique is concerned, he himself might 

regard Catalina’s actions as meddlesome. In FST, Catalina’s behavior toward her 

husband, although perhaps justified, could be described as emotional fusion since the 

queen does not wish for her husband to have any separation, or differentiation, from her. 

Bowen notes that when a family lacks differentiation “each small step toward the 
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differentiation of self is opposed by emotional forces for ‘togetherness,’ which keeps the 

emotional system in check” (494). The pattern of mistrust by Catalina towards Enrique is 

a good example of the usefulness of FST in analyzing these characters. Her behavior 

comes as a direct reaction to that of her husband. Catalina may be classified as an 

enmeshed spouse trying to quell Enrique’s differentiation while he is guilty of 

disengagement from his wife. But these symptoms only hold true while these characters 

are dealing with each other as husband and wife. In other words, Catalina’s enmeshment 

only manifests itself when Enrique’s conduct triggers it. We must see how both 

characters act and react to each other in order to better understand their individual 

behaviors.

Regarding Enrique’s feelings for Catalina, the king actually trusts his first wife 

since he never makes any declaration to the contrary, but it is also true that he is terribly 

bored by her—through no real fault of Catalina’s—and this condition is exacerbated by 

Ana’s presence. Throughout the play, and in spite of her moments of mistrust, Catalina is 

always more interested than Enrique in preserving their relationship and she seems to 

care genuinely about the king’s well-being. In Act II, reacting to the king’s despondency 

and disaffection toward her, Catalina remarks: “¡Vos sin salud, señor mío, / y yo viva! 

¡Vos con causa / de tristeza y yo no muero! / Poco siente quien os ama. / ¿Cómo os 

halláis?” (1039-1043). Later, when Enrique leaves the stage, Catalina goes with him, 

remarking: “Triste vais; iré con vos, / que el alma nunca se aparta / de donde vive” (1239-

1241). For his part, Enrique often complains about the queen, such as when he states that 

Catalina prefers not to allow the comical Pasquín to be present at court merely “por no 
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darme gusto en nada” (1006). Yet for all his negative comments, Enrique recognizes—

along with practically everybody else except Volseo—that Catalina is blameless. As he 

plans how to declare void their marriage, Enrique remarks to himself: “Padezca Catalina  

/ por cristiana, por santa, por divina” (1756-1757), adding “Catalina, perdona” (1762) and 

he recognizes that as a wife she has been “virtuosa” (1768). Thus the marriage ends 

ignominiously, but not because Enrique mistrusts Catalina.

With his second wife, Enrique seems less self-assured of her loyalty, and he does 

not try to avoid her as he did with Catalina. By Act III Enrique’s trust in Ana appears to 

have waned and he admits to himself that he’s nervous and has doubts:

El pecho de un alevoso,

¡qué inquieto y confuso vive!

¡Qué de sospechas le cercan!

¡Qué de temores le rinden! (2548-2551)

At this moment the king seems to be referring to people’s general opinion of him at court 

after he had banished Catalina and married Ana. He calls himself alevoso

(“treacherous”), presumably for his conduct toward Catalina, and determines to 

eavesdrop on any and all conversations he can overhear from his usual hiding place. In 

Act III, the king remarks, prior to eavesdropping on Ana and Carlos: 

Deseoso de saber

cómo en mi Corte se admiten

las novedades, pretendo,

hecho Argos, hecho lince,
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escuchar lo que de mí

en el palacio se dice.

Desde aquí suelo escuchar;

de cuyos efectos vine

a conocer qué vasallos 

o me niegan o me siguen. (2548-61)

The next conversation he hears is between Ana and Carlos, and Enrique learns for the 

first time that his new wife had a prior romantic connection to the French ambassador. 

Carlos accuses Ana of abandoning him for Enrique and abruptly returns some letters and 

tokens she had given to him in better times. Afterwards, as Carlos angrily walks away, 

Ana calls for him:

Espera, Carlos, deténte.

¡Ay de mí! Oprimida y libre,

entre el amor y el respeto

el alma dudosa vive. (2628-2631)

The personal effects Carlos returned to Ana, and her reaction as he departed, are the only 

evidence Enrique needs to judge Ana in his heart and mind; and his change of feelings for 

her is dramatic. Stroud has noted the change in the king, remarking that “Henry’s passion 

for Anne quickly turns to suspicion, anger, and violence” (“Lessons” 256). He 

immediately orders the captain of the guard to arrest the queen while disparaging her 

character:

¿A la Reina? ¡Qué mal dije!
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A esa mujer, a esa fiera,

ciego encanto, falsa esfinge,

a ese basilisco, a ese

áspid, a ese airado tigre,

a esa Bolena prended,

y en el castillo invencible

de Londres, que del Palacio

está enfrente, en noche triste

viva presa. (2656-2665)

Enrique’s desengaño is immediate and final, as is his vituperation (“fiera”, “esfinge”, 

“basilisco”, “áspid”, “tigre”) of his second wife.

There are two points that should be mentioned concerning Enrique’s mistrust of 

Ana. First, as in the case of Catalina’s mistrust, Enrique probably is correct in suspecting 

Ana of wrongdoing based on the circumstances. As Stroud notes, “Anne is no more 

faithful to Henry than he was to Catherine” (“Lessons” 258). Secondly, Ana might have 

been given the benefit of the doubt (although this is certainly questionable) if she had not 

called out to Carlos as he left the scene (“Espera, Carlos, deténte”). In the end, Enrique 

feels no need to verify further Ana’s apparent disloyalty and he removes her expediently 

from court. The king remarks:

“¡El alma dudosa vive

entre el temor y el respeto!”

La que duda, ya concibe
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la ofensa, y en esta parte

bastará que se imagine. (2668-2672)

Enrique says he has seen enough to imagine what happened between the two. When 

Ana's father, Tomás is called in by Enrique to be the judge of this affair, Tomás agrees to 

judge fairly. Enrique hands over the paper he found and says: "Toma, toma y no 

examines / más testigo" (2694-95). This shows how the only witness to Ana's supposed 

crime is the paper she wrote, and Enrique wishes no other witnesses to be called. There 

will be a deadly silence on this matter as Ana is condemned to die. Enrique also orders 

Carlos to be apprehended and imprisoned. The way Enrique deals with his problems with 

both of wives in the play demonstrates his style of “tension management”—a FST 

designation for “the characteristic ways the individual as well as the family satisfies 

emotional needs and resolves conflict” (Rhodes 26). As king, Enrique is uniquely 

equipped to deal with any problems he sees in his family in a swift and deadly manner. 

Of course FST would not characterize Enrique’s tendency to banish or kill his wives as a 

legitimate method of conflict resolution. 

Concerning Ana, throughout the entire play she shows relatively little suspicion 

about either Enrique or Catalina. The only episode that reveals Ana’s mistrust of her 

husband and his first wife is when Enrique receives a letter from Catalina. Ana insists on 

reading the king’s response letter. She says she wants to see the message “… para saber / 

qué la escribas” (2255-2256) and soon reiterates this desire: “Yo veré / la carta…” (2259-

2260). This curiosity may be natural, but it is also an indication that Ana may have some 

doubts about what Enrique could say to Catalina. This episode is really the only evidence 
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of Ana’s suspicion of Enrique, and like the other cases in La cisma de Inglaterra it is a 

relatively mild instance of mistrust under the circumstances.

Concerning Ana’s prior relationship with Carlos, numerous conversations 

between the two indicate that Carlos felt mistrust at times for Ana. In the first Act Ana 

tells Carlos, “Pues ama, espera y confía” and Carlos replies:

[…] No puede

dejar de temer quien ama,

de dudar quien vive ausente,

ni puede estar confiado

quien sabe que no merece. (804-808)

This passage highlights the fears of the absent lover (Carlos, in this case) who believes he 

does not deserve the love he seeks (“quien sabe que no merece”). The exchange that 

follows between Ana and Carlos also calls into doubt the love and trust between the pair. 

At first it is Carlos who questions Ana’s devotion, asking her “Pues ¿quién es querido?” 

and Ana replies “Carlos” (813). But then it is Ana who quizzes Carlos about his feelings:

Ana: Pues ¿ama tu pecho?

Carlos: Sí.

Ana: ¿A quién?

Carlos: ¿Es fuerza perderte

el respeto? Tú lo sabes. 

Ana: ¿Mudaraste?

Carlos: Eternamente.
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Ana: ¿Tendrás otro dueño?

Carlos: Nunca.

Ana: Pues ¿qué serás?

Carlos: Tuyo siempre.

Ana: ¿Quién lo asegura?

Carlos: Esta mano.

Ana: ¿De esposo?

Carlos: Digo mil veces

que sí, aunque mi padre ingrato

en Francia casarme quiere.

Mas agora estoy en Londres. (819-29)

Ana fires off seven questions in a row, drilling Carlos about his affections for her. She 

seems uncertain of Carlos’ constancy, asking him if he is in love (“Pues ¿ama tu 

pecho?”), if he will ever change his feelings (“¿Mudaraste?”), if he will ever love another 

(“¿Tendrás otro dueño?”), and if he will consent to be her husband (“¿De esposo?”). 

Ana’s inquisition of Carlos’ feelings casts doubt about her trust in him as a suitor. Her 

lack of faith is ironic considering that it is she who abandons him when an opportunity to 

marry the king presents itself. Later, Carlos is understandably jealous when he learns Ana 

has married Enrique: “… quedo / muerto en Londres a las manos / de mi amor o de mis 

celos” (2125-27). However, since his adversary is the king, there is little Carlos can do 

about his feelings of jealousy in this matter.
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In A secreto agravio, secreta venganza husband Lope’s mistrust of wife Leonor 

first appears in Act II, when he searches a room that Leonor had just informed him was 

unoccupied. Leonor tells her husband “No entréis, señor, aquí; yo soy testigo / que 

aseguraros este cuarto puedo” (II, 734-735). For some reason, Lope decides to search the 

room in spite of his wife’s assurance that nobody is there. Finding Luis hiding inside, 

Lope does not then press his wife about the inconsistency of her testimony. When Leonor 

claims she is innocent (“yo no he sido culpada” (II, 885)), Lope replies that he never 

imagined she was guilty of anything: “¿Tal pudiera imaginar / quien te estima y quien te 

ama?” (II, 886-887). A second claim of innocence by Leonor prompts Lope to again deny 

any wrongdoing by his wife: “No te disculpes, Leonor” (II, 894). However, these lines 

are shortly followed by Lope’s revelation, in an aside, that he plans to take revenge: “el 

que de vengarse trata, / hasta mejor occasion, / sufre, disimula y calla” (II, 919-921). 

Strother notes that here Lope is quite like Gutierre in El médico de su honra: “Both of 

these two honor play husbands continue to live under the same roof and to feign 

matrimonial bliss with their wives while at the same time plotting their murders” (75). 

This is a reoccurrence of the FST pseudo-self phenomenon, whereby the husbands are 

hiding their true feelings from their spouses and providing a false outward persona to 

maintain familial harmony.

A second example of Lope’s mistrust of Leonor is when he asks her and his friend 

Juan for their opinions about him rejoining king Sebastián in the African campaign 

against the Moors. Leonor says that he should go if he so wishes and Juan tells him to 
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stay at home, prompting Lope to consider in a long soliloquy what he should do. 

Eventually Lope comes to realize that now that he has married Leonor he feels jealous:5

Celos tengo, ya lo dije.

¡Válgame Dios! ¿Quién es este

caballero castellano

que a mis puertas, a mis redes

y a mis umbrales clavado,

estatua viva parece?

En la calle, en la visita,

en la iglesia atentamente

es girasol de mi honor,

bebiendo sus rayos siempre. (Act II, 259-268)

Not only is Lope jealous (“Celos tengo”), here he speaks specifically for the first time 

about a certain man (a “caballero castellano”) whom he has seen all over the city. The 

mysterious estatua is likely Luis who is trying secretly to follow Leonor. In the passage 

above the presence of this watchful stranger finally registers with Lope, and he 

recognizes why he feels jealous. Further reflecting on Leonor’s suggestion that he leave 

for Africa, and Juan’s suggestion that he stay home, Lope considers that Leonor wants 

him gone and Juan is trying to tell him that it is not safe to leave his wife alone:6

¿Hay, honor, más sutilezas

que decirme y proponerme?

¿Más tormentos que me aflijan,
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más penas que me atormenten,

más sospechas que me maten,

más temores que me cerquen.

más agravios que me ahoguen

y más celos que me afrenten? (325-332)

Lope is clearly anguished, suffering feelings of torment, shame, suspicion, fear, injury 

and jealousy. Consequently, Lope determines to be vigilant for his own honor: “que yo 

sabré proceder  / callado, cuerdo, prudente, / advertido, cuidadoso, / solícito y asistente” 

(335-338). Lope’s soliloquy is of paramount importance in determining his state of mind 

throughout the rest of the play. Frude indicates that Lope’s actions conform to the 

expected behavior of a jealous spouse: "A jealous partner may be super-vigilant for signs 

of infidelity and draw conclusions of flirtatious behaviour or an affair from meagre cues" 

(259). Lope clearly indicates that he feels jealous and suspicious, although Leonor has 

done little here to instigate such mistrust from him.

By Act III Lope’s suspicions about his wife begin driving him mad: “que una 

duda sobre tantas / bastará a volverme loco” (III, 103-104). Angel Valbuena Briones

remarks that Lope, as well as Gutierre and Juan of El médico de su honra and El pintor de 

su deshonra, all eventually behave the same way when they believe their wives have 

betrayed them:

Estos personajes, héroes de los dramas de honor, cuando conocen que son 

engañados, caen en un estado de desesperación cercano a la locura. A esta 

situación les conduce su orgullo de hombres de honor, que les veda el 
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camino del perdón. Existen unas leyes de conducta que deben seguir, pues 

de lo contrario se harían merecedores del desprecio de los demás y con 

ello serían infamados para siempre. (73, note 220-228)

Lope’s pathology only increases with each scene. Seeing Luis with a piece of paper, Lope 

suspects it is an affront to his honor. In fact it is, but Lope, even though he is right, had no 

reason to suspect that the paper was about him. The reason is Lope’s locura—he suspects 

everything he sees now: “Nada escucho, nada veo / que ser mi pena no creo” (III, 443-

444). These two brief lines are extremely revealing. On the one hand they indicate Lope’s 

pathological mistrust of everybody and everything. Also, their literal rendering, “I see 

nothing” and “I hear nothing,” means Lope is beyond help. He is closed off to further 

communication and nothing can change his mind that Leonor has cheated on him. By the 

end of the play, Lope only trusts the four natural elements (water, wind, earth and fire). 

He has no faith in any other human being, Leonor or Juan or the king: “Mis intentos / 

sólo los he de fiar, / porque los sabrán callar, / de todos cuatro elementos” (III, 802-805).

Unlike her husband, Leonor generally shows no mistrust of Lope. However, she is 

quite wary, and rightly so, of Luis’ behavior since his presence is dangerous to her honor. 

She says of Luis:

Este hombre ha de obligarme,

con seguirme y ofenderme,

a matarme y perderme

(que aún fuera menos matarme),

si no se ausenta de aquí. (514-518).
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Leonor fears that Luis’ brash attempts to contact her will lead to disaster ending in death 

(“matarme y perderme”); and of course this is exactly what happens in the play. Although 

as McKendrick points out, such drastic action is more theatrical than based on the real 

world of 17th-century Spain: “there is little contemporary evidence that women lived in 

constant fear of bloodthirsty husbands, brothers and fathers” (36). On the other hand, as 

Jones claims, there were real life “honor” cases (presumably described in criminal 

proceedings) similar to those depicted in the plays:

There is no doubt that the theme of honour in the plays is not a complete 

fiction, and that there were cases in real life similar to those which 

occurred in the theatre, where we know them as cases of honour. But it is 

perhaps worth noting that the feature which the cases found in the records 

had in common was that they were sensational, and that they were 

sensational because, although perhaps not very rare, they were at least not 

normal. (200)

So the “honor code” did exist in extreme cases, and Calderón does well to create an 

outrageous situation in each wife-murder play to justify its appearance. 

Moving on to El médico de su honra, the first example of mistrust is evidenced by 

Enrique, brother of King Pedro, when his former love Mencía reveals that she has 

married Gutierre. The news shocks Enrique, who had just recovered consciousness after a 

bad fall, and rather than resting as his companions suggest, he determines to leave 

immediately for Seville. Enrique asks for a horse three times in a row in order to leave 

Mencía’s presence at once (235-239). Enrique feels betrayed by Mencía for marrying 
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another man and he has no intention of waiting for an explanation from her. He goes on 

to equate Mencía’s recent wedding with his own death: “porque nos diesen a un tiempo / 

pésames y parabienes / de tu boda y de mi entierro” (250-252). Eventually Enrique 

admits that he feels jealous, claiming that his own horse threw him after running into 

‘mountains of jealousy’ surrounding Mencía’s house: “y no fue sino que al ver / tu casa, 

montes de celos / se le pusieron delante, / porque tropezase en ellos; / que aun un bruto se 

desboca / con celos…” (261-266). Enrique’s words imply that Mencía has wronged 

him—a charge Mencía disputes as an “agravio” to her honor (286). Still, Enrique repeats 

that he feels jealous: “que en cualquier parte que estoy, / estoy mirando mis celos” (397-

398) and when Mencía claims that there may be a suitable explanation for her marrying 

Gutierre, Enrique only says: “no es possible” (425). This exchange highlights Enrique’s 

mistrustful nature since initially he is not even willing to hear Mencía’s explanation for 

her actions. Furthermore, he believes there is no explanation possible to excuse her 

behavior (“no es possible”). However, before departing, Enrique does state that he’ll seek 

out the woman who wronged him and listen to her defense: “…buscaré / a esta dama, y 

della oiré / la disculpa” (486-488).

Mencía’s mistrust primarily revolves around the issue of Leonor, Gutierre’s 

previous girlfriend. In fact, Mencía is the first person in the play to mention Leonor’s 

name when she hints that Gutierre still has feelings for her: “¿Quién duda que haya 

causado / algún deseo Leonor?” (514-515). The context of this comment by Mencía is 

that she seems to suspect that Gutierre may try to see Leonor when he goes away to 

Seville under the pretext of welcoming the king to town. In the ensuing conversation with 
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Gutierre (511-546), Mencía and her husband appear to reopen an old wound in their 

relationship. Mencía may be fighting for prestige as Gutierre’s wife—a title she herself 

never sought. Once forced upon her by her father, however, she tries to end definitively 

the relationship between Gutierre and his former love Leonor. According to D. W. 

Cruickshank, Mencía suggests that Gutierre “todavía tiene cierta afición a doña Leonor, 

la antigua amada” (100). This is a novel situation, distinct from most Golden Age plays, 

in that both spouses are aware and discuss the fact that one of them had a significant, 

previous romantic relationship with another person. Such a discussion could be a healthy 

thing for the family system, but not in the way Mencía has broached the subject, by 

suggesting that Gutierre has feelings for Leonor. Frude notes that "Accusations of 

infidelity are powerful triggers of aggression. Whether or not the accusation is justified, 

jealous arguments over suspected affairs or flirtation are likely to end up with spouses 

hitting each other" (259). Later, the physical conflict that does take place between 

Gutierre and Mencía results in her death.

Mencía seems to mistrust Gutierre because of his former relationship with 

Leonor, but at the same time she has never revealed to him the fact that she had a similar 

relationship with Enrique. For most of the play Gutierre is completely ignorant of the 

former courtship between Enrique and Mencía. It is ironic that Mencía should mistrust 

Gutierre regarding his feelings for Leonor while she has been less open and honest about 

her own feelings for Enrique. In Act III, with Gutierre hidden and listening to the 

conversation, king Pedro urges Enrique not to admit that he and Mencía were in love 

before she married Gutierre. The king fears Enrique will say they were lovers which 
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would make Gutierre a cuckold husband and therefore perhaps require severe and 

immediate action from Gutierre. In the end Pedro barely manages to keep Enrique from 

telling the truth and the king goes on to state that Enrique just made up the story of a 

prior relationship with Mencía to cover for the fact that he and Mencía had seen each 

other in secret recently: “Callad, callad, que ya sé / que por disculpa fingisteis / tal 

quimera” (2241-2243).

Mencía’s self-contradictory behavior may be what Wiltrout is referring to when 

she claims that Mencía and wives like her “bring about their own demise as a direct result 

of infidelity, not to their husbands, but to themselves and to society as well” (104). 

Wiltrout’s idea here is that Mencía and other wives in the wife-murder tragedies need to 

be true to themselves first, meaning that they should seek “the free exercise of their own 

instincts and will” rather than conform top society’s expectations for them (104). In FST, 

Mencía’s double-standard regarding her past suitor Enrique could also signal the 

existence of a pseudo-self, especially since she still has feelings for him in spite of her 

marriage.

The reason Gutierre left Leonor, as he tells Mencía, is because she was only as 

bright as the moon whereas Mencía’s beauty is like the sun: “Ayer, como al sol no vía, / 

hermosa me parecía / la luna; mas hoy, que adoro / al sol, ni dudo ni ignoro / lo que hay 

de la noche al día” (520-524). In other words, he tells Mencía that she was preferred, that 

he loved her more, that she was more beautiful. However, the real reason as to why he 

left Leonor was his suspicion of her infidelity. So Gutierre’s explanation to Mencía, 

much like Mencía’s explanation to Enrique, is not completely honest. And in giving it he 
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also comes to admit that he indeed loved Leonor (535). Consequently Gutierre’s words 

fail to satisfy his wife, especially when he begins to shower her with flattery; she replies: 

“¡Qué lisonjero os escucho! / muy parabólico estáis” (545-546). She recognizes 

Gutierre’s hyperbole and denounces it, and Mencía remains unconvinced about her 

husband’s feelings for his former girlfriend. At this stage, challenging her husband and 

calling him to task because of his former girlfriend, Mencía seems far removed from 

Rodgers’ characterization of her as a “pathetic victim married to a psychopath” (276). 

Mencía demonstrates a further lack of faith in Gutierre when she covers up 

Enrique’s secret and unexpected intrusion into their home. When Gutierre arrives home 

suddenly, Mencía is forced to hide Enrique from sight. Here now she is actively 

deceiving her husband until the moment she claims that she saw a man in her room. As 

Gutierre and Coquín stumble about in the dark looking for the trespasser, Jacinta safely 

escorts Enrique out of the house. Mencía’s words as she fears Gutierre finding out her 

secret indicate that she believes she is innocent in all this:

Si, inocente la mujer,

no hay desdicha que no aguarde,

¡válgame Dios, qué cobarde

culpada debe de ser! (1167-1170).

Mencía decides to "engañar con la verdad" (1354) as a precaution against Gutierre 

hearing Enrique and discovering him in her room. Mencía reasoned that if that were to 

happen, Gutierre would never believe she was innocent of setting up a meeting with 

Enrique. She cannot imagine that her husband would trust her, and this in itself is a lack 
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of trust in her husband. Mencía’s lack of faith, either in her husband or in her own ability 

to convince her husband of her innocence has prompted Lauer to state about her: “she is 

simply too human, too weak, too defective” (36). But it is also true that Mencía has taken 

a proactive approach in dealing with her adversity by trying to solve her problems 

quietly. Her great error is her failure to communicate openly with Gutierre, and this is 

due to her lack of trust.

Mencía’s complete mistrust of Gutierre is made apparent in the continuation of 

the aforementioned scene, when the couple seem to make peace and are about to hug. As 

Gutierre approaches, Mencía sees him holding the dagger he has found in the house, and 

she assumes he is going to kill her:

¡Tente, señor!

¿Tú la daga para mí?

En mi vida te ofendí.

Detén la mano al rigor,

detén… (1377-1381)

Gutierre’s reaction shows Mencía that he had no intention of attacking her, so she 

explains herself: “Al verte ansí, presumía / que ya en mi sangre bañada, / hoy moría 

desangrada” (1383-1385). There may be something about Gutierre’s character that leads 

Mencía to believe that he is capable of killing her in cold blood should he suspect her 

infidelity—which is exactly what happens by the end of the play. Still, at this point in the 

drama, Mencía has behaved worse than her husband and it is her own mistrustful nature 

that has exacerbated their marital troubles.
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The only person Mencía seems to trust is her maid Jacinta, and this pattern often 

is repeated in other Calderón and Spanish Golden Age plays. Typically there is a strong 

bond of trust between masters and servants and Jacinta quickly sees Mencía’s 

unhappiness where Gutierre sees nothing. He asks to leave her while Jacinta, with one 

look, remarks: “Triste, señora, has quedado” (555). And the maid tells her lady, “Bien 

puedes fiar de mí.” (561). The trust between Jacinta and Mencía has been built up over 

time, and between the two there is intimacy and dialogue. Mencía reveals that she fully 

confides in Jacinta, telling her maid: “¿Quieres ver si de ti fío / mi vida, y el honor mío? / 

Pues escucha atenta” (562-564). This intimacy and trust is completely lacking between 

the husbands and wives in all four of the plays included in this study.

By contrast Gutierre says positive things to Mencía, but they are over the top, 

unrealistic, and most importantly, not based on actions. His words ring hollow. He speaks 

of love to Mencía and then leaves her to go to Seville. Even as the play begins Gutierre is 

away from his home and his wife. Therefore, it may be understandable that Mencía is not 

fully confident about Gutierre’s feelings for Leonor since often he is away. El Saffar 

claims that “by marrying, Gutierre has already severely compromised his identity” (107). 

This points again to the FST pseudo-self creation, whereby Gutierre is leading a sort of 

double life between his inner feelings (for Leonor?) and his outward appearance (as 

Mencía’s loving husband). The event that really caused the breakup of Gutierre and 

Leonor is directly related to Gutierre’s mistrustful nature. One night, while openly 

visiting Leonor’s home, Gutierre heard a noise and entering a certain room he saw an 
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unidentified man run out of the house. Gutierre confronted Leonor with this information, 

but was not satisfied with her explanation:

Y aunque escuché

satisfacciones, y nunca

di a mi agravio entera fe,

fue bastante esta aprehensión

a no casarme; porque

si amor y honor son pasiones

del ánimo, a mi entender,

quien hizo al amor ofensa,

se le hace al honor en él; 

porque el agravio del gusto

al alma toca también. (922-32)

The above passage is important for several reasons. First, it may demonstrate Gutierre’s 

mistrustful nature in that Leonor gave him an explanation for the event, but he simply 

refused to believe her (“Y aunque escuché / satisfacciones…”). Second, Gutierre equates 

love with honor, stating that an offense against either of the two is an offense against the 

other as well (“quien hizo al amor ofensa, / se le hace al honor en él”). As a result, 

Gutierre called off his engagement to Leonor and soon after married Mencía. As Gutierre 

finishes his speech to the king, Leonor appears, having heard Gutierre’s account of 

things. She reveals, for the first time, that the man in her house that night was don Arias, 

who was courting a friend of Leonor. This lady was a guest in Leonor’s home and don 
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Arias’ fiancée, but she died soon after. The remarkable thing about this revelation is that 

neither Leonor nor don Arias had ever admitted that don Arias was the mysterious man 

Gutierre saw leaving Leonor’s house. They both kept quiet about that fact during Gutierre 

and Leonor’s courtship, breakup and subsequent lawsuit. Only now, in the presence of 

the king, is the whole picture revealed.

Another example of Gutierre’s mistrustful nature occurs in Act II, when he finds a 

dagger in his home after Mencía claimed thieves had entered in his absence: “que esta 

daga que hallé, ¡cielos!, / con sospechas y recelos / previene mi muerte en sí” (1362-

1364). Gutierre declines to mention to anyone else that he found the dagger, keeping 

silent even to his wife about what he found: “one of the characteristics of a dysfunctional 

family is secrecy. The people in the family don't want anyone else to know that they are 

having problems" (Frude 9). A short while later, alone, Gutierre tries to attach meaning to 

all the events he has witnessed recently in his home: “tantos géneros de agravios, / tantos 

linajes de penas / como cobardes me asaltan, / como atrevidos me cercan” (1589-1592). 

He feels besieged by offenses and pain (“agravios” and “penas”). Gutierre’s long 

soliloquy (1580-1712) here offers insight into how his mind works and how he considers 

evidence. He thinks back to the previous night when he came home and reasons through 

the following: 1-Mencía shouted that there was a man in the house (but she herself 

sounded the alarm); 2-the torch went out (but perhaps it was a coincidence); 3-he found a 

dagger (but it could be from one of the servants); 4-it matches perfectly Enrique’s sword 

(but there may be many like it). In the end Gutierre cannot resist one conclusion: the 
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dagger was Enrique’s and Enrique himself was the intruder in the house. And if all that is 

true, Gutierre doubts that Mencía could be innocent in the matter:

Confieso, ¡ay de mí!, que sea

del Infante, y más confieso

que estaba allí, aunque no fuera

posible dejar de verle;

mas siéndolo, ¿no pudiera

no estar culpada Mencía?; (1636-1641).

Gutierre goes back and forth defending and accusing Mencía in his own mind. At one 

moment he seems to trust Mencía and says of her virtue “…no hay quien pueda / borrar 

de tanto esplendor / la hermosura y la pureza” (1650-1652). But next he reasons that 

maybe she is guilty, since a single black cloud can blot out the sun.

All the circumstantial evidence points to Mencía's guilt and that of Enrique, so 

Gutierre, with this belief, decides on several steps to cure his honor. First and foremost is 

silence: “primeramente la dieta / del silencio, que es guardar / la boca, tener paciencia” 

(1674-1676). Second is flattery of his wife in order to please her and put her at ease 

(1677-1686).  Next he determines to sneak back to his own house in secret to spy on 

Mencía and find out the truth:

Esta noche iré a mi casa

de secreto, entraré en ella,

por ver qué malicia tiene

el mal; y hasta apurar ésta,
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disimularé, si puedo,

esta desdicha, esta pena,

este rigor, este agravio,

este dolor, esta ofensa,

este asombro, este delirio,

este cuidado, esta afrenta,

estos celos, ¿Celos dije? (1687-1697)

So, after his soul-searching, Gutierre certainly suspects that his wife may be cheating on 

him, but as before when he found the dagger, he confronts no one with this information 

and his suspicions.

Everett W. Hesse is one of several critics that have noted Gutierre’s over-active 

imagination as playing a vital role in his decision making process: “He looks at the outer 

world through the eyes of his unbridled imagination” (15). Of course he carries with him 

the latent memory of seeing another man fleeing from the house of his former fiancée 

Leonor, an event that probably haunts him now more than ever due to the present 

circumstances. At every step, Gutierre is behaving as a typical “man of honour”, 

according to the description offered by Millington and Sinclair: 

Not only are the husbands of these plays aware of conjugal transgression, 

but they’re prepared to suspect it at every turn (…). Once it is suspected, 

such husbands will (…) take action, preferably on both wife and lover. (5)

As Gutierre goes to spy on Mencía, he admits to himself three times that he feels jealous 

(1876, 1888 and 1896). He finds Mencía sleeping alone, and although he is supposedly 
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checking to see if she is guilty or not, he proclaims: “¡Ay, hermosa Mencía, / qué mal 

tratas mi amor, y la fe mía!” (1897-1898). This seems to confirm that he already believes 

she is guilty and he is simply there to confirm her guilt rather than prove her innocence. 

He cannot eradicate his suspicions—it is in his nature. He prepares to leave, but then 

notices no maids around, and suspects something’s wrong: “…¡O pensamiento / injusto! 

¡O vil temor! ¡O infame aliento! / Ya con esta sospecha / no he de volverme…” (1905-

1908). He cannot go away. He ends up whispering to Mencía in the dark, and when she 

responds by addressing him as ‘your highness’ (“tu Alteza” [1931]) Gutierre believes he 

has confirmation of his own cuckoldry.

The term “Alteza” could only refer to a royal such as Enrique, so Gutierre 

believes his wife has been cheating on him with Enrique, although Mencía is in fact 

innocent of adultery. At the height of his suspicion, and upon hearing Mencía mistake 

him for Enrique, Gutierre decides on his final solution for his wife's apparent infidelity: 

death for Mencía. This decision, according to Teresa S. Soufas, is due entirely to 

Gutierre’s “unbalanced imagination and his subsequent misinterpretation of evidence” 

regarding Mencía’s supposed infidelity (60). Soufas characterizes Gutierre as a man 

suffering from melancholy (“suspicion and jealousy … were considered melancholic 

characteristics”), but he is not the only one: “at the hub of the entire situation, however, is 

the unbalanced king, himself a suspicious, fearful melancholic who cannot control his 

own emotions and reactions nor control or guide his subjects effectively” (60). Soufas’ 

critique of Pedro does not detract from the fact that at least the king shows a tendency to 
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seek out complete information before taking action—something the husbands in these 

plays consistently fail to do.

For example, when Gutierre confronts king Pedro with his accusations against 

Enrique and his wife Pedro asks: “Gutierre, ¿qué es lo que visteis?” (2126). Gutierre 

replies:

Nada: que hombres como yo 

no ven; basta que imaginen,

que sospechen, que prevengan,

que recelen, que adivinen, (2127-2130)

Gutierre’s response indicates that he has judged everything based on circumstantial 

evidence. When asked directly what he has seen, Gutierre must reply, “nothing.” 

Contrarily, Pedro demands proof of accusations and is often given to listening to both 

sides of an argument to get the whole story. He examines and cross-examines before 

coming to a conclusion, such as when he hides both Leonor and Gutierre, on different 

occasions, so that he may hear and verify complaints against them: “detrás de aquellos 

tapices / escondí a quien se quejaba” (2166-2167). It is also true that the monarch has his 

moments of mistrust as well. Like King Enrique VIII in La cisma de Inglaterra, Pedro 

goes out at night undercover just to listen and overhear people around town speaking; 

maybe to check on public opinion of himself: “que quiero saber ansí / sucesos y 

novedades / de Sevilla…” (1407-1409). This may underscore either a prudent or a 

mistrustful nature in the king. During one of his nighttime sallies, alone and in disguise, 

he got into a fight with some street hooligans, winning a skirmish against a whole group 
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of ruffians. Apparently he did this just to show them up and test his mettle. Such 

behavior, especially considering the king’s bloody bet with Coquín, must point to some 

serious character flaws for King Pedro. The bet with Coquín is that the king will pay the 

gracioso 100 coins each time he makes the monarch laugh. If, however, after one month, 

Coquín has failed to make Pedro laugh at least once, the king will have all of Coquín’s 

teeth forcibly removed.

Another interesting scene regarding Pedro’s character is when he is accidentally 

cut by his brother’s dagger. This is the same weapon Gutierre held when Mencía thought 

he was going to stab her. Likewise, Pedro imagines Enrique wants to kill him: 

¿Desta manera

tu acero en mi sangre tiñes?

¿Tú la daga que te di

hoy contra mi pecho esgrimes?

¿Tú me quieres dar la muerte? (2267-2271)

Calderón forces us to compare the two dagger scenes because of their striking similarity 

and thus it is feasible to question the king’s faith in his brother after hearing his 

accusations of fratricide/regicide just as we question Mencía’s mistrust of her spouse. 

Here Pedro is like Mencía, assuming the worst when confronted with the dagger: 

“…¿Qué infelice / imaginación me cerca” (2286-2287). A further example of Pedro’s 

mistrust comes as he hears that Enrique has fled Seville. The king assumes that Enrique, 

with another brother, will try to seek revenge against Pedro: “…querrán los dos / a mis 

espaldas vengarse” (2516-2517). The 17th-century Spanish audience seeing the play 
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would comprehend the dramatic irony of this exchange since in real life Pedro did die at 

the hands of Enrique. Within the context of the play, it serves to underscore Pedro’s 

mistrust of his own brother, even though Enrique had given little or reason for such 

suspicion.

Finally, in the play’s last scene, it is Pedro who begins to reposition himself as the 

voice of reason, at least concerning the topic of how to gather complete evidence before 

taking action. He cautions Gutierre against mistrust of his new spouse, Leonor. If he 

should face apparent infidelity in the future with his wife, the king advises: “No dar 

crédito a sospechas” (2906). If he should find Enrique’s dagger again in his home, 

“apelar a la codura” (2912). And if he should see someone loitering about his street and 

home, ““Quejárseme a mí” (2916) says the king. And when Gutierre asks what he should 

do if he finds another note asking Enrique not to leave town, the king agrees with 

Gutierre’s original solution to his honor problem with his wife: “Sangralla” (2929). 

Soufas complains that Pedro’s way of handling Gutierre’s problem “does not accomplish 

an exoneration of the innocent Mencía but rather perpetuates the cycle of melancholy 

jealousy and destruction in Gutierre’s household” (63). This chilling ending seems to 

point to a vindication of Gutierre’s actions based on the evidence he had before him. 

Mencía’s incriminating letter is too much even for the king to ignore.

In El pintor de su deshonra Serafina’s first example of mistrustful behavior is in 

Act I when she begs her former love Alvaro: “Déjame; por Dios te ruego, / don Álvaro, 

no me mates” (584-585). Serafina thinks Álvaro has returned to kill her, although she is 

still under the influence of a faint and may be dreaming. Initially believed dead, Álvaro 
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had just reappeared after surviving a shipwreck. Serafina, now fully awake, believes he 

has come back for revenge because of her marriage to Juan: 

y si en venganza me buscas

de que tu fineza ofendo,

de que mi palabra rompo,

bastante disculpa tengo. (595-598)

Worthy of note here is that Serafina offers no words of pleasure at Álvaro’s miraculous 

return; rather she assumes he seeks revenge and perhaps her death.

Towards her husband Juan, Serafina appears to show mistrust on one occasion 

when, frustrated in his attempt to paint her, he plans to go for a walk with Juanete—

leaving Serafina at home. She protests for two reasons: 1) for leaving her alone and 2) for 

seeing other women on his walk along the pier (1199-1209). Serafina mentions that it is 

carnival time in Barcelona and many women will be out and about in disguise for the 

celebrations. She also speaks here of her own “desconfianzas” (1201), prompting Juan to 

remark: “No desconfiada des / ahora en pedirme celos” (1210-1211). Juan says no 

woman could cause Serafina to be jealous and he promptly leaves for his walk, unmoved 

by Serafina’s protestations. In this scene Serafina’s actions mimic to a degree Mencía’s in 

El médico de su honra, with the important exception that Juan has no former girlfriend of 

whom Serafina could be jealous. Thus her protestations must be explained by a different 

cause. Her words may be simple banter for the purpose of portraying herself as a devoted 

wife looking out for her best interests.
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Alan K. G. Paterson agrees with this explanation, citing that “Serafina, now a 

domesticated wife, has half-playful fears that Roca is frustrated and will go in search of 

other women in the city” (253). If that is the case, Serafina, like many of the other wives 

in this study, has taken on a pseudo-self role to cope with her unwanted matrimony. 

Juanete, at least, has been fooled by Serafina’s portrayal since upon her arrival he 

surmises, quite incorrectly, that she is feeling “cotenta, ufana y felice” (243). Another 

explanation for Serafina’s complaints about Juan’s solitary walks is that she is trying to 

control him, in as much as she can, through subtle remarks.  If Serafina feels no real 

jealousy, but simply wishes to keep Juan in his place, the Juan-Serafina diad could be 

characterized as a “bound family”—a term coined by Stierlin to describe families where 

any attempt to break away by a member causes them to be “pulled back quickly, as if 

held on an invisible rubber leash” (12). Serafina cannot leave the house as she pleases so 

she may not approve of Juan’s ability to do so.

Alvaro’s first indication of mistrust is when he learns that, in his absence, 

Serafina has married Juan. He cannot understand it, and he accuses Serafina of disloyalty: 

“Pues ¿cómo, ingrata, pues cómo?…” (637). The word used by Alvaro to describe 

Serafina, ingrata (ungrateful), indicates that his initial reaction is to place blame rather 

than seek an explanation from his former fiancée (he repeats this sentiment again in line 

967). Alvaro quickly comes to believe that Serafina has lost her amorous feelings for 

him: “es / cierta la mudanza suya; / creámosla de una vez” (927-929). However, this is 

not true. She has married, but her inner feelings for him have not changed. Still Alvaro 

says the worst suspicions must never be doubted: “…Que lo peor / no debe dudarse 
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nunca” (931-932). To Serafina he now openly accuses her with three insults referring to 

treachery: “aleve, falsa, perjura” (958). These terms contrast completely with his previous 

amorous address to her as “Mi esposa, mi bien, mi dueño” (591). At this point Alvaro 

suffers from enmeshment with Serafina, since nothing in the world will satisfy him 

except attaining her. She has become his sole reason for existence, whereas before she 

married, the two enjoyed a balanced, mutually affectionate, and by most accounts normal 

relationship.

Shunned by Serafina at the dance in Act II, when she leaves abruptly with few 

words to him, Alvaro comes to the realization he cannot win her back, and he heaps 

further insults upon her name: “…esa fiera ingrata, / esa esfinge, esa sirena, / ese veneno, 

esa rabia. (1945-1947). He is sure that their former loving relationship is over now, and 

he tells himself to believe in his own mistrustful nature: “Crean mis desconfianzas / de 

una vez que ya este bien / se perdió…” (1957-1959). Yet when the chance presents itself, 

Alvaro kidnaps Serafina and makes her his prisoner. Alvaro’s sudden violent act is not a 

surprise within the rubric of FST, since he had no viable coping strategy to deal with the 

loss of Serafina. Rhodes explains that a system that fails “to develop mechanisms to 

tolerate and manage conflict through successful negotiation” will by extension “have 

underdeveloped mechanisms for confronting and engaging in conflictual issues between 

members” (31). Paterson supports the notion that Alvaro is powerless to change his 

circumstances through normal channels and must resort to drastic steps: “Alvaro is adrift 

in a world that he cannot understand and his ways of dealing with it are an adolescent’s” 
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(250). Ultimately, his crime serves him no purpose, as Serafina refuses to return to their 

now defunct relationship.

Juan’s first moment of mistrust does not occur until midway through the play, 

when Juanete claims a strange man was in the house. This scene again mimics El médico 

de su honra where Mencía contrives to cover up Enrique’s presence in Gutierre’s home. 

Serafina finds herself forced to do the same since she does not trust Juan enough to 

explain truthfully what occurred. Juan begins to suspect Serafina’s conduct in this 

instance since she had just taken him to another room, leaving Flora alone to help the 

man escape:

si en un instante colijo

que el llevarme Serafina

de aquí, y con traidor aviso

dejar aquí a Flora… (1524-1527)

Ironically Juan is right in his suspicions since what he suspects is exactly what happened. 

When Flora denies it Juanete calls her a liar (1521).7 Juan’s use of the word traidor to 

describe Serafina’s actions reveals his reservations about his bride’s behavior. Even 

though Juan’s search of the house comes up empty, his mind races with doubts: 

“¡Válgame Dios!, ¡qué de cosas / llevo que pensar conmigo!” (1555-1556). Millington 

and Sinclair explain that husbands like Juan (and Enrique, Lope and Gutierre from the 

other plays) are unable “to accommodate unwelcome information or experience(s)”, 

which place them into a “paranoid-schizoid position” because of the “perceived threats to 

their honor and their social identity” (7). In FST terminology, we may say that the wife-
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murder husbands lack coping strategies and a support system to deal with negative life 

circumstances.

Later at the costume party, Juan’s fears continue to surface, impeding him from 

enjoying the gathering: “aunque en vano me atormento / con mi mismo pensamiento” 

(1841-1842). When a masked man there asks Serafina to dance, Juan wonders who he is: 

“¿Quién será el que a Serafina / más que a las demás se inclina?” (1885-1886). He tells 

Juanete: “Juanete, saber procura, / siguiéndole hasta después, / ese máscara quién es” 

(1928-1930). It may be understandable for Juan to wonder what man has asked his wife 

to dance, although such an action, performed openly at a dance, is nothing out of the 

ordinary. Still, requesting that Juanete follow the man after the party to uncover his exact 

identity goes beyond simple curiosity and indicates Juan’s heightened level of mistrust 

and obsession in this matter.

Lastly, it is interesting to note that when Serafina is kidnapped, Juan comes to 

blame his too-trusting nature after leaving his unconscious wife in the care of strangers 

on the beach, having just rescued her from the fire: “¡Matóme mi confianza!” (2077). 

Juan’s supposed trust in mankind (“mi confianza”) is what has caused this tragedy to take 

place, according to him. Of course the reality is that Juan was not over-trusting under the 

circumstances, and it is only because Alvaro happened to be there that Serafina was 

kidnapped. 

El pintor de su deshonra, perhaps more than the other three wife-murder plays, 

offers special insight into the problems of mistrust between spouses. As mentioned at the 

beginning of this chapter, jealousy springs from mistrust which comes from a lack of 
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intimacy, which in turn is caused by a dearth of love between the married couples. 

Serafina and Alvaro, during their initial romance, seem to provide the model for attaining 

love, intimacy and trust in a relationship. As Serafina explains to Porcia, love comes 

about from long exposure of two wills:

De aquellas, pues, continuadas

visitas, porcia, nacieron

su atención y mi cuidado,

su inclinación y mi afecto; (401-404)

At first Serafina refused Alvaro, but over time love blossomed: “quiso hablar, no le di 

oídos” (433). And her actions belied her feelings out of consideration for her honor: 

“quien me viera el corazón, / viera con cuánto tormento / hace el honor repugnancias, / 

cuando hace el amor esfuerzos” (441-444). Again this sentiment is similar to Mencía’s 

feelings for Enrique in El médico de su honra. Finally, Serafina admits, “hablándonos en 

secreto, / creció amor correspondido” (466-467). As always we are reminded of the key 

ingredient for success, mutual love during prolonged courtship, until finally one night in 

the garden Alvaro promised marriage: “palabra me dio de esposo” (453). 

By Act III, as with all the other plays, circumstances have completely changed, 

but again Serafina’s words help to elucidate why the wives in these plays refuse to return 

to their former relationships with the men they loved originally. In this speech Serafina 

chastises Álvaro for kidnapping her. This is the young man she loved, but she gives 

reasons why all the married women in these plays wish to conserve their proper married 

status rather than return to their former suitors:
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¿Pensaste, ¡ay de mí!, que fuera

mi decoro tan liviano,

tan fácil mi estimación,

mi sentimiento tan vano,

mi vanidad tan humilde,

mi tormento tan villano

y  mi proceder tan otro,

que me hubiera consolado

de haber en un día perdido

esposo, casa y estado,

honor y reputación,

con sólo hallarme en tus brazos,

vencida de tus traiciones,

forzada de tus agravios? (2246-2259)

Serafina defends her own decorum (decoro), esteem (estimación), feelings (sentimiento), 

vanity (vanidad), suffering (tormento) and manner (proceder), in sum, her person, against 

Alvaro’s criminal attempts at reconciliation now that she is already married to another 

man. Her words are clear. She has no intention of losing in one day her husband, her 

home, her status, her honor and her reputation simply to be reconquered by Alvaro’s 

treachery and affronts (traiciones and agravios). Mencía and Leonor from El médico de 

su honra and A secreto agravio, secreta venganza could probably have given the same 

speech. It is worth noting that El pintor de su deshonra is the last play written of the 
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group, and thus perhaps the sentiment here is most refined by Calderón. The price to pay 

for abandoning their rightful husbands, even when wrongly matched, is simply too great 

to consider.
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Notes-Chapter Four

1 In La cisma de Inglaterra Enrique had his first wife, Catalina, imprisoned and exiled until her untimely 
death. Later, he certainly gave orders that his second wife, Ana, be killed.

2 McKendrick is referring specifically to the wives in the other three plays included in this study, but as I 
have suggested throughout, La cisma de Inglaterra fits in well with the others in nearly every way.

3 The original six volumes of the Diccionario de Autoridades (1726-1739) of the Real Academia Española 
help to clarify Catalina’s use of the word “elevado” to describe Enrique as he meets Ana: “Elevarse: 
Transportarse en contemplación, levantando el espiritu a la especulación y consideración de las cosas 
inmateriales y Divinas, que común y regularmente se dice ‘Arrobarse’”. “Arrobarse” is further defined: 
“Vale también quedarse pasmado, y como asombrado y suspenso, por causa de alguna vehemente pasión y 
afecto del ánimo, o de algún objeto externo, que le enagena y arrebata.”

4 The Infanta María, both in the play and in real life, was the future Queen of England Mary Tudor (1553-
1558), the only surviving offspring of Catalina and Enrique’s marriage.

5 The complete text of Lope’s speech here is 150 lines long—equal to more than 15% of the entire second 
act of the play.

6 There is an interesting Biblical precedent for Juan’s advice: “If a man has recently married, he must not be 
sent to war or have any other duty laid on him. For one year he is to be free to stay at home and bring 
happiness to the wife he has married” (Deuteronomy 24 v.5).

7 This is an accusation that may be leveled against and among servants apparently without requiring a duel 
or any drastic reprisals since Flora decides not to further contest Juanete’s assertion that she lied.
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Conclusion

A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, El médico de su honra, and El pintor de su 

deshonra are typically referred to as Calderón’s three “honor plays.” By including in this 

study La cisma de Inglaterra, a play in which honor is not a central aspect, the term 

“honor play” no longer suffices to describe all four works. Perhaps the term “marriage 

play” is more inclusive and, certainly for this investigation, helps to clarify the focus on 

the family situations evident in these plays. And while it is true that in 17th-century Spain 

most plays about a married couple suffering problems of infidelity do necessarily deal 

with the issue of honor, such works can also provide the opportunity to delve into more 

universal truths regarding relationships and how they succeed and fail. As discussed 

throughout the previous chapters, each of the four wife-murder plays included in this 

study depict dysfunctional families. One of the main contentions set forth in this 

investigation is that all of these plays may be classified as tragedies. Calderón wrote 

perhaps another ten plays that could be termed “tragedies”; and he also wrote different 

plays that involve wife-murder. But none of these other plays fit into the category of 

“wife-murder tragedies.” There is little critical agreement about the definition of tragedy 

regarding the theater of Calderón. In brief, the staple feature of this playwright’s tragic 

works is that the endings of the plays elicit a sympathetic response from the public for 

one of the main characters who suffers greatly without meriting the punishment received. 

Furthermore the tragic protagonists of the plays (in this study, the murdered wives: 

Catalina, Ana, Leonor, Mencía and Serafina, respectively) have no chance for redemption 
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and their husbands generally do not recognize their spouses’ innocence. The one 

exception to this pattern is that Enrique lamented the fate of Catalina, his first wife, after 

she had already died. It must be repeated here that technically speaking, Enrique did not 

kill Catalina.

Family Systems Theory is a useful theoretical model to apply to La cisma de 

Inglaterra, A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, El médico de su honra, and El pintor de 

su deshonra because, quite logically, Calderón’s wife-murder tragedies all deal with 

married couples. This is because FST emphasizes the shared role played by all the 

members of a dysfunctional family in any family event (such as allowing a family 

tragedy to happen). FST recognizes that any family tragedy is shared by, and to a degree 

caused by, all family members and their failure to function as a cohesive unit. This refers 

to long-term internal disharmony rather than one-time external events, such as a car 

accident. Whereas traditional psychological approaches may see family members as 

isolated individuals (especially in Freudian psychoanalysis), FST considers the 

interaction among family members and the impact one person’s behavior has on all the 

other members of the family. As previously noted, A. A. Parker’s idea of “diffused 

responsibility” regarding Calderonian tragedies seems to support the FST assertion of 

group, over individual, responsibility for familial disharmony: "The conception of 

diffused responsibility, of the impossibility of confining guilt or wrongdoing to any one 

individual, lies at the heart of the Calderonian sense of tragedy" (229).

The married couples of the Calderonian dysfunctional family, similar in all four 

of the wife-murder tragedies, consistently exhibit the following three characteristics: their 
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marriage is loveless, they fail to communicate well with one another, and there is a 

tendency to mistrust each other. These three points are definitely related and self-

replicating. By self-replicating I mean that the existence of one of these factors is likely 

to cause the appearance of either or both of the others, and all three work in unison to 

divide and alienate the spouses. Perhaps the most important of the three is the first: 

loveless marriages.

A loveless marriage, and in our plays, a marriage forced on daughters by their

fathers, points to the importance of the parent-child relationship in FST. Namely, a 

dysfunctional relationship between parents and children greatly increases the likelihood 

that a child will grow up to have a dysfunctional marriage. Thus, FST can be a good 

predictor of marital success or failure simply by taking into account the parental 

subsystem of the spouses: “family systems theory focuses on three subsystems within the 

family unit: those of the spouses, the parents and the siblings” (Jerome Bump 66). In 

Calderón’s wife-murder tragedies the deficiencies and defects in the relationship between 

the brides and their fathers are repeated and increased when the girls enter into marriage. 

In addition to this, all of the marriages portrayed in the plays are loveless in virtually 

every sense of the word. The couples are not equals in age or temperament and they do 

not share common interests or goals. Furthermore, all of the brides, at the time of their 

weddings, are still dealing with the emotional baggage of a recent break-up (usually 

unintentional) with another man. In La cisma de Inglaterra, Catalina was married to 

Enrique’s brother Arturo before Enrique, and Ana Bolena had Carlos as a suitor before 

marrying the king. In A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, Leonor and Luis were dating 
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long before she married Lope. In El médico de su honra Mencía and the king’s brother 

Enrique were smitten and involved emotionally, if not openly dating, before she wed 

Gutierre. And Gutierre too was the fiancé of Leonor before he married Mencía. Finally, 

in El pintor de su deshonra Serafina had promised to marry Alvaro before she ever met 

her new husband Juan. The main difference between the women’s relationships with their 

first suitors and their husbands is that they feel no love for husbands, and usually they are 

still morning the loss of their suitors even as they married their husbands. Again Catalina 

in La cisma de Inglaterra is an exception to this rule since her marriage to Arturo was 

arranged and presumably she have as little feeling for him as she did for Enrique.

The present study also affirms the notion that marriages based on love are healthy 

(or at least have a healthy beginning) and marriages not based on love are by definition 

dysfunctional at the outset. Certainly this is true under the rubric of FST, but it is also the 

case for Spanish Golden Age society. This is an important assertion that bears 

clarification. Modern literary critics such as McKendrick, Díez Borque, Vigil, Wiltrout 

and Connor all agree and declare that love played a diminished role in determining whom 

and when to marry in 16th- and 17th-century Spain. Although Vigil admits that the females 

in Golden Age plays actively fought against this practice: “En el teatro de enredo del 

siglo XVII las mujeres luchaban contra esta costumbre” (76). Additionally, contemporary 

Spanish moralist writers seem to decry the pitfalls of marrying for love rather than for 

reasons of economic security and personal character. However, the moralists’ written 

insistence against marrying for love is an excellent indication that girls of the 16th- and 

17th-century in Spain often did in fact marry the men they loved—even to the detriment of 
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other considerations such as money and character. If this were not the case, the writers 

would not have bothered to speak out against such a practice (over the course of two 

centuries!). Furthermore, all the moralists state that love between a husband and wife is 

absolutely vital for ensuring a harmonious and successful marriage.

The implication that may be drawn from the above considerations, related to 

Calderonian drama, is that perhaps Calderón is telling his audience that an arranged 

marriage that goes against the will of the newlyweds (especially the brides, who may be 

expected to acquiesce in their parents’ wishes) is doomed to failure or even worse—in the 

case of the wife-murder tragedies. FST clearly denounces the marriages in these plays as 

dysfunctional and bound to end in catastrophe. The fact that they are loveless is also 

worthy of comment from the characters in the plays themselves. Leonor, Gutierre’s 

original love from El médico de su honra, claims that marriage without love is worse than 

death or losing one’s honor: “pues es mejor que sin vida, / sin opinión, sin honor / viva, 

que sin amor” (1737-1739). And Serafina, in El pintor de su deshonra, claims that love 

exists even without marriage: “creció amor correspondido; / aunque vulgares conceptos / 

dicen que el amor sin trato / ni es amor ni puede serlo” (467-470). In the four “marriage 

plays” in this study, none of the couples marry for love, and thus they are all 

dysfunctional. In La cisma de Inglaterra Enrique and Catalina marry “para conservar la 

paz” (49). He then marries Ana out of blind lust, as he states: “confieso que estoy loco y 

estoy ciego” (1723). In A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, Lope and Leonor marry by 

proxy, having never met before. In love with Luis, it is understandable that she refers to 

her new husband Lope as “no mi esposo, mi enemigo” (739). In El medico de su honra
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Mencía marries Gutierre only because her father imposed his will and made her do it: “mi 

padre atropella / la libertad que hubo en mí” (569-570). Finally, in El pintor de su 

deshonra, the marriage between Juan and Serafina is the least likely pairing of all the 

plays. Juan is significantly older than  his bride and disinclined toward marriage in 

general; and Serafina marries out of despair at losing her beloved Alvaro at sea. As T. E. 

May remarks, the brides in these plays are so only in name:

Does a play start with a happy marriage? Then we may depend upon it that 

the murder of the wife will never become a serious possibility. Does it end 

with the murder of the wife? Then we can risk saying that there will be a 

sense in which she was never properly a wife at all. (117)

Considering these marriage plays as a whole, the reader/spectator must consider why the 

couples are so poorly matched. If Calderón wanted to explore only the so-called “honor 

question” could he not have done so by examining a couple that truly loved each other? 

Again May speaks to this point:

 But in all the Spanish honour plays which are popularly discussed there is 

no case in which the code is brought into crushing impact upon a genuine 

marriage, where a husband and wife have grown together in intimacy 

and—why not?—have children they care about. (118)

The fact that the couples are not in love must be an important part of the equation for 

Calderón in these marriage plays, since it is a constant theme. Thus, an aspect of marriage 

in these plays, at least as important as the honor question, is the assertion that love 

between spouses is an imperative in order to have a successful marriage. As the moralist 
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Vives states: “el casamiento [debe] ser una cópula o nudo de amor” (199). In the 

marriage plays, none of the wives are happy; this in spite of “marrying well” to a man 

with status, fame and economic power. For their part the husbands are often jealous and 

mistrustful because none of the marriages are predicated on love. The conclusion to be 

drawn from all this is that Calderón’s wife-murder plays, more than showing how things 

were done in Calderón’s day, show us under which circumstances marriages ought not to 

be considered. Which brings us to the theoretical model used in this study: Family 

Systems Theory.

Under the rubric of FST specific dysfunctions are evident for each character and 

married couple. At the time of marriage, systemism is a common affliction as the brides, 

especially, agree to marriages that do not interest them simply to please their families 

(and their fathers in particular). Mate enmeshment appears usually just after marriage in 

these plays as the newlywed husbands are brimming with disproportionate enthusiasm 

over their brides. Many of the women create a pseudo-self to deal with the social 

expectation of appearing happy and content after their recent weddings. Meanwhile the 

men tend to do the same, but their pseudo-self creation tends to manifest itself after they 

discover their wives’ supposed infidelity. They decide to keep up outward appearances as 

normal while they plot to kill their spouses for their treachery.

The idea of using a pseudo-self as a coping strategy is more than merely telling a 

white lie. It is taking on a different persona for an indefinite time in order to live your life 

one way, while having completely contradictory feelings. A character operating under a 

pseudo-self will try to repress their true being while portraying a ficticious or false role 
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that others would have them adopt. Severe problems of spousal communication and 

mistrust are also part of the pathology of the Calderonian dysfunctional family in the 

wife-murder plays. The loveless marriages are made worse as real, honest 

communication fails to take place between the husbands and wives. This lack of true 

dialogue among the married couples prohibits progress in the relationship and feeds the 

mistrustful nature of all the characters, and in particular the husbands. The mistrust and 

failure to communicate are directly related to each other and to the fact that the couples 

do not love each other at any time throughout the plays.

Finally, there is the issue of the extended families of each of the couples. Usually 

this refers to the fathers of the brides almost exclusively since often little or nothing is 

known about the specific family members of the grooms who marry. Moreover, as 

previously discussed, the women who marry, frequently, if not always, find themselves 

without any maternal support during their struggles. The absent mother figure in 

Calderonian and Spanish Golden Age drama may be simply a circumstantial fact, but 

within each drama the missing mothers mean a reduced support system for the brides. 

The only positive note for these dysfunctional families, and only by default, is that since 

the brides all died childless, the pattern of dysfunction will end with the current 

generation. There are no more wives left to kill. An exception to this is the case of 

Leonor, Gutierre’s original girlfriend in El médico de su honra, who becomes his second

wife. Here is where the application of FST to Calderonian wife-murder tragedies is 

particularly useful. There is a pattern apparent in the relationships between the brides and 

their fathers that is repeated between the brides and their new husbands. This pattern has 
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been discussed at length throughout this investigation and it includes the following 

components: a lack of intimacy, miscommunication, and mistrust. The brides seem 

doomed to repeat the dysfunctional relationship they have with their own fathers when 

they get married. 
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